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This publication of the Academy on Astronomy and Astrophysics is unique in two
ways. It is the first Decadal Vision Document commissioned by the Council of the
Indian Academy of Sciences, and is intended to project the possibilities and
imperatives in an area of strong tradition as well as great strength in India. Its
professional  quality, depth and attention to detail set an example for similar future efforts.
The Council of the Academy, under the presidentship of Dr. K. Kasturirangan,
took this initiative a few years ago, as part of its raison d’étre , namely to “endeavour by all
means at its disposal to promote the progress and uphold the cause of science, both in pure
and applied branches”. I expect that there will be several such  efforts which will be
signposts for basic and applied national  scientific activity. The Academy also plans to
bring out position  papers on societal issues where science plays a major role. In both these,
the professional depth and commitment of its Fellows, as well as its character as
representative of the best in Indian science, will be essential.
The present document, as mentioned by Dr. K. Kasturirangan who  conceived it,
and by Professor G. Srinivasan who has nurtured it and has  brought it to its present
shape, is a detailed analysis of the present situation and has a set of prioritized
recommendations for the future against this background. The fact that this is the result of
deliberations by the scientific community in the field gives it great  weight. It is also a
measure of the maturity, strength and size of this  community. The range and practicality
of the suggestions reflect the revolutionary change in the field of astronomy and
astrophysics; with the explosion in the range and precision of observational tools, the
universe is seen to be stranger and far more diverse than we (can) suppose.
Our participation in this journey, which has truly begun, will greatly owe to this roadmap.
I am particularly happy that the question of people (“human resources”) is also discussed
in this report.
I thank, on behalf of the Academy, Professor Srinivasan and his colleagues for this
exemplary effort. I strongly commend it to the attention of everyone interested in
Astronomy and Astrophysics, and to its growth in India.

T. V. Ramakrishnan
President

Indian Academy of Sciences
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Foreword
Modern astronomy in India dates back to the middle of the eighteenth century, when the subject of
astrophysics began with attempts to understand the spectra of the sun and the stars. Indeed, some of the
Indian astronomers participated in the momentous discoveries made in that period. A full fledged solar
observatory was established in Kodaikanal at the dawn of the twentieth century.

In the 1940s, a new chapter began with systematic experimental activity in the frontier area of cosmic rays.
By the end of the 1950s considerable progress was made in the construction of sophisticated
instrumentation for balloon borne experiments. This experience enabled some of the cosmic ray physicists
to enter the emerging area of X-ray astronomy very soon after the discovery of the first X-ray source Sco X-1
in 1962.  Soon after pulsars were discovered in 1968, a group of physicists ventured into ultra high energy
gamma ray astronomy.

This was also the period when radio astronomy came of age in India. The unique radio telescope in Ooty
was operational by 1970, followed a decade later by a synthesis telescope at Ooty, a millimetre wave
telescope in Bangalore, and a low frequency array in Gauribidanur near Bangalore.

The 1980s also witnessed the commissioning of an indigenously built 2.3 m optical telescope at Kavalur
and a near-infrared telescope in Mount Abu.

In the mean time, The Indian Space Research Organization had successfully demonstrated its capability to
build state-of-the-art remote sensing and communication satellites, as well as launch vehicles. This opened
up possibilities for modest space-borne astronomical experiments. The first significant one was a gamma
ray burst experiment on the SROSS C2 satellite launched in 1994. This was followed by the Indian X-ray
Astronomy Experiment (IXAE) on IRS-P3 launched in 1996.

The dawn of the new millennium saw the commissioning of the versatile Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope
(GMRT) in Khodad near Pune, as well as a 2 m optical telescope at the high altitude observatory at Hanle.

The success of the IXAE triggered a discussion about a dedicated astronomical satellite. This led to the
concept of the ASTROSAT - a multi wavelength astronomical observatory. The  instruments that will be on
board the ASTROSAT are now under construction at various institutions, and the satellite is expected to be
launched in 2007.

The Council of the Indian Academy of Sciences felt that this was the right moment to critically survey and
assess the contributions by Indian astronomers and astrophysicists. Among other things, such a survey will
also help to crystallize a vision for the next decade or so. With this in mind, the Academy commissioned the
first of its Vision Documents.

This document is intended to be more than a list of prioritized recommendations. It is hoped that this will
help young students to get a concise picture of Indian astronomy at the dawn of the new millennium.

K. Kasturirangan
Past President, Indian Academy of Sciences

Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha)
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Preface

The Indian Academy of Sciences was founded by C.V. Raman in 1934. During the first sixty years,
the Academy confined its activities to publishing journals in which the research done in India
could be projected. About ten years ago, in a major departure from this policy, the Academy
brought out an important document on Science Education.  This, and the subsequent follow up
action, have been highly acclaimed. In addition, the Academy has also been arranging Symposia
and Discussion Meetings on several topics of national importance, particularly those pertaining to
the preservation of our environment. Recently, it contributed in an important way to the drafting of
the National Policy on Science and Technology.

The Council of the Indian Academy of Sciences for the triennium 2001- 03, presided by
Dr. K. Kasturirangan, decided to take another new initiative. In order to catalyze and promote
discussion in the scientific community, which in turn will help to define thrust areas, and also to
encourage a planned growth of our scientific infrastructure, it decided to commission a set of
Decadal Vision Documents. The idea was that each of these documents will survey the field, assess
the past achievements and define a prioritized set of recommendations for the major initiatives to
be taken during the next decade or so.  The Academy hopes that such documents will be
important inputs to the governmental agencies which fund scientific research in India.

This document dealing with Astronomy and Astrophysics is the first such survey to be
commissioned. A small committee constituted by the President of the Academy was charged with
the responsibility of producing it. Since young scientists must necessarily be involved in outlining
the vision for the future, the Academy Committee set up seven Panels to survey various branches
of astronomy and astrophysics:

• Solar Physics;
• Optical, Infrared and Ultraviolet Astronomy;
• Radio Astronomy;
• High Energy Astronomy: X-rays, γ-rays and cosmic rays;
• Theoretical Astrophysics;
• Gravitation and Particle Astrophysics;
• Research and Development Initiatives.

These Panels met several times and also arranged discussion meetings in which a larger number
of astronomers were invited to participate.

Since the Chairman of the Academy Committee happened to be the President of the
Astronomical Society of India during this period, it provided an opportunity to involve the
Astronomical Society in this major exercise. During the Annual Meeting of the Society at Pune in
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February, 2002, one full day was devoted to a discussion of the preliminary reports of the various
Panels. The final version of the Panel Reports will be available at the website of the Astronomical
Society of India.

This report of the Academy Committee is divided into nine chapters. After an Executive Summary,
there is a chapter which attempts to portray the current excitement in astronomy and astrophysics.
This has been done with the hope that the readership of this document will include young college
students, as well as non-astronomers. This is followed by six chapters which deal with the various
branches of contemporary astronomy listed above. Each of these chapters is fairly comprehensive
and contains a historical introduction, areas of current research, a summary of the existing facilities,
a brief account of the significant achievements in the past and some recommendations specific to
that area. The last chapter is a comprehensive set of recommendations. These include some
prioritized recommendations concerning new observational facilities and technology initiatives.

The Academy Committee hopes that the extensive discussions that preceded the drafting of this
report will mark a new beginning in Indian astronomy. It hopes that in the coming decades there
will be active participation of young astronomers in planning for the future, and that the entire
astronomical community will be involved in evolving new programmes, prioritizing them and
defining the thrust areas. Finally, it is hoped that young students will find this useful as a resource
book, for this will give them an overview of the world scene, as well as what is happening in India.

Acknowledgements:   When the President of the Academy requested me to produce a
document which surveyed the astronomical scene in India, and which included a considered set
of recommendations, I set up several panels to do the preliminary work. I am indebted to the
members of the panels for undertaking this task despite their scepticism. While writing a
historical account about cosmic ray research in India, as well as X-ray and gamma ray astronomy, I
benefited a great deal from the information provided by S.C. Tonwar, S.K. Gupta and B.S. Acharya of
TIFR, and R. Koul of BARC. I wish to place on record my gratitude to them. I also wish to
thank B.T. Ravi Shankar and Atish Kamble of RRI for their patient help with downloading the
beautiful images taken with the HST, CHANDRA and other observatories. To go from the Panel
Reports to this document was a lot of work. P.S. Sreekumar at the ISRO Satellite Centre is the one
“Panel Member” whose interest did not wane! I wish to express my sincere thanks to him for his
constant encouragement, help and advice. Throughout this exercise (lasting nearly two years)
Vidyamani at RRI has helped me in so many ways that I cannot even begin to list them here. Thank
you, Vidya!   Finally, I wish to express my appreciation to Shaji Bhaskar at IMAGIC CREATIVES for his
infinite patience while designing this book; I wonder if any other client has been as demanding
and fussy as me.

G. Srinivasan
Chair, Academy Committee

 President, Astronomical Society of India
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C H A P T E R  1

E x e c u t i v e  S u m m a r y

The Decadal Vision Document for Astronomy and

Astrophysics is the first of a series of such

documents the Council of the Indian Academy of

Sciences wishes to commission. The objective is

two fold. First, the generation of such a document

will catalyze discussion among the scientific

community, help to identify thrust areas and

define priorities. Although this has been the

practice, for example, in the United States for

several decades now, such an approach has been

lacking in India. Second, since a large number of

scientists from various institutions will be involved

in drafting such a document, the prioritized

recommendations are more likely to be accepted

by the major funding agencies.

The committee constituted by the Academy to

produce a Decadal Vision Document for

Astronomy and Astrophysics was charged with the

responsibility of surveying the ongoing research,

critically assessing the contributions made in the

past in various areas and evaluating their impact.

An essential part of this exercise was also to

review the existing observational facilities and

evaluate their utilization. And finally, to come up

with a prioritized set of recommendations.

To this end, the committee set up various Panels

to assist it in this exercise. Their reports

emphasized several concerns, some of which are

mentioned below.

• Given the relatively small size of the Indian

astronomical community, the range of research

activities is perhaps too wide. There are no

discernible  thrust areas.

• Many of the existing observational facilities are

underutilized, and perhaps not optimally

managed.

• In the absence of thrust areas or an identified

niche for Indian astronomy, the various existing,

as well as planned facilities, do not fit into a

well thoughtout scenario in which they

compliment and supplement each other.

• Almost every activity is subcritical due to a

severe shortage of scientists, engineers and

technical personnel.

• Since students at the college and postgraduate

level are very poorly informed about astronomy

and astrophysics, even the few students who

wish to pursue higher studies do not opt for

astronomy.

• Part of the reason for this is that they are not

aware of the ongoing activities, and the

opportunities that lie ahead.

The committee shares these concerns, and the

nature and scope of the recommendations have

been largely influenced by this.

The committee is of the view that under the

prevailing conditions and circumstances, it would

not be desirable or profitable to undertake the

construction of a large observing facility. Instead,

the priority during the next decade should be to

consolidate the existing facilities and, at the same

time, groom the next generation of astronomers

who would, in due course, take the next major

initiatives.

1



E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

• A 1.5 m class modern optical telescope to be

located at Devasthal, near Nainital, fits in nicely

with the recommendation that Indian

astronomers could perhaps specialize in

multiwavelength astronomy. When ASTROSAT

is operational, it would be important to have

optical telescopes at which a substantial amount

of time would be available for follow up

observations of sources being studied with the

ASTROSAT. Since our optical telescopes are

of very modest size, it would be desirable if

they are, by and large, dedicated to specialized
observations. Given the considerable expertise

in photometry at the Nainital Observatory, the

committee recommends that the proposed

telescope at Devasthal is equipped with the

necessary instruments to pursue state of the art

studies of variable sources.

• There have been no major indigenous

initiatives in Solar Astronomy since the setting

up of the Solar Tower Telescope in Kodaikanal

in the 1950s. Since solar physics is currently

one of the exciting areas in astronomy, the time

is ripe to rejuvenate this branch of astronomy.

The establishment of a 50 cm class solar

telescope (possibly at Udaipur) will give the

necessary impetus.
• A small solar coronograph flown on one

of ISRO’s satellites offers exciting possibilities.

Coordinated observations with such a

coronograph and ground-based optical

telescopes, as well as radio telescopes such as

the GMRT and the low frequency telescope at

Gauribidanur, are likely to be rewarding in the

s tudy o f  coronal mass e j e c t ions and the

consequent space weather.

• The committee recommends that a Working

Group be formed, consisting of both engineers

at ISRO and interested astronomers, to do a

The recommendations of the Academy

Committee which are summarized here, and

explained in detail in the last chapter, may be

broadly grouped as follows:

• Multiwavelength astronomy as a niche area.

• Some modest new initiatives in ground-

based and space astronomy.

• Participation in international projects.

• Technology initiatives.

• Role of the Astronomical Society of India.

A New Paradigm

• With GMRT operational, and ASTROSAT

expected to commence operations in

2007, the committee is of the considered

view that it would be fruitful if Indian

astronomers pursued multiwavelength

astronomy as a speciality.

• The committee recommends that

intensive brainstorming sessions be

organized to identify a few thrust areas

and key programmes.

• To ensure that each activity has a critical

size, and also to enable each activity to

address all aspects of the problem –

observations, theory and modelling – the

committee recommends the formation of

Working Groups , with members drawn

from various institutions.

• The Working Groups should have

independent funding, and be scientifically

autonomous.

New Observational Facilities

Although the committee is not recommending any

new major facility, it recommends a few modest

initiatives which are prioritized in TABLE A.
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C H A P T E R  1

Table B

Recommended technology initiatives

• Detector development for γ-rays, hard X-rays and infrared

• Active and Adaptive optics

• Hard X-ray mirrors

• X-ray polarimeter

• Space platforms for fundamental physics experiments

Table A

Prioritized list of new facilities being recommended

n Ground-based

1 • A 1.5 m-class Optical telescope at Devasthal

• A 50 cm-class Solar telescope

2 Imaging TeV γ-ray telescope

n Space-based

1 A solar coronograph

2 A Near Infrared Spectro Photometer

3



E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

feasibility study for a Near Infrared

Spectrometer that could be flown on one of

ISRO’s missions.

• The committee endorses the recommendation

of the Panel on High Energy Astronomy for a

new initiative in astronomy at TeV energies.

However, it would like to urge the two

main groups with expertise in this area to

engage in a comprehensive discussion

with the national community of

astronomers to choose among the various

options. Such an approach will make the

best use of the expertise available in the

country, ensure wider utilization of the
facility once it is established and

consequently increase the scientific

impact.

New Technology Initiatives

This is certainly the Golden Age of astronomy.

Unprecedented progress has been made

during the last decade or so in all branches of

astronomy. Admittedly, the large telescopes that

are now available have played a key role. Perhaps

a more important factor has been the spectacular

progress in the technology of detectors. We in

India have neglected research and development

work in this area. Certain areas, like Gallium

Arsenide technology and mesoscopic devices,

require such huge investments that one cannot

contemplate any significant R&D effort for

astronomy alone. But there are other areas in

which sustained efforts will bring rich rewards. The

prioritized recommendations of the committee for
focussed R&D efforts are summarized in TABLE B.

A continuing effort in detector development is of

paramount importance to the future of astronomy

in India. The committee  recommends that

suitable steps should be taken to initiate

development work in the following areas.

• Large format CCDs for optical astronomy

• Near and mid infrared detector arrays

• CdZnTe arrays for hard X-rays

• Silicon-strip detectors for γ -ray

astronomy

• Gas microstrip/GEM detectors for X-ray

and γ -ray astronomy

A National Centre for Space Sciences and
Instrumentation

A serious lacuna in Indian astronomy is

instrumentation and detector development. While

some of the immediate needs are attended to,

there is hardly any long-term developmental

programme anticipating future needs. Given

various constraints, none of the research institutes

would be willing to support open ended R&D

work such as those listed above. Understandably,

their priority would be the ongoing research.

To remedy this, the committee recommends

the setting up of a National Centre for Space

Sciences and Instrumentation. Such a centre

should  serve the needs of

• Astronomy

• Atmospheric Sciences

• Ocean studies

• Aeronomy, etc.

The mandate of such a centre would be to

primarily pursue R&D work. The envisaged centre

should have only a core group of engineers and

technical personnel. Scientists from various

academic institutions will have adjunct positions

at the centre, and carry on their R&D work in

collaboration with the core staff at the centre.
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C H A P T E R  1

The committee regards this as one of its

most important recommendations.

Participation in International Projects

Multinational col laboration is the new paradigm

in big science. This is going to be true in all

branches of astronomy. Therefore, we in India

have no option but to participate in future

international ventures. While we must pursue our

own projects, we must exploit every opportunity

to collaborate in major international projects. The

necessary expertise which will empower us to do

so must be developed. In addition, one must

consciously explore the possibi l i ty of  using our

facil it ies for complementary programmes which

will support international missions/groups, in

return for observing t ime with  international

f a c i l i t i e s .

The Role of the Astronomical Society of India

The committee is of the strong opinion that as the

body representing the professional astronomers,

the Astronomical Society of India should be more

proactive and should assume important

responsibilities such as:

• Organizing brainstorming sessions to define

thrust areas and key programmes.

• Help to set up Working Groups under its

auspices.

• Arranging Advanced Schools and Workshops

(following the tradition of the Italian Physical

Society and the Swiss Astronomical Society).

• Publishing Lecture Notes which Indian students

will be able to afford.

• Interacting with agencies such as the NCERT,

UGC, etc. with a view to introducing more

topics in modern astronomy in the XII standard

and Pre University level.

• Helping to promote interaction between the

active astronomers and college teachers and

students.

• Arranging refresher courses for school and

college teachers, etc.

Public Outreach

This is an area where much has to be done. The

funding agencies, the Astronomical Society of

India, the various research institutions and

individual astronomers have to contribute in a very

major way in conveying the excitement of the

latest discoveries in astronomy to the general

public. Astronomy is the most effective way to

teach people about the importance of science and

technology. The committee would like to make a

number of recommendations in this regard.

• The committee strongly recommends that

astronomical institutions develop close

links with planetaria and science

museums. They should encourage and

facilitate the interaction between the

astronomers and the staff at these centres.

• The Astronomical Society of India should

take active interest in this and help to

catalyze such an interaction.

• The ASI could also arrange refresher

courses for the staff of planetaria and

science museums, and also help them

develop display material, including

models of our major telescopes, etc.

• The committee recommends that every

observatory should set up an attractive

Science Centre . This should be modern,

and professional help should be sought in

setting up such centres.
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The Hubble Deep Field.  Courtesy: HST/NASA



C H A P T E R  2

The Present Revolution
in Astronomy

A cluster of galaxies (Abell 2218). Courtesy: HST/NASA

This is undoubtedly the Golden Age of astronomy
and astrophysics. With the advent of the space
age, unprecedented progress has been made
during the past thirty or forty years. One is
witnessing a great revolution in astronomy.

Every now and then, questions that have
remained meaningless, or considered frivolous,
acquire meaning within the premise of science.
And this constitutes a scientific revolution. The
revolution that was unfolding at the dawn of the
twentieth century concerned the nature of the
stars. By the middle of the 19th century, this
question had acquired scientific significance
despite the assertion of the positivist philosophers
that i t  was in the nature o f  things that we shal l
never know what the stars are.  By the 1930s one
had understood a great deal about what the stars
are, and why are they as they are.

The great new question that arose at the
beginning of the last century concerned the size
and the nature of the astronomical Universe. With
Hubble’s estimate of the distance to the
Andromeda Nebula, it became clear that the great
spiral nebulae were galaxies in their own right,
that the Universe contained billions of galaxies and
that the building blocks of the Universe were
c lusters of  galaxies .

In parallel a great revolution was taking place
concerning the ultimate fate of the stars. Stars
support themselves against gravity because they
generate energy in their cores. What will happen
when the nuclear reactor in the centre fails? The
resolution of this question by R.H. Fowler and
S. Chandrasekhar in the late 1920s and early 1930s
required the new quantum theory. Indeed, this
was the first application of the newly discovered
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quantum statistics by Fermi and Dirac. For a while
it seemed that all stars will find ultimate peace as
planetary sized white dwarfs. This hope did not
last long because Chandrasekhar soon showed that
white dwarfs more massive than about 1.4 times
the mass of the sun cannot be stable. What then is
the ultimate fate of the more massive stars? By the
end of the 1930s it became clear that massive
stars will collapse when they eventually develop
degenerate cores, and when such cores grow to
the limiting mass of 1.4 M�. It was predicted by
Baade and Zwicky in 1934 that the result of such
a collapse will be the formation of a neutron star ,
accompanied by a supernova explosion. Based on
very general considerations, it was predicted that
such neutron stars will have masses ~ 1.4 M� , that
their radii will be about 10 kilometres, that they
will be endowed with very strong magnetic fields
~ 1012 Gauss and that they will be rapid rotators.
All these prescient predictions came true with the
discovery of pulsars by Jocelyn Bell and her
collaborators in 1967, and the subsequent
discovery of a fast pulsar in the Crab Nebula.

In 1938 Oppenheimer and Volkoff demonstrated
that there must be a maximum mass for neutron

stars, just as there is a maximum mass for white
dwarfs. It became clear that sufficiently massive
stars will therefore end their lives by becoming
black holes. The first conclusive evidence for
such stellar mass black holes was found in 1973
with the discovery of the X-ray binary Cygnus X-1.

And thus began the exci t ing era o f  supe rnovae ,
neutron stars and black holes ,  the era o f  high
energy astrophysics .

The other great question which acquired meaning
during the last century is perhaps the grandest of
all questions: “was there a beginning”? The
beginning of this revolution was in the 1920s
when Hubble discovered that the clusters of
galaxies were systematically receding from us with
velocities that are linearly dependent on their
distances from us. If  taken literally, this would
imply that in the distant past the clusters of
galaxies must have been closer together. Indeed,
Georges Lemaitre proposed that the Universe
must have once been a primeval atom.  In the
1940s George Gamow took the bold step of
taking all this seriously and making far reaching
predictions. The most important of these was the
prediction that the Universe today must contain
the relic of the primeval radiation and that the
temperature of this all pervading radiation must be
a few degrees Kelvin.

But not many took all this seriously, although this
was the only scenario that could explain the
observed helium in the Universe. The reason for
this scepticism was that Gamow’s conjecture
represented an extrapolation into the unknown.
For one thing, he generalized the local expansion
that Hubble had detected to imply a Universal
expansion. He then extrapolated backwards in
time into a domain where one didn’t know the
laws of physics. The question of the origin of the
Universe could not yet be posed rigorously within
the premise of the existing theories. But this
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Mass-Radius relation for the planets and White
Dwarfs, from “The Birth and Death of the Sun” by

George Gamow (1945).  The words for mass and
radius are,  to quote Gamow, “in Dr. Chandrasekhar’s

original Tamil”.
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question acquired a precise meaning in the early
1960s when Roger Penrose and Stephen Hawking
proved a singularity theorem . They showed in
a mathematically exact manner that if some
reasonable conditions are assumed then Einstein’s
theory of General Relativity predicts that the
Universe must have either begun in a singularity,
or end in a singularity, or both began and will end
in a singularity. Around the same time Penzias and
Wilson in the Bell Telephone Laboratory
serendipitously discovered the cold relic radiation
that Gamow had predicted – it had a temperature
of 2.7 Kelvin and was present everywhere!

Before one could conclude with confidence that
this was indeed the relic radiation, one had to
prove that this had the characteristics of  Black
Body Radiation . If the background microwave
radiation discovered by Penzias and Wilson was
the primordial radiation then it should have a
Planckian spectrum. But this could not be proved
from ground-based observations because of
atmospheric absorption in crucial wavelength
bands. Some observations were attempted from
high altitude balloons, but they were not very
accurate. Towards the end of the last century a
satellite called COBE (Cosmic Background

Explorer) was launched to clinch this issue. And it
did!  Precise measurements showed that the
cosmic microwave background radiation has a
perfec t  Planckian spectrum.  This strongly
supported the hypothesis that the Cosmic
Microwave Background Radiation is the relic of the
primeval fire ball.

So,  not  on ly  the  ques t ion o f  the  beg inning  o f  the
Universe became meaningful, one even had a
good guess as to the kind of  beg inning i t  had.

The present revolution in astronomy

As we enter the new millennium, we are
confronted by many outstanding questions that we
have inherited from the last century. Interestingly,
they cover the entire range of objects in the
Universe ranging from planets, stars, galaxies,
clusters of galaxies, to the Universe at large:

• The formation of stars
• The formation and evolution of planets and

satellites
• The end state of stars
• The origin and evolution of galaxies
• The nature of the dark matter
• The origin of gamma ray bursts
• The large scale architecture of the Universe
• The composition and geometry of the Universe

The exciting thing is that despite the enormous
progress made in the last century, there are more
unanswered  questions now than ever before.
Many new observing facilities are already under
construction or are in the planning stage. These
will directly impact on the questions listed above.
One can therefore look forward to rapid progress
being made in the coming decades. Before
highlighting some of the questions, let us briefly
list some of the major observing facilities that will
come up in the near future.

C H A P T E R  2

The perfect Planckian spectrum of the relic radiation
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(i) Constellation X

(ii) PLANCK

(iii) James Webb Space Telescope

(iv) GLAST

(v) ALMA
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• ALMA: The Atacama Large Millimetre Array.
• CONSTELLATION: A suite of four powerful

X-ray telescopes.
• FIRST: The European Far Infrared Space

Telescope.
• GLAST: The Gamma ray Large Area Space

Telescope.
• GSMT:  30 m-class Giant Segmented Mirror

Telescope.
• LISA: The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna.
• NGST: The Next Generation Space Telescope

(8 m-class infrared telescope).
• PLANCK: An ESA-led space mission to image

the anisotropies in the CMBR.
• SIM: The Space Interferometry Mission.
• VERITAS: The Very Energetic Radiation

Imaging Telescope Array System, designed to
study energetic gamma rays.

The Formation of Stars

Although it became clear by the 1930s that low
mass stars will find ultimate peace as white dwarf
stars  and massive stars will end their lives
violently by exploding, the birth of new stars  was
not considered a meaningful question till the
1950s and 60s. When the first evidence came of
certain runaway massive stars with ages only of
the order of a few million years, it was received
with great consternation. And yet, this is one of the

very active areas of research in astronomy today.

New stars are born when dense molecular clouds
collapse. Unfortunately, these clouds are quite
“dusty” and therefore opaque in visible light.
Therefore to probe their interior and study the
birth of new stars, one will have to use either
millimetre waves or infrared radiation. Millimetre
wave astronomy came of age in the 1970s, and
it is useful to study the radiation emitted by the
molecular material out of which stars are born. As
it turns out, young stars emit jets of matter. It has
been conjectured that as matter accretes onto the
young star from a circumstellar disk, part of it
expelled due to the combined action of the
rotation and the magnetic field of the star.
Although the existence of these outflows has
been known for the past twenty years or so, a
detailed study of these outflows, particularly the
chemistry, will get a major impetus when ALMA
(the Atacama Large Millimetre Array) is completed
and commissioned.

To study the emission from the newly forming
star itself, one had to wait for the advent of
infrared astronomy. IRAS and ISO were two
important infrared observatories launched during
the last twenty years.  Very recently, a large Space
Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTIF) has been
launched. Among other things, SIRTIF will be a

 Views of the Constellation ORION.  Courtesy: JPL/NASA
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major instrument for the study of star formation.

Although we are now able to see stars being born,
many of them with disks around them, from a
theoretical point of view there is much to be
understood. For example, one still does not
understand in detail how the collapsing cloud
manages to shed its angular momentum since this

is necessary for the collapse to proceed all the
way. Another complication is that when hydrogen
burning sets in in the core of the protostar, the
infalling matter will have to fight against the
additional outward force of the radiation. Similarly,
although one knows that the mass of the star will
determine its evolution and its ultimate fate, one
does not understand what determines the mass of

the star that is formed, or the conditions that lead
to the formation of single stars, binaries or groups
of stars.

At a more basic level, one of the exciting
questions that is being pursued vigorously

concerns the formation of the first generation of
stars, and the epoch when most of the stars in the
Universe were formed. Another phenomenon is
the massive burst of star formation that is seen in
distant galaxies.

The Formation and Evolution of Planets

This is one of the most exciting areas in astronomy
today. To understand the formation of the planets
in the solar system, it was important to discover
planets around other stars  – preferably young
stars – for this will give us important clues about
the formation mechanism. Curiously, the first
exoplanet was discovered around a neutron star!

The first extrasolar planet (orbiting a normal star)
was discovered in 1995. Today, that number is
about 120.  The analysis of the mass distribution of
these planets has thrown up many puzzles. It is
quite clear that these objects are not low mass stars.

An analysis of their masses and their orbital
periods tells us that no massive planets are found

in short period orbits. Also, planets with a mass
smaller than about 0.75 times the mass of Jupiter
orbit very close to the parent star. These findings
are presumably telling us something about the
migration of planets. Another exciting recent
discovery is that invariably the host stars are quite
metal rich. The frequency of planets increases
with the iron content of the stars.

Thanks to these discoveries, there is a spurt of
theoretical research to understand the formation
and evolution of planets. But before significant
progress is made, more high quality observations
are needed. Many planned ground based

telescopes as well as space missions will have a
direct bearing on this problem. These include SIM
(Space Interferometry Mission), ALMA, NGST
(Next Generation Space telescope),  TPF  (the
Terrestrial Planet Finder, an infrared
interferometer), etc.

The Death of Stars

Stars with mass less than about six solar mass end
their lives peacefully. When the thermonuclear
reaction at the centre stops, in most cases when
the composition of the core is carbon with an
admixture of oxygen, the star will be a red
supergiant. As the inert core contracts, the star will

begin to pulsate violently, resulting in the ejection
of the stellar envelope. In this process, the gas
enriched in elements synthesized by the star, and
dredged to the surface by convection, is returned to
the interstellar medium. The collapsing core will
find its ultimate peace by becoming a white dwarf.

Massive stars, on the other hand, end their lives
violently in a supernova explosion. When the core
attains a mass of 1.4 solar mass it collapses to
become a neutron star, with the gravitational

12
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binding energy released blowing up the star. This
scenario, which was advanced in the 1930s, has
been amply verified. When a rapidly spinning and
strongly magnetized neutron star was discovered
at the centre of the Crab Nebula, the connection
between the formation of a neutron star and the
supernova phenomenon was established. There
was only one missing link. If the neutron star
formed in a manner predicted a long time ago,
then there should be a burst of neutrinos when it
forms. The total energy in such a neutrino burst
will be almost equal to the energy released when
the neutron star is formed, since the energy

utilized in the explosion is only a small fraction of
it. This missing link was also established on 23r d

February, 1987 when precisely such a neutrino
burst was detected from the supernova in the

nearby galaxy, the Large Magellanic Cloud.

Despite all this, the actual mechanism of such
a stellar explosion still remains a major mystery.

Although many distinguished physicists and
astrophysicists have worked on this problem

for several decades, using the fastest

supercomputers available, no one has succeeded
in producing an explosion like Nature manages to

Remarkable images of the supernova remnant Cas A taken with the CHANDRA X-ray Observatory.  Top left is a
composite image.  The other three images show the distribution of Silicon, Calcium and Iron.  Courtesy: CXO/NASA
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do every 25 years or so just in our own Galaxy! It
is important for several reasons to understand the
underlying mechanism in detail. For example,
observations show that neutron stars get large
“kicks” at birth. The evidence for this comes from
the observed space velocities of neutron stars. If
this is so, then it is telling us something about the
mechanism of the explosion itself.

The investigation of supernovae – both theoretical
and observational – is important for another
reason. While the lighter elements were
synthesized when the Universe was very young
(roughly three minutes after the beginning), the
heavier elements cannot be synthesized this way.
It is widely believed that they are synthesized in
stars. To verify these predictions in detail, one will
have to study the spectrum of radiation from the
ejecta of the explosion. Since the ejecta will be at
a temperature of tens to hundreds of millions of
degrees, one will need to do a spectroscopic
study of the X-rays emitted by the ejecta. The
recently launched giant X-ray observatory
CHANDRA has been able to produce spectacular
images of supernova debris in the various X-ray
emission lines. These images will enable one to
analyze both the composition, as well as the
spatial distribution of the elements with
unprecedented accuracy.

The supernovae referred to above are the
explosions of massive stars which give birth to
neutron stars and black holes. There is another
kind of supernova, known as Type Ia, which is
believed to arise when a binary system of white
dwarfs spiral in towards each other due to the
emission of gravitational radiation, and finally
coalesce explosively. Such supernovae are rarer.
But when they do occur, the enormous amount of
light they emit is as though from a standard
candle. This fact makes them enormously useful in
studying the distant Universe. It is using this
technique that one has been able to recently

conclude (although perhaps tentatively) that the
Universe is, in fact, accelerating.

The remnants of massive stars, namely neutron
stars and black holes, are also the subject of
intensive study. Although many of the properties
of neutron stars were elucidated long before their
discovery, and many of them verified, there are
still outstanding issues.

A major puzzle concerns the origin of gamma ray
bursts. When they were first discovered a little
over twenty years ago, they were thought to be
of galactic origin. But observations with the
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory soon showed
that their distribution was very isotropic. This
suggested that these were at cosmological
distances. This was soon confirmed by redshift
measurements of the host galaxy. The first
popular candidate was the coalescence of two
inspiralling neutron stars. Whatever the event may
be, it was pointed out that relativistic shock waves
must be involved. Some years ago, it was shown
unambiguously that one of the gamma ray bursts
was associated with a supernova explosion of a
star. More such examples have been found since
then. Although the burst of gamma rays lasts only
for a very short time, quite often there is an
afterglow. These afterglows have been carefully
studied at X-ray wavelength, visible wavelength
and, occasionally, at radio wavelength. Despite
intensive study, these extremely energetic gamma
ray bursts remain enigmatic.

The Origin of Galaxies

This question is at the base of the present
revolution in astronomy. And yet, just a few
decades ago this would have been considered as a
meaningless question.

The possibility that galaxies always existed must
surely be rejected if one accepts that the Universe

had a very hot beginning. At the temperatures
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that existed in the early Universe the only sensible
thing to expect is a primordial soup of a variety of
elementary particles, and radiation, in true
thermodynamic equilibrium. Gravitationally bound
objects like galaxies must have formed from the
primeval matter as the Universe expanded and
cooled. Although this was pointed out by Lemaitre
soon after Hubble’s discovery of the recession of
the clusters of galaxies, one began to take this
seriously only after the discovery of the comic
background radiation.

If galaxies formed at some epoch as the Universe
expanded and cooled, then there must have
been precursors in the form of density
fluctuations in the early Universe. Analogy with
the behaviour of a gas as it is cooled towards the
liquifaction temperature might make this clearer.
A gas in thermodynamic equilibrium will be of
uniform density. As the gas is cooled towards the
transition temperature, density fluctuations
appear, and they grow in amplitude. Soon the
regions of enhanced density can be identified
with droplets of water. There will be a spectrum
of droplet sizes, and they will appear and
disappear. As the phase transition is approached
the fluctuations will slow down, and the
characteristic size of the droplets will increase.
One may expect the formation of galaxies to
mimic this. But one must bear in mind that in the
present case the physics is very different, and
this analogy is only to guide our intuition. The
idea is that as the Universe expanded and cooled
there could arise density fluctuations, and these
could grow initially linearly and then nonlinearly.
Galaxies might have been born out of these
density fluctuations.

If one accepts this general premise then one
must ask if these density fluctuations might have
left imprints in the Universe. If the density
fluctuations grew adiabatically one would expect

regions of density enhancement to be hotter and
regions of density deficit to be cooler than the
average. I f one accepts this broad scenario of
how galaxies might have formed it leads to a
clear prediction: the temperature of the cosmic
background radiation must show fluctuations over
the sky. The theoretical scenarios predicted a
fluctuation in the temperature of the radiation at
the level of tens of microKelvin.  After
sustained effort, the  COBE satellite finally found
the temperature fluctuations, and these were at
the level of a few tens of microKelvin.

While this lends credibility to the idea that
galaxies must have grown from the primordial
density fluctuations, one is a long way from
understanding it in detail. There are many basic
questions. When did the first galaxies form? The
most distant galaxy discovered so far is at a
redshift of ~ 6. The Universe was only about a
billion years old at that time. Even if there was a
strong gravitational potential well into which
matter could have fallen in, and form galaxies,
the difficulty is that there wasn’t enough time for
the matter to fall in. So the early galaxies might
not have been as compact as the present
galaxies. They may not have had flattened and
rotationally stabilized disks like our Galaxy. The
interstellar medium in the sense we see in
nearby galaxies, may not have formed.

The temperature anisotropy of the cosmic
background radiation.  Courtesy: COBE
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A related question is “when did the f irs t  s tars
form?”. The spectrum of the high redshift quasars
suggests that some stars should have formed
even before galaxies formed.

In the nearby Universe galaxies have several
distinct shapes. Some are flattened spirals, some
with bars at the centre, some are spheroidal and
so on. The observed shapes were classified into a
sequence nearly a hundred years ago. And yet
when we look deep into the Universe with the
Hubble Space Telescope, we see galaxies with
highly irregular shapes. Collisions and mergers of
galaxies seem to be a common phenomenon. So
both the origin of galaxies and their evolution
remain very challenging questions.

Dark Matter in the Universe

The first clue that not all of the gravitating mass is
“visible” came from a study of the clusters of
galaxies. It is believed that such clusters are
gravitationally bound. The individual galaxies in a
cluster are moving in the self-consistent
gravitational potential, like stars in a globular
cluster. The velocity of an individual galaxy, and
therefore its kinetic energy, can be measured
spectroscopically using the Doppler shift of

known spectral lines. By adding these up one can

estimate the total kinetic energy of the galaxies.
Given this estimate, one can deduce the
gravitational potential energy by invoking the

virial theorem  which says that the kinetic energy
must be equal to one half the gravitational

potential energy. Given the size of the system,
the gravitational potential energy is, of course,
determined by the total mass enclosed.  It is an

extraordinary fact that in all the clusters studied so
far the total mass deduced by adding up the

masses of the individual galaxies is only ~ 10 % of
the mass required to gravitationally bind the
clusters. This was pointed out more than seventy

years ago by Fritz Zwicky. One hoped that the
ticklish problem will go away, but it hasn’t! This is

the famous dark matter problem.

There is a similar problem in individual galaxies

themselves, viz., the major fraction of the
gravitational mass of galaxies is dark. The unseen

mass in galaxies is again of the order of 90% of
the total mass. This is inferred as follows. Spiral
galaxies rotate differentially , with the outer

regions rotating slower. A test particle orbiting the
galaxy outside the visible boundary of the galaxy

should have a circular velocity that decreases
inversely as the square root of the distance from
the centre. This is not the case. In all spiral

galaxies that have been studied so far, the circular
speed remains constant, i.e., independent of the

distance from the centre of the galaxy. Given
Newton’s law, this is only possible if the mass of
the galaxy increases linearly with the radius. So, all

galaxies must have a huge and extended halo of
dark matter and which accounts for nearly 90%

of the total  mass o f  the galaxy .

One of the most outstanding questions of

contemporary physics is the nature of this unseen
matter which makes its presence felt only through

Colliding galaxies.  Courtesy: HST/NASA
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its gravitational influence. While some of it can be
in the form of planets, black holes, etc., most of it
must be nonbaryonic . Baryonic matter is matter
that we are familiar with – neutrons and protons.
If the dark matter was bayonic, then there will be
a serious contradiction with the observed
abundance of light elements such as deuterium
and the lighter isotope of helium. These elements
are believed to have been synthesized when the
Universe was just a few minutes old, and the
observed abundance seriously constrains the
amount of baryonic matter in the Universe.
Although the composition of this nonbaryonic
matter is not known, the Grand Unified Theories
of Physics predict a class of Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles (WIMPS) which might have
been produced in large numbers in the early
Universe, and which dominate the present day
mass content of the Universe. An example of such
a particle is the neutralino, with a mass about
hundred times the mass of the proton. The
important thing is that such particles will satisfy
the requirement of the astronomers that the dark
matter should be cold, in the sense that its

velocity must be small compared to the speed of
light. Only then will such particles will aggregate
(or condense) and assist in the formation of

galaxies.

A variety of experiments are underway to detect

such particles. One of them is in the Gran Sasso
Tunnel in Europe.  This Heidelberg–Moscow

experiment uses 6 kg of purified 76Ge.  Since it

does not contain 68Ge it has reduced background,
with the noise coming mainly from the electronics.

This has already yielded a significant limit in that

the mass of the WIMP must be more than 50 GeV.
There are several other experiments in progress

such as (i) the 36.5 kg NaI  experiment in Osaka,

Japan, (ii) a smaller Rome/Beijing/Saclay
experiment, (iii) the Munich scintillator

experiment and so on. At the moment the

sensitivity of most of these experiments is far
below what is required. But given the profound

significance of the detection of these particles –

both for fundamental physics and astronomy –
new technological initiatives are being explored to

greatly improve the sensitivity. Just to give a

flavour, one of the  novel ideas that is being
pursued is to use superconducting grains.  The

aim will be to produce an assembly of micron-size

superconducting grains in a metastable state.
When one of the grains is heated by the recoil of

the nuclei due to interaction with the WIMP, it

would undergo a phase transition to a normal
state.  The idea is to detect the consequent

The rotation curve of the galaxy M31 superimposed on the optical image of the
galaxy.  Courtesy of Vera Rubin
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change in the magnetic field in the detector using
a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID). While success may be some years away,
given the variety of techniques that are being
explored one can be optimistic!

Supermassive Black Holes

One of the paradigms of astronomy at the dawn
of the new millennium is that most galaxies, if not
all, have massive black holes at their centres. The
first clue of this came soon after Quasars were
discovered in the 1960s. The observational
evidence that led one to this conclusion were the
following. The incredible luminosities of quasars
~ 1046 erg/s implied that their masses must be in
excess of 108 M�  . This followed from the concept
of the Eddington Luminosity Limit of 1038 erg/s for
a solar mass object. Second, the flux of radiation

from the quasars varied with time. Such a variation
severely constrains the size of the object. If the
timescale of the variation is ∆t then the size of the
object must be less than ~ velocity of light × ∆t .
Some quasars change their luminosity in a few
minutes which implies that their size must be
much less than that of the solar system. Such a
large mass, confined to such a small radius,
implied that it must be either a black hole or will
in due course of time collapse to black hole.

But this argument is not conclusive. One would
like to have direct dynamical evidence for this.
Although circumstantial evidence has been
growing, it has recently been established in two
cases that the central object must be a black hole.
The first case was the galaxy NGC 4258. In a
beautiful observation done in 1995, Miyoshi and
his collaborators showed that right near the centre

A close-up view of the central region of the galaxy NGC 4258.  The distribution of water vapour
Masers orbiting the centre of the galaxy is shown.  Courtesy of Jim Moran
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of this galaxy there is a disk of water vapour

maser spots surrounding the central mass. The
inner edge of this disk is at a distance of 0.13
parsec, and the outer edge at 0.26 parsec. The

inner edge is rotating at a speed of 1080 km/s. As
one goes outwards in the disk, the line of sight

velocity drops precisely as predicted by Kepler’s
laws. From this one concludes that the mass of the
central object is 3 ×  107   M� , equivalent to an

incredibly high mass density > 109 M�   per cubic
parsec. The point is that it would be virtually

impossible to circumscribe within such a small
radius a stable star cluster. A black hole at the
centre is the most conservative hypothesis.

The second conclusive evidence for a black hole is

the centre of our own Galaxy. The beautiful
observations that have led us to this firm conclusion
have been pioneered by Genzel and Eckart at the

Max Plack Institute in Garching, and A. Ghez and
her collaborators in California. Using diffraction

limited speckle imaging, and adaptive optics, they
have been able to measure the proper motion and
the two dimensional acceleration vectors of several

stars in the central star cluster. Incredibly, one has
been able to study orbits of individual stars around

the dynamical centre of our Galaxy. The derived
mass of the central object is 3 × 106 M� .  Since
these observations go down to a distance ~0.01

parsec, the implied mass density is >1012 M�  per
cubic parsec. This virtually rules out all other

possibilities except a massive black hole.

Although these are the only two cases as of now

where there can be no reasonable doubt,
circumstantial evidence is mounting from a variety

of observations for supermassive black holes at the
centres of most galaxies. While awaiting
confirmation, theorists are hard at work making

such black holes. Although there are many routes
for the formation of such massive black holes, there
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are some difficulties. For example, how did the
high redshift quasars form? When a quasar at a
redshift of 5 formed, the Universe was only a billion
years old. There are serious difficulties forming a
massive black hole in such a short time. For
example, the collapsing cloud of gas must find
ways of shedding its angular momentum quickly
enough for the collapse to proceed all the way (this
is the same problem one faces in forming stars).

From an observational point of view, the evidence
for a black hole can only be considered as
conclusive if one is able to detect effects which are
manifestly General Relativistic in nature, for after all
black holes are prediction of General Relativity.
The signature of this is to be found in the radiation
that emanates from the innermost region of the
accretion disk around the black hole. Therefore,
X-ray emission is the most direct probe. Recently,
the Japanese ASCA satellite detected the K-alpha
line from iron in the galaxy MCG-6-30-15. Its profile
has a width which implies that the gas is orbiting at
a velocity of 1/3 the speed of light. So one is
sampling a region much closer than in the two
cases mentioned above. In the ultimate analysis,
one will get a clear proof that the central object is a
rotating black hole if one can measure and map the
polarization of X-rays. This will have to wait for the
advent of X-ray interferometry. Some evidence for
general relativistic effects may also be found by
studying the seismology of the disk. This will be
possible when future X-ray telescopes like
CONSTELLATION and ZEUS are available.

The Architecture of the Universe

A popular paradigm in cosmology used to be that
the Universe is homogeneous and isotropic – at
least in the cosmological scale. But this does not
seem to be the case out to the farthest distance to
which one has been able to map the Universe.
The clusters of galaxies are not the largest
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structures in the Universe. The clusters form
families known as superclusters, and they in turn
seem to form foam-like structures. One wants to
be sure that structures we see on the sky are not
simply projection effects. What one wants is the
true three-dimensional distribution. This can be
done if one can measure distances to the clusters
of galaxies. The red shift of the wavelengths of
spectral lines from them, taken in conjunction with
Hubble’s law of expansion of the Universe,
enables one to estimate the distance. There is a
massive effort on to determine the distances to a
million or so galaxies! This requires new
spectrographs that can simultaneously measure
the redshifts of hundreds of galaxies. The Anglo-
Australian Two-degree Field Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dfGRS) has compiled almost a quarter
million redshifts. A comparable number of redshifts
have been obtained by the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey. The 3-dimensional construction clearly
shows that structures as large as 300 million light
years exist. The question is “how did these large
scale structures arise”?

In our own experience structures form in two
different ways. In thermodynamic systems which
are in equilibrium, small structures form first, and

larger structures form by aggregation.  Large

crystals form from small crystallites, etc. But we

see something very different when eddies form in

a turbulent fluid. Large eddies form first. They

then break up into smaller eddies and they, in

turn, break up into even smaller eddies. Till some

years ago, both the above mentioned routes to

the formation of the presently observed structures

in the Universe were pursued by different schools.

In recent years N-body simulations of gravitational

encounters have played an important role in

aiding our intuition, just as molecular dynamics has
played an important role in solid state physics and

chemistry. One of the things one has learnt is that

it is crucial to do these simulations in the

environment of an expanding Universe .  Custom

designed chips have been made to be able to

include larger and larger number of particles in the

simulations. These studies seem to suggest that

merger of  smal l e r  s t e l lar  sy s t ems to  f o rm large r

systems may be common in an expanding

Universe. So, perhaps, the observed large scale

structures in the Universe cascaded from small

scales to large scales. This is the prediction of the

so called cold dark matter scenario .  The

computer simulations are incompatible with

models in which the Universe is dominated by hot
dark matter or  those in which baryonic matter

dominates. The clear prediction of the cold dark

matter scenario is that the first galaxies must have

formed around a redshift of 5 or 6, when the

Universe was a mere billion years old. Out of

these galaxies clusters of galaxies form at a later

epoch. The coalescence of clusters into

superclusters must have happened fairly recently.

These predictions can be tested in the near future

when the James Webb Space Telescope is

launched, and the giant ground-based telescope

GSMT (Giant Segmented Mirror Telescope) is built
The large scale structure of the Universe.
Courtesy: The 2dF Quasar Redshift Survey
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and becomes operational. So it may turn out that

the early Universe might indeed have been
homogeneous and isotropic.

The Fate of the Universe

Two questions concerning our evolving Universe

have been outstanding:

• Will the Universe expand for ever, or will it

start contracting at some stage due to its own
gravity?

• What is the geometry of the Universe?

Why is the Universe expanding? All one can say is

that Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity which
provides a framework to describe the Universe
admits this possibility. What will be the eventual

fate of the Universe?  Is the Universe open or
closed , or equivalently, is the Universe infinite

or finite? This depends on how much matter
there is in the Universe. If there is enough matter,
then the gravity of the Universe will eventually

pull back the matter, and the Universe will be
finite. This is like a stone which is thrown up,

eventually falling back to the earth. But if the
stone is thrown with sufficiently high velocity – or
equivalently, if the gravity of the earth was not

strong enough – then the stone will escape to
infinity.
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Earlier we referred to the measurement of the
anisotropy in the microwave background radiation.
The first successful measurement of this by the
COBE satellite did not have sufficient angular
resolution to go beyond discovering the
anisotropy. This was followed up by balloon-borne
telescopes with extremely sophisticated receivers.
These measurements had sufficient angular
resolution to draw more quantitative conclusions.
This was followed by the launch of a dedicated
satellite called WMAP. A detailed analysis of the
anisotropy at various angular scales has led one to
the amazing conclusion that the Universe is flat .
To put it differently, the geometry of the Universe
is Euclidean. This implies that the Universe will
go on expanding, although the rate of expansion
will decrease if the Universe is dominated by
gravitating matter.

But this is not the case! Recently, observations of
distant supernovae has shown that the expansion
of the Universe is, in fact, speeding up. This was
inferred as follows. We had mentioned earlier that
Type Ia supernovae are standard candles.
Therefore, given their distance one can estimate
their apparent brightness. It turns out that the
recently discovered Type Ia supernovae at large
redshifts are fainter than they ought to be. This
could, of course, be due to extinction of light by
dust in the galaxy in which the supernova

The rich fine structure of the anisotropy in the temperature of the background radiation as mapped by WMAP
is shown on the left.  The power spectrum of the anisotropy at various angular scales is shown on the right.
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occurred. But there is no other signatures of such
obscuration. This led the observers to conclude
that the Universe must be accelerating. Such an
acceleration can only be caused by a cosmic
repulsion. The idea of such a cosmic repulsion was
in fact first invoked by Einstein, although as it
turned out for the wrong reason. The surprising
thing is this. This acceleration would have been
noticeable already around the time our Sun was
born. This time tag enables one to estimate how
dominant this cosmic repulsion is compared to the
attraction by normal matter. Present observations
suggest that matter (baryonic plus dark matter)
accounts for only about one fourth the mass-
energy density in the Universe. The remaining
three fourths of the energy density is repulsive in
nature. This has been termed the dark energy!

This is an extraordinary state of affairs. It was hard
enough to reconcile to the fact that matter of
which we are made of is only a small fraction of
the mass in the Universe. Now it is turning out
that the Universe is dominated by a strange form
of energy which, contrary to everything we know,
gives rise to a cosmic repulsion. As of now, none
of the physical theories have an explanation for
this dark energy. This is undoubtedly one of the
most fundamental questions of today.

Nevertheless ,  i t  i s  important to recognize that the

question as to whether there was a beginning is
now within the realm of sc ience .   But, a sc ienti f i c
pursuit of this question during the past 40 years
has astonishingly led us into the realm of  the
u n k n o w n !

New Windows to the Universe

Till now, most of the information concerning the
nature of celestial objects was derived from
electromagnetic waves emitted by the objects. In
the coming years new windows to the Universe
will open up. Two areas where success is
imminent are mentioned below.

Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays

In recent years there has been a great revival of
interest in the study of cosmic rays. During the
first half of the last century, cosmic rays played an
important part in our understanding the
composition and interaction of elementary
particles. Nearly a hundred years ago, cosmic rays
gave us the first clue about high energy
phenomena in the Universe. With the advent of
particle accelerators, the study of cosmic rays
became less attractive from the point of view of
fundamental physics. But with the discovery of
radio sources, cosmic rays became even more
important in astrophysics. This is because in many
cases (supernova remnants, radio galaxies, quasars
and other active galaxies) the radio radiation
results from  ultrarelativistic electrons gyrating in a
magnetic field. This, in turn, required an
understanding of how charged particles are
accelerated to speeds close to that of light. During
the past twenty years or so, considerable progress
has been made in this problem.

Despite this, the study of cosmic rays is, once
again, a frontier area in astrophysics. The mystery
concerns cosmic rays with energy above 10 20  eV.
These cosmic rays are unlikely to be of galactic

T H E  P R E S E N T  R E V O L U T I O N  I N  A S T R O N O M Y

The composition of the Universe

Baryonic
Matter

4%
Dark Matter

23%

Dark Energy
73%
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origin, for if they are, they should  show  an
anisotropy that correlates with the galactic plane
(above 1018 eV, the galactic magnetic field is not
important even for iron nuclei).  No such
anisotropy is found.

If they are of extragalactic origin then there are
several exotic possibilities for accelerating them to
such high energies. Various suggestions include: relic
particles  from the early Universe, cosmological
shocks, spinning b lack holes with strong magnetic
fields, g amma ray bursts, etc.

Even if one or more of these mechanisms could
produce cosmic rays with such high energy, there is
a serious problem regardless of their composition. The
serious obstacle is the large optical depth of the Cosmic
Microwave Background Radiation.  For example,
a collision of 1020 eV proton with the 10–3 eV CMBR
photon produces several hundred MeV in the
centre-of-mass system.  The cross section for pion
production is large resulting in a rapid decrease in
energy of the proton. Therefore, a 1020 eV proton
must be of fairly “local” origin, i.e., less than 100 Mpc
away.  This corresponds to a redshift of 0.025, and

there are not many plausible astronomical sources
within such a small volume.  Adding to the woe, if
they are protons then they will point to the source
since magnetic deflection is not significant!

So the key questions are:  What is the composition
of the UHECR ?, How do they acquire their
energies?, and What is their distribution?  The basic
experimental difficulty as, indeed, in the
interpretation of the data has been poor statistics.
The cosmic ray flux above 5 × 1019 eV is 0.3/km2/sr/
yr!  It took AGASA – a very large array – 5 years to
collect 20 events!  Faced with this difficulty several
major experimental facilities are now under
construction, such as the Pierre AUGER observatories.
This will consist of two detectors one in each
hemisphere, with acceptance 7000 km2-sr.  Such an
experiment will collect ~ 450 events per year above
5 ×  1019eV.  Even more exotic ideas have been
proposed such as the detection of fluorescence light
produced in the atmosphere by cosmic rays from a
satellite!  So one can confidently anticipate major
advances in our understanding of the nature and
origin of ultra high energy cosmic rays.   It is
fortuitous that in parallel great technical advances are
taking place in detecting Ultra High Energy Gamma
Rays (UHEGR).  This branch of astronomy is rapidly
coming of age.  And who knows! Like in the case of
low energy cosmic rays, the true explanation of
UHECR and UHEGR may require not only new
physics, but  also as yet undiscovered astronomical
objects. It is worth reminding ourselves that the
extraordinary paper by Baade and Zwicky (1934) in
which they invented supernovae and neutron stars ,
was an attempt to explain the origin of the recently
discovered cosmic rays!

Gravitational Waves

One of the greatest achievements of the 19th

century was the discovery by Maxwell of the
equations governing the electric and magnetic

An artist’s impression of the AUGER observatories
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fields, which led to the prediction of electromagnetic
waves. And one of the greatest achievements of

the last century was the discovery by Einstein of
the equation governing the gravitational field. One
of the predictions of this theory is that there must
be gravitational waves . Since this prediction was
based on a linearized version of Einstein’s field
equations (unlike in Maxwell’s case where the
prediction could be made from the full theory),
the existence of gravitational waves was a matter

of debate for nearly six decades. The first
evidence, although indirect, came from the first
double neutron star binary to be discovered. If the
prediction of gravitational radiation was true then
the orbit of this close binary system would shrink
in a precise manner. This prediction was verified
within a few years after the discovery of this

extraordinary system.

But it would be more satisfying if the gravitational
waves were directly detected. With this in mind
several laser interferometers have been designed
and built, and these are on the verge of becoming

operational. Although gravitational waves will be
emitted under many circumstances, these
experiments (LIGO, VIRGO, GEO, etc.) have the
sensitivity to mainly detect the burst of
gravitational waves from a system of two neutron
stars which have spiraled in over hundreds of
millions of years and finally coalesce.

But there are other sources of gravitational waves
such as core-collapse supernovae, collapse leading
to the formation of supermassive black holes
(such as those found at the centres of many
galaxies), compact stars orbiting a supermassive
black hole and the coalescence of two black holes.

The importance of detecting gravitational radiation
stems from the fact that it offers tests of General
Relativity involving no physics other than
spacetime itself.

As was mentioned earlier, one of the new
paradigms of astronomy is that most galaxies have
massive black holes at their centre. A topic of
great contemporary interest is to understand the
formation of such supermassive black holes.
According to one scenario, massive black holes
inevitably form in the early history of galaxies.
When galaxies merge – the deep images from the
Hubble space telescope tell us that this must have
been a common phenomenon in the past – the
central black holes will spiral in towards each other
and eventually coalesce. At that moment, there
will be an intense burst of gravitational waves in
which ~ 10% of the rest mass will be radiated
away. The frequency range in which this energy
will be concentrated will be around a millihertz.
Unfortunately, this is too low a frequency for
ground-based detectors such as LIGO or VIRGO.
Below ~ 100 Hz ground based detectors have
poor sensitivity due to seismic noise. And so
space-based detectors are needed.

The exciting thing is that the European Space
Agency, in collaboration with NASA, is currently
designing a Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA). This will consist of 3 spacecrafts
placed in a solar orbit at 1 A.U., trailing the earth
by 20 degrees. The spacecrafts will be located at
the corners of an equilateral triangle with sides of
5 million kilometers! Two arms of the triangle will
comprise a Michelson interferometer with vertices
at the corners. The third arm will allow another
interferometric variable to be measured. The
interferometers will use the same 1 micron light as
the terrestrial detectors that are nearly operational,
but will need only a single pass to gain the desired
sensitivity. The end points of the interferometers
will be referenced to proof masses free-floating
and shielded by the spacecrfts.

The good news is that LISA is scheduled to be
launched in 2011. LISA will have unprecedented
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sensitivity.  It will be able to detect the
coalescence of massive black holes with very high
signal to noise ratio.  Unfortunately, such events
may be rare – only a few events per century.  But
if the early galaxies have holes with masses
~105 M�  then with subsequent mergers one might
have more than one event per year. LISA  will also
be able to detect nearly periodic waves from
stellar mass objects orbiting a 105 – 106 M� black
hole, even at 100 Mpc! It cannot be an ordinary
star because it will be destroyed by tidal forces; it
has to be either a white dwarf or neutron star.  A
relativistic orbit will precess greatly.  Therefore,

the nearly periodic wave train of gravitational

radiation will be modulated by orbital procession.

A detailed study of such a wave train will be an
important diagnostic of the space-time metric, and

provide the ultimate test of Einstein’s theory.

So this is the astronomical scene at the dawn of

the new millennium. What will it be at the end
of this century?  Mind boggles to conjecture.

As to where it will be at the dawn of the next

millennium, it will be safe to assume that it
will be in a realm which we can not comprehend

now.

The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna. (lisa.jpl.nasa.gov)
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A large eruptive prominence in HeII at 304 Å. Courtesy: SOHO/ESA/NASA
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S o l a r  P h y s i c s

The Solar Observatory at Kodaikanal

Introduction

The Sun is a unique astrophysical laboratory which
has revealed fundamental information that has had
a significant impact on physics. Indeed the subject
of Astrophysics began with an attempt to
understand the spectrum of the Sun.  During the
last century, many deep insights were obtained by
trying to understand various phenomena related
to the Sun. Very recently the resolution of the
solar neutrino puzzle has contributed to verifying a
major new idea in elementary particle physics. In
addition, the Sun has been a prototype for stars
in general.

Being the nearest star, observations of the Sun
reveal details one can never hope to see in the
distant stars. Precisely because of the richness of
the data, it has been a major challenge to
understand the complexities of the Sun such as its
internal structure, rotation, convection, magnetic
fields, activity and explosive processes in its outer
atmosphere.

Indian astronomers and physicists have pursued
research in solar physics for more than a century

now, and their impact has been noteworthy.
Historically, India has been the central stage for
some of the important discoveries. The total solar
eclipse in August, 1868 attracted many teams of
astronomers from around the world. One of them,
the French astronomer Jansen demonstrated that
solar prominences can be observed even without
a total eclipse of the Sun. Pogson of the Madras
Observatory made the fundamental discovery that
the spectral lines of the hydrogen atom are seen
in emission during totality. One of the emission
lines in the flash spectrum was identified as arising
due to a new element which was called Helium
(later to be isolated and identified on the earth).

A few years later, in 1893, a committee chaired by
Lord Kelvin decided to establish a solar
observatory in Kodaikanal. The observatory started
functioning in 1901, with Michie Smith as the
Director. A few years later Evershed joined the
observatory, and in 1909 made the historic

discovery of radial motion in
sunspots, a phenomenon now
known as the Evershed effect.

Solar physics continued to
flourish at the Kodaikanal
Observatory and many
significant contributions were
made during the first half of

the 20th century. These include:

• Morphological studies of prominences, their
distribution and their properties during the solar
cycle;

• Observations of solar activity and its relation to
geomagnetic perturbations;

John Evershed
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• Detailed study of sunspots, including the
observations of bright rings and bright streaks in
the penumbra;

• Observation of the corona during three major
total solar eclipses.

In the mid 1950s, a Solar Tower Telescope,
equipped with a spectrograph was commissioned
at Kodaikanal. This facility enabled high dispersion
solar spectroscopy to be carried out at the
observatory. During the next couple of decades a
number of important contributions came from this
observatory in the following areas:

• Longitudinal distribution of sunspots
• Study of magnetic and velocity oscillations in

the photosphere
• Studies of chromospheric structures
• Solar-stellar connection
• Luminosity variation of the Sun
• Pole-ward migration of the filaments
• Measurement of vector magnetic fields, etc.

An important feature of this observatory was the
synoptic observations of full disk white light
photoheliograms, and also spectroheliograms in
the H-alpha line of hydrogen and the K-line of

S O L A R  P H Y S I C S

calcium. Right from the beginning, the Kodaikanal
observatory maintained an active exchange
programme with the Royal Greenwich
Observatory and the Mount Wilson Observatory
for the “missing days” of observations. This has
resulted in an impressive collection of almost
uninterrupted synoptic observations of the Sun.

For the first seventy years of the 20th century,
solar astronomy was essentially confined to
Kodaikanal. This was to change in the 1970s. Solar
observations began in the early 1970s at the
newly established State Observatory in Nainital.
A little later the Udaipur Solar Observatory was
established. The Ooty Radio Telescope built and
operated by the TIFR soon joined the area with its
observations of the solar wind.

Solar Physics in India – the current scene

Today solar astronomy is being pursued at a
number of observatories, research institutes and
university departments:

• The Indian Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore
• Physical Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad
• Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai

The Solar Tower Telescope at Kodaikanal
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• National Centre for Radio Astrophysics, Pune
• The observatory at Nainital
• Radio Astronomy Centre, Ooty
• GMRT Observatory, Khodad
• Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
• Banaras Hindu University
• Delhi University
• Aligarh Muslim University
• Calcutta University
• Meerut College
• Kerala University
• Osmania University
• Ravishankar University

Existing Facilities

It would be useful to compile a list of the existing
facilities for solar observations. This is done below.

Indian Institute of Astrophysics

• 46 cm sidereostat – 30 cm refractor – twin
spectroheliographs (for Hydrogen alpha and
Calcium K lines).

• 12 metre solar tower – 60 cm three mirror
ceolostat system – 37 cm achromat f/90 lens
producing a 34 cm image – high dispersion
Littrow mount spectrograph with a CCD
recording system, and a medium dispersion

spectroheliograph for near simultaneous
recording.

•  20 cm refractor and narrow band filter for Calcium
K line full disk filtergram, with a CCD camera.

• 15 cm refractor for full disk broadband 20 cm
diameter heliograms.

• The Gauribidanur Radio Heliograph operating
in the frequency range 30–150 MHz. This is a
“T” shaped array consisting of 192 log periodic
dipoles; 128 of these are in the 1.28 km east –
west arm and 64 dipoles are in the 441 m
north – south arm. The signals from the 32
“groups” of dipoles are correlated in a 1024
channel digital correlator. This is a transit
instrument, at present.

• A Digital Radio Spectrograph operating in the
frequency range 30–80 MHz for studying the
time and frequency structure of radio bursts
from the Sun.

Physical Research Laboratory / Udaipur Solar
Observatory

• 15 cm refractor with a Fabry–Perrot for video
magnetograph.

• 10 cm refractor with a narrow band Hydrogen
alpha filter.

• An automated observing  station of the Global
Oscillation Network Group (GONG).

Udaipur Solar Observatory One of the 6 automated observing stations of the
GONG ( Global Oscillation Network Group ) network

located at the Udaipur Solar Observatory
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Nainital Observatory

• 25 cm ceolostat – 15 cm refractor – 21 mm

image – narrow band Hydrogen alpha filter –

robotic camera for flare patrol.

• Two 15 cm f/15 refractors – 10 metre tower –

Calcium K, CN band and white light imaging

with CCD and CCTV camera for transients.

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

• Ooty Radio Telescope

• GMRT

More details of these are given elsewhere.

Main areas of research in solar physics

• Studies of the solar interior using helioseimology.

• Observations of photospheric phenomena.

• Chromosphere.

• Active regions: their fine structure, heating of

the chromosphere and the corona.

• Solar magnetism: its fine structure, the role of

shear in the onset of flares.

• Observations of transients: flares, prominences,

coronal mass ejections.

• Physics of the solar corona.

• Studies of the transition region and the corona

using data from space platforms.

• Radio observations of flares, CMEs, bursts and

mass motions.

• Solar wind and the interplanetary medium.

• Space weather.

Highlights of the contribution during the
past decade

Like elsewhere, there has been a revival of solar

physics in India. Some of the significant contributions

during the last ten years or so is listed below.

The Solar Interior

• The emergence of magnetic flux from the base
of the convection zone to the photosphere has
been modeled and the synoptic properties of

flux emergence have been reproduced.
• Refined estimates have been obtained of the

internal rotation rate, helium abundance in the

interior, the depth of the convection zone and
the extent of the overshoot layer.

• The frequencies of the f-modes have been
used to accurately obtain the solar radius and its

variation with activity.
• Using inversion techniques and helioseismolgy

data, the temperature and hydrogen abundance
in the solar interior have been inferred. Also,

constraints were obtained on the nuclear
reaction cross-section for pp reaction.

• The north–south asymmetric components of the
rotation rate and meridional circulation close to

the solar surface were obtained.
• From the MHD equations, the steady parts of

the solar internal rotation and magnetic field

have been obtained.

The Solar Surface

• The structure and dynamics of the flux tubes

were studied. Various energy transport
mechanisms were investigated for the heating
of the chromosphere and the corona.

• From an analysis of the rotation rates of

sunspots during the period 1906–1987, the
global torsional oscillation was proposed as the
main contributor to solar activity.

• As part of the ongoing efforts to be able to

predict solar flares, magnetic and velocity shear
have been extensively studied.

• It was found that the penumbral width ratio in a

sunspot is dynamically related to the magnetic
structure of the active region.

S O L A R  P H Y S I C S
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Resonating sound paths inside the Sun. The
white curve is for the harmonic degree l = 0,
blue one for l = 2, green for l = 20, yellow for
l = 25 and red for l = 75 ( Courtesy of Jorgen
Christensen-Dalsgaard and Philip H. Scherrer)
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Chromospheric processes

• Evidence was found for the existence of meso
scale structure in the upper chromosphere,
analogous to those in the photosphere.

• The average size of chromospheric network
cells were found to have a latitude dependence.

• It was shown that the Calcium K emission is
correlated with the UV irradiance.

• From data obtained by the Indian expeditions
to the Antarctic, the lifetime of chromospheric
network was estimated to be 24 hours in the
quiet regions, and as high as 60 hours in the
active regions.

The Outer Atmosphere, Heliosphere and the
Interplanetary Medium

• Intensity oscillations were discovered from
observations during the total solar eclipse of
24 October, 1995.

• Using high energy data obtained from space,
the physical conditions in the coronal hole
plasma and abundance anomalies in the solar
atmosphere were studied.

Solar Oscillations: a cutaway representation of a
p-mode. Courtesy GONG/NSO/AURA/NSF

• Using the Ooty radio telescope, the
propagation of coronal mass ejections from
their origin on the Sun to the near-Earth
space were successfully tracked. The nature of
the turbulence in the solar wind was also
elucidated.
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A Coronograph in space

The highly successful Indian X-ray Astronomy
Experiment on IRS P3, and the recently launched
Solar X-ray Spectrometer ( SOXS ) on GSAT 2,

have demonstrated the efficacy of launching small
piggy back payloads.

The next such satellite borne instrument could be
a small size coronograph  (10 cm aperture) with
very fast (f/1 to f/2) optics that produces a very
small image of the sun. The heating problem can

be avoided by reflecting away the central disc
portion which is not required in a coronogram.

The science goal would be to track CMEs (Coronal
Mass Ejections) up to 50 solar radii. Since travel
time over one solar radius is almost 45 minutes,
there is sufficient time for raster scanning of the

corona. Hence single pixel detectors can be used,
thereby having very small power and weight

requirements. This is therefore an ideal candidate
for a piggy back payload. The tracking
requirement can be reduced since one would
need sampling only at radial intervals of half a
degree, and the occulting disc can be made as
large as 5 solar radii.

A Solar Telescope

Given the great excitement in solar physics, a
major new facility in India will help to attract
bright young people to this area. A 50 cm class
Solar Telescope could be the next initiative.

Such a telescope should be a modern facility for
solar research and should cater to the
contemporary needs of the nation’s solar
astronomy and solar-terrestrial physics communities.

A key question to be asked is whether there is a
site good enough to justify such a telescope. It is
now well established that solar telescopes located

S o m e  P o s s i b l e
N e w  I n i t i a t i v e s
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The Solar Corona in white light The intensity and polarization map of the solar
corona taken during the eclipse of 2001.

Courtesy: Udaipur Solar Observatory
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on a site surrounded by a large water body
provide superior image quality over the entire

day. The prime examples are the Big Bear Solar
Observatory (California, USA), Udaipur Solar
Observatory (USO) of the Physical Research
Laboratory, and the Huairou Solar Station (Beijing,
China). The availability of good quality images has
been amply demonstrated over the past 25 years
of observations from the island observatory at
Udaipur where, on an average, about 265 days in

a year are clear. It would be important to urgently
undertake a re-evaluation of this site for a 50cm
class telescope. Assuming that the result of such a
critical evaluation would be positive, then given
the available infrastructure, expertise, and logistics,
the proposed telescope could be located on this
island site. Modern networking, remote operation,

and automation techniques should be employed
to allow this facility to be accessed and used by a
wide user community.

It would be desirable if such a telescope has at
least three major back-end instruments:
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• A Spectrograph,
• A Polarimeter, and
• A Fabry – Perot based Universal Filter.

The polarimeter could be integrated with the
telescope and positioned before the first oblique
reflection. The spectrograph could be on a stable
platform and fed by a beam extracted from the
telescope. The narrow band filter will be used for
obtaining magnetograms, as well as dopplergrams.

The primary objective of such a telescope will be
to study the solar activity phenomena from the
Indian longitude belt in which modern solar
instruments are rare or non-existent. By keeping a
target of obtaining vector magnetograms at a
spatial resolution of 0.4 arcsec and longitudinal
magnetograms, as well as dopplergrams, at a
resolution of 0.2 arcsec, we would  be competitive
in certain areas, and complementary in other areas
on the global scene.

O t h e r
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s

Solar Data Archival Centre

There has been a great tradition in astronomy of

sharing data. During the past two decades or so,

data archives have been effectively mined by

countless number of astronomers. The Virtual Solar

Observatory and the International Virtual
Observatory are being set up.

Keeping in mind these developments, it

would be highly desirable to set up a solar

data archival centre. The Kodaikanal

Observatory of the Indian Institute of Astrophysics
possesses a rich collection of synoptic data going
back to almost hundred years. This data, which is
presently on photographic plates and films, should
be digitized. With the use of a good link to the
Kodaikanal Observatory, such a  centre (possibly
based at IIA, Bangalore) will be able to provide
online and updated synoptic data to the solar
astronomy community all over the world. Similarly,
the data being generated at Udaipur and at
Nainital from optical observations, and the radio
observations from the GMRT, the Ooty Radio
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Telescope and the Heliograph in Gauribidanur
need to be archived and made available to the
community.

A National Solar Physics Programme

The solar physics community in the country is
fairly small, and even they are distributed over
quite a few research institutions and universities.
As a result, the size of any group in a single
institution is sub-critical.

This serious problem – which affects other
areas of research in astronomy also  –  needs
to be addressed urgently. One way of tackling it is
to evolve a coordinated approach, in which
researchers from several institutions collaborate in
identifying a key problem, build the necessary
facility and pursue research.

In this context, the following comments of a US
decadal survey on solar research are very apt:
“The cr i t i cal  e lements that enable the capaci ty of
s tate-o f - the-art  observing systems and the
potential  o f  r i chly populated data col lec t ions to
be translated into sc ient i f i c  understanding are
people, programs, and institutions. That is ,
progress in science depends on being able to
draw on a critical-mass-size research community
(people) who, in turn, are supported by adequate
inte l lec tual and physical infrastructure

(inst i tutions).  Speci f i c  programs can serve to
integrate the contributions of  various kinds of
research (e .g . ,  observations,  theory,  and
model ing) and promote the synthesis  o f  new
perspectives on crit ical scienti f ic problems.’ ’

(Source: http://www.nationalacademies/ssb)

The objectives of a coordinated Solar Physics
Programme

It is envisaged that in this new approach, namely
to form  a scientific consortium, the following
activities will be brought under the common
umbrella:

• Planning and organizing schools/workshops that
will target specific goals and scientific problems.

• Organizing workshops for discussing results and
writing up of papers.

• Planning and preparation of modules to be used
in Universities and other HRD centres for
training young people in solar physics.

• Planning and overseeing joint instrumentation
projects involving engineers and scientists from
multiple institutions.

• Administering Fellowships and Visitor
Appointments to young Ph.Ds to work with
different solar physics groups, etc.
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 One of the largest soft X-ray solar flares recorded by TRACE ( Transition Regions and Coronal Explorer).
Courtesy: TRACE/NASA

An X-ray view of the solar cycle. A montage of images from the Soft X-ray Telescope on YOKHOH showing
dramatic changes in the corona from solar maximum to minimum (www.Lmsal.com/SXT/html/

The_Changing_Sun.html)
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Pillars of gas and dust in M16. Courtesy: HST/NASA
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Optical and Infrared
Astronomy

Stars and planets emit most of their radiation in

the wavelength region ~ 0.1 to 1000 microns

(ultraviolet to far infrared). The electronic

transitions of molecules, atoms and ions, as well as

the vibrational–rotational transitions of molecules

occur in this region. Approximately one half of the

radiation energy density in the Galaxy is starlight.

For these reasons, observations at these

wavelengths continue to dominate astronomical

investigations.

Existing Observing Facilities

Optical astronomy in India was mainly confined to

observations of the Sun till around the middle of

the 20 th century. The first relatively big telescope,

a 1.2 m  reflector,  was  commissioned  in 1968 at

Japal-Rangapur  near Hyderabad. The Japal-

Rangapur Observatory as it came to be known,

had its origins at the Nizamiah Observatory set up

in 1901, and later attached to the Osmania

University in 1919. This was the beginning in

optical astronomy.

In the mean time efforts were being made to

develop a modern observatory at Manora Peak

near Nainital. This gathered momentum with the

appointment of M.K. Vainu Bappu as the Chief

Astronomer. By 1968, there was a decent

collection of telescopes at this observatory, the

largest being a 56 cm reflector.  In 1972, a 1 m

reflecting telescope was commissioned there.

In 1971, the Indian Institute of Astrophysics was

set up in Bangalore under the leadership of Vainu

Bappu who had been the Director of the

Kodaikanal Observatory for nearly a decade. In

1972, a 1 m telescope was installed at the Kavalur

Observatory of the Indian Institute of Astrophysics.

And thus began the modern era of optical

astronomy in India.

These telescopes not only helped in training

young astronomers but also created an

opportunity for the development of focal plane

instrumentation in the optical and near-infrared

bands both at these observatories, as well as at

groups at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

(TIFR) and Physical Research Laboratory (PRL).

These activities further led to building the 2.34 m

aperture Vainu Bappu Telescope at Kavalur, and

the 1.2 m Gurushikhar Infra-Red Telescope at Mt.

Abu in the 1980s. Both these telescopes were

built mostly indigenously. This, in turn, helped in

developing technical expertise in the areas of

optics design and manufacture, mechanical and

civil design, electronics and controls, and detector

technology in the optical and near-infrared.

The 1980s also witnessed the desire of the Indian

astronomers to identify better astronomical sites in

the country, and considerable experience was

gained in site characterization experiments. A

world-class high-altitude site was identified at

Hanle (4500 m amsl) in the 1990s by astronomers

at the Indian Institute of Astrophysics.

A brief discription is given below of the observing

facilities at the major observatories.
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The 2-m Himalayan Chandra Telescope at Hanle

The Indian Astronomical Observatory at Hanle

The Hanle Observatory

Longitude: 78° 57′ 51″ E; Latitude: 32° 46′ 46″ N;
Altitude: 4517 m amsl

This observatory was set up by the Indian Institute
of Astrophysics.

n The 2-m Himalayan Chandra Telescope

This is one of the two modern 2 m-class
telescopes to be commissioned recently. It was
installed at Mt. Saraswati at a location 15 m below
the peak in August/September 2000.  The
commissioning tests of the telescope, as well as
the first generation focal plane instruments, are
continuing at the site, as well as from the remote
control station at Hosakote near Bangalore.

The HCT has a fast f/1.75 primary of ULE which is
thinner than conventional (1:20, thickness: diameter)
and is supported by 18-point support system with
a tunable warping harness.  The secondary has a
central hole and is undersized for operation in the
infrared region.  The secondary focus and tip/tilt
can be adjusted under computer control.

The current performance of the telescope is as
follows:

1. Pointing accuracy: 3 arcsec rms.
2. Tracking accuracy (Open loop): 0.15

arcsec/min (median).
3. Image quality: 0.7 arcsec radius 80% enclosed

energy.

Focal Plane Instruments

The first generation instruments for the HCT are:

• Himalayan Faint Object Spectrograph-
Camera: Built by Copenhagen University
Observatory, this instrument can image on
2K × 2K area of a SITE, thinned, AR coated
CCD providing 0.3 arcsec/pixel image scale
over a 9 arcmin × 9 arcmin  field. Broadband
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The Vainu Bappu Telescope at Kavalur

UBVRI and a few narrowband filters are
currently available. In the spectroscopy
mode, one can achieve resolutions of
R ~ 150–4500 using different grisms in the
wavelength range of 330–1000 nm.

• High-resolution CCD imager: This
instrument is built in house around a Marconi
2K × 4K CCD of 13.5 µm square pixel size.
This will provide an image scale of 0.155
arcsec/pixel over a field of 5′ .3 ×  10′.6.
Broadband UBVRI and a few narrowband
filters are available. The instrument has been
tested in the laboratory and also at VBO, and
is undergoing commissioning tests at the HCT.

• Near-IR Imager: This instrument is built by
the Infrared Laboratories, Tucson, around one
quadrant of HAWAII 1K × 1K HgCdTe array
of 18 µm pixel size. This instrument
provides an option of two cameras with 1:1
and 1: 0.5 scales. In the first mode, one can
obtain images of 1.8 arcmin × 1.8 acrmin
area of sky with 0.2 arcsec / pixel resolution,
and in the second mode, 3.6 arcmin ×
3.6 arcmin  with 0.4 arcsec /pixel resolution.

Remote operation:
The telescope and dome can be remotely
controlled from the Centre for Research and
Education in Science and Technology (CREST),
Hosakote, about 20 km northeast of Bangalore, via
a dedicated satellite-based communication link of
1 Mbps bandwidth.

The following additional scientific equipment have
also been installed at Hanle:

a ) A 30 cm Meade telescope is used as a
Differential Image Motion Monitor.

b) A weather station with a server.
c ) A 220 GHz radiometer is monitoring the sky

brightness at this frequency every
10 minutes since 1999.

d) A GPS station and a broadband seismograph.

e ) IIA is assisting the Indian Institute of
Geomagnetism in studying the aerosol
content in Hanle.

f) The CO2 content and its variation are
monitored through an  Indo–French
collaborative project.

The Vainu Bappu Observatory at Kavalur

Longitude: 78° 49′ 30″ E; Latitude: 12° 33′ 34″ N;
Altitude 700 m amsl

n The  2.3 m Vainu Bappu Telescope

• The 2.3 m telescope has a f/3 prime focus and
a f/13 Cassegrain focus. The available
instruments have either undergone
upgradation during the last 10 years, or
developed during this period, or are
undergoing development as described below:

• Prime Focus Imager: A CCD imager with
1K × 1K pixels of 24 mm square pixel size is
available at the prime focus of the VBT which
has a 3-element Wynne field corrector. A set of
UBVRI filters and also some narrowband filters
are available. There is a facility to guide the
exposures through an offset guider with TV
display from the control room.

• Boller & Chivens Spectrograph:   The
Cassegrain Focus is equipped with a Boller &
Chivens spectrograph. This spectrograph was
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The 1-m Sampurnanand Telescope at Nainital

originally a part of the Image Dissector
Scanner at the Anglo-Australian Observatory.
A CCD detector has replaced the IDS
detector. The spectrograph has recently
been converted into a spectro-polarimeter.

• OMR Spectrograph: This computer-
controlled spectrograph is the main
spectroscopic instrument available at the
Cassegrain focus of the telescope.

• Fiber-fed Echelle Spectrograph: A high-
resolution echelle spectrograph fed through
an optical fiber from the prime focus of the
VBT has been installed recently.

• SILFID: A medium resolution spectrograph
has been fabricated with French collaboration.
It is planned to augment its capabilities for
area spectroscopy by using a fiber bundle.

n The 1 m Zeiss Telescope

This telescope has a f/13 Cassegrain focus with a
40-arcmin corrected field, focal reducers for f/6 and
f/2 photographic cameras, and an f/30 coude focus.

The instruments in current use are listed below:
• CCD imager : A 1K × 1K CCD of 24 µm

square pixel size is available at the
Cassegrain focus, together with broadband
UBVRI and a few narrowband filters.

• Zeiss spectrograph: The medium resolution
Cassegrain Zeiss spectrograph has been
modified with a camera of sufficient back focal
distance to accommodate a CCD camera.

• Photoelectric photopolarimeter :  This
computer-controlled Instrument, built in-
house, is in regular use at the Cassegrain
focus.  A new generation instrument is under
fabrication.

• Coude echelle spectrograph : This old
instrument has been upgraded by replacing
the cross-dispersion grating and adapting it
for a CCD detector.

• Other telescopes at the VBO include a

75 cm Cassegrain telescope equipped with a
CCD imager. There are other smaller
telescopes used primarily for showing the
night sky to visitors.

The Observatory at Nainital (ARIES)

Longitude: 79° 27′ 24″ E; Latitude: 29° 21′ 36″ N;
Altitude: 1950 m amsl

Since its inception the observatory at Nainital
operated under the auspices of the State
Government of Uttar Pradesh. Very recently, it has
become an autonomous institution funded by the
Department of Science and Technology of the
Government of India. It has been renamed as the
Aryabhatta Research Institute of
Observational Sciences . The existing facilities at
Nainital are listed below.

n The 1 m Sampurnanand telescope

The focal plane instruments available at this
telescope are:
• Cassegrain plate holder,
• Meinel camera,
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The IUCAA Observatory at Giravli

• photoelectric photometer,
• near-infrared photometer,
• a laboratory  spectrum scanner,
• CCD chips of sizes 384 × 576, 1K × 1K and

2K × 2K pixels,
• an optical  multi-channel analyzer with 1024

pixel Reticon array as detector.

Other telescopes at the observatory are:
• 56 cm f/15 Cassegrain reflector
• 52 cm f/13 Cassegrain reflector, with a f/70

Coude focus
• 38 cm f/15 reflector
• A 25 cm and a 15 cm telescope for public

outreach

Gurushikhar Observatory, Mount Abu

Longitude: 72° 46′ 47″ E; Latitude: 24° 39′ 9″ N;
Altitude: 1680 m amsl

n The 1.2 m near infrared telescope

This telescope at Mount Abu was commissioned
by the Physical Research Laboratory of
Ahmedabad. The focal plane instruments
available at this telescope include:

• High Resolution Fabry–Perot
interferometers for Optical and Near Infrared

• Near Infrared imager/spectrometer
(HgCdTe; 256×256 pixels; J, H & K band,
and selected narrow band filters)

• High Speed 2 channel Near Infrared
photometer for Lunar Occultation studies

• Optical imager  (CCD; 1K×1K pixels)
• Polarimeter (Optical & Near Infrared)
• Fibre linked Cassegrain Grating Optical

Spectrograph

Japal-Rangapur Observatory

Longitude: 76° 13′ 39″ E; Latitude: 17° 05′ 54″ N;
Altitude 550 m amsl

n 1.2 m reflecting telescope

The instruments available at this telescope are:
• A Dual Channel Photometer
• Meinel Spectrograph
• Czerny-Turner scanning spectrograph
• 512×512 CCD and 1K×1K CCD detectors
•  Infrared photometer covering the

wavelength range 1 – 5 µm .

The 2 m IUCAA Telescope at Giravli

Longitude: 73° 50′.7 E; Latitude: 19° 4′.4 N;
Altitude ~ 1000 m amsl

A 2 metre diameter telescope, with an altitude-

The Gurushikar Observatory at Mount Abu
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azimuth mounting, is being set up by the Inter
University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophsics
(IUCAA) for observations in the visible and near
infra - red bands. The telescope, which has been
supplied by TTL, Liverpool, UK on behalf of
PPARC of UK, is under installation at a site nearly
80 km north of Pune. The site is at a height of
~ 1000 m, and has a median seeing of ~ 1.4 arcsec
in the winter months. In order to minimize
worsening of the natural seeing, the telescope
enclosure is made very compact and a forced
ventilation system is used to carry heat from all
the internal sources to a far away point.

The telescope has a f/10 Cassegrain focal station
for observations, which can carry instruments up
to a mass of 500 kg. An Acquisition & Guiding
Unit is integrated with the telescope to provide:

a ) pointing with an accuracy ~ 2 arcsec,
b) tracking with an accuracy ~ 0.2 arcsec, and
c) off setting with reference to a near by bright

source with an  accuracy  ~ 0.2 arcsec.

Direct image quality is expected to be better than
0.6 arcsec within a circle of diameter 12 arcmin,
and a corrector will be used to get the same
image quality within a wide field of 40 arcmin
diameter for the visible band. The control system
will automatically correct for changes in the focus
due to temperature variations over the night; de-
collimation of the secondary mirror due to flexures
will also be corrected automatically.

Faint Object Spectrograph

A faint object spectrometer and camera (IFOSC)
has been developed for the telescope in
collaboration with Copenhagen University
Observatory. The basic instrument is designed for:

• wide field imaging (11 ×  11 arcmin)
• long slit (11 arcmin) spectroscopic

observations
• low to medium resolution (~ 200 to ~ 4000) in

the visible band.

Though guiding on the slit is not available, the
instrument has low flexures and a high degree of
repeatability so that faint objects can be obtained
in the slit with the help of a short exposure in the
imaging mode.

Accessories have been developed for IFOSC to:

a ) make polarimetric observations in the
imaging as well as spectroscopic modes, and

b) do multi-slit spectroscopy.
c ) A near infrared camera, with a 256 ×  256

pixels array, is being developed for future use.

Commissioning of this telescope in the year 2004
is expected to provide the university sector with a
powerful means of observations in the visible and
near infrared bands for astronomy of stars and the
near Universe.

Other smaller telescopes

IUCAA has several telescopes (most of them
developed in-house) for teaching of astronomy
and training students in Universities and colleges.
Sizes of these are in the range of 8–16 inch
diameter.  All of these are equipped with Solid
State Photometers and/or CCD imagers. Many
telescopes have been installed in various
educational  institutes all over India. The following
is a list of such  telescopes :

Calicut University, Calicut (NGT 18"); Assam
University, Silchar (Meade 16"); Ravishankar
University, Raipur (Celestron 14"); Bhavnagar
University, Bhavnagar (Celestron 14" & 11"),
JES College, Jalna (Meade); Guwahati University,
Guwahati (Meade 12"); PAC, Kolkata (Celestron
14", at IIT Kharagpur), (Celestron 11" at Kolkata)
Gorakhpur University, Gorakhpur (Meade 10");
Kottayam (Meade 10"); Midnapore College
(Meade 10"); SRTM University, Nanded (Celestron
8"); Gulbarga University, Gulbarga (Celestron 8")
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Facilities for Near Infrared Astronomy

The beginnings of NIR astronomy in India go back
to the late 1970s when a Lead Sulphide based NIR
detector system, designed and fabricated at PRL
was first used by the PRL Infrared Astronomy
group at the 1m telescope of Nainital Observatory.
This system soon gave way to a liquid Nitrogen
cooled InSb single detector system which was
extensively used by the PRL group at Nainital and
Kavalur Observatories through the 1980s.

During early 1980s, TIFR group initiated a NIR
photometry programme in J, H & K bands, initially
using dry ice cooled PbS detector and later liquid
nitrogen cooled InSb detectors. These were used
on the 1.2m  Rangapur telescope of Osmania
University and the 1m telescope of IIA at VBO.

The focal plane instruments for the 1.2 m
Gurusikhar telescope was augmented in 1996
with a Mercury Cadmium Telluride 256×256 pixel
infrared array detector  which can operate both as
an imager and as medium resolution spectrometer
(λ / δλ ~ 500) from 1 to 2.5 µm. The availability
of a telescope with a readily usable array detector
at a dry site has enabled many competitive NIR
observational programs to be taken up and
actively pursued in the last 5 – 6 years.

A near  infrared  imaging camera covering the
entire near infrared region (1–5 µm) based on an
InSb array (58 × 62 Focal Plane Array
manufactured by Santa Barbara Research Center)
has recently become operational at TIFR. This
camera is currently used regularly with the 1.2 m
Gurushikhar infrared telescope facility with main
emphasis in imaging in the narrow L band (3.9 µm )

and M band (4.8 µm) thereby complementing the
HgCdTe based PRL camera.

In the area of high angular resolution, a programme
of observing Lunar  occultations in NIR with high
speed photometers equipped with single element
InSb detectors has yielded good results.

Ground based near infrared astronomy is poised
for rapid growth in the country with all the new
telescope facilities incorporating near infrared
arrays in their primary instruments.

Balloon Platform for Astronomy

TIFR originally initiated development of
indigenous balloon films, balloon design,
fabrication and their launch gears for cosmic ray
research activities.

Capabilities of the balloon facility has steadily
grown with time, in terms of payload size and
mass, ceiling altitude, telecommunication
bandwidth etc. With time, more and more space
astronomy experiments (infrared, X-ray and γ-ray)
started using this very economical  platform with
much lower turn-around time (compared to
satellite experiments). At present, the Balloon
Facility of TIFR at Hyderabad is not only a national
facility but it also offers its services to the
international scientific community. It also
manufactures large balloons as per international
orders (for experimenters from USA, Japan, etc).

Facilities for Far Infrared Astronomy

The Far Infrared (FIR) astronomy in India has
been pursued only at TIFR. It initially involved

Infrared Astronomy
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The TIFR Far Infrared Telescope being prepared for a
balloon launch

development and fabrication of balloon borne
telescope/(s) and their sub-systems, and later on
regularly flying the same for studying Galactic and
extragalactic sources. With time, the focal plane
instruments have continuously improved in
sensitivity and efficiency.

First a 75 cm and then a similar 100 cm FIR
telescope systems were indigenously developed.
These telescopes were realized in a convenient
three axis (azimuth, elevation & cross-elevation)
stabilized orientation platform with ≈0.5 arc min
pointing accuracy.

Several single (100 µm or 150 µm) as well as two
band (58 µm & 150 µm; or 156 µm & 210 µm) far
infrared photometers based on Ge(Ga) bolometers
(1.7 K) and Silicon bolometer arrays (0.3 K), have
been incorporated at the Cassegrain focus of the
100 cm FIR telescope. Recently, a Fabry–Perot
Spectrometer developed in Japan, tuned to the

[C II] line at 158 µm has been successfully
interfaced to this telescope.

Development of necessary data processing
pipeline and a robust image deconvolution
scheme using Maximum Entropy Method has led
to near diffraction limited maps in FIR bands with
optimum dynamic range.

This 100 cm FIR telescope is a major work-horse
and is in regular use at present.  Its focal plane
instruments and some other sub-systems have
been constantly upgraded for improving the
observational efficiency and the system
sensitivity.  It has been flown more than a dozen
times so far and has performed very satisfactorily.
This telescope is a unique instrument employing
the largest single (un-segmented) mirror for FIR
astronomy in the world.  Only other currently
operational FIR telescopes belong to CEST
(Toulouse, France) and Nagoya/Tokyo (Japan).

This telescope is very much internationally
competitive even in this era of infrared space
observatories mainly due to (1) its superior
angular resolution (achieved through smaller FOV
and a robust image processing scheme),  and (2)
the choice of wavelength bands, bridging the gap
between IRAS and the sub-millimeter atmospheric
window at 350 µm used by James Clerk Maxwell
Telescope (JCMT).  With the advent of Infrared
Space Observatory (ISO), the stress shifts to
complementing the ISO mission (e.g., large scale
photometric and spectroscopic mapping). The
importance of this window is clear from the
impending construction of SOFIA  which will be a
dedicated far infrared telescope carried on an
aeroplane.

Current areas of research

The optical, infrared and ultraviolet astronomy
community in India has been active in carrying
out meaningful and important research
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photometers has yielded significant results.
Over 100 lunar occultations have been
successfully observed  – most of them being
late type Giants – and spatial resolutions up to
2 milliarcseconds  have  been achieved.

• Novae:  Novae have been actively studied
since the 1960s. Nearly 20 novae have been
studied during outburst during the last
decade, and some in quiescence.

• Superovae:  Extragalactic supernovae have
been spectroscopically observed on a
regular basis from the VBO over the last two
decades.During the last ten years nearly 10
supernovae have been studied.

• Stellar variability: The variability in the
optical and near infrared emission of a large
number of Be stars and variable stars
(Cataclysmic variables, RR Lyrae, Cepheids,
δ-Scuti, β Cephei, RS CVn, eclipsing binaries,
etc.) have been systematically studied. Lunar
occultation observations of the Mira variable
R Leo at two infrared bands (K & L) have
yielded accurate uniform disk angular
diameter and effective temperatures.

• Chemically peculiar stars:  A major survey
has been undertaken to systematically search
for, and study, the recently discovered

C H A P T E R  4

Neptune. Courtesy: HST/NASA

The expanding remnant of the Supernova 1987 A.
Courtesy: HST/NASA

programmes employing available observational
facilities within the country. The main areas of
research are listed below.

n Solar system astronomy:  This includes the
study of the outer planets, their ring systems,
their satellites, etc.; optical and near infrared
imaging of comets; polarimetric, photometric
and spectroscopic observations of comets.

n Stellar astronomy
• Young stars: T Tauri stars and Herbig Ae/

Be stars are examples of young stellar
objects (YSOs). A number of T Tauri’s and
Herbig Ae/Be’s have been monitored over
extended periods of time using the
telescopes at the VBO in Kavalur. Over 60
Herbig Ae/Be stars have been observed
spectroscopically and polarimetrically.

• Evolved stars: Study of the late stages of
stellar evolution has been a very active area
of research and many interesting results have
been obtained.

• High angular resolution studies:
A programme of observing Lunar occultations
in the near infrared with high speed
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Globular Cluster M80. Courtesy: HST/NASA

False colour images of a star forming region made
with the TIFR Far Infrared Telescope (top), and with

the GMRT (below). While the far infrared image
shows the distribution of cold dust, the radio

emission traces the hot ionized gas

rapidly oscillating A-peculiar stars. Several
such stars have already been discovered.

• Binary Stars: A number of eclipsing binary
stars have been observed in the standard
UBV system leading to the determination of
their new periods and photometric elements.
In some cases mass transfer rates have also
been estimated.

• Studies of EUV-bright and soft X-ray
sources:  Many new soft X-ray sources have
recently been discovered in surveys with the
EINSTEIN and ROSAT observatories. Optical
monitoring of some of these sources in the
northern hemisphere has been undertaken.

• Stellar atmospheres and circumstellar
matter: (i) Several RS Cvn objects have
been monitored photometrically. (ii) Ca II
infrared triplet lines in cool stars have been
observed for a large number of objects. (iii)
A detailed study of Li I 6708 Å line in cool
stars of different luminosity classes was
conducted. (iv) Polarization measurements of
about 25 Vega type stars with far infrared
excesses were made. (v) IRC+10216 which
has been the focus of attention for many
years as an extreme carbon star was
observed using Lunar occultation technique.
(vi) A study of 92 oxygen rich Mira variables
was carried out to evaluate the role of
pulsations in mass loss among these stars.

n Star clusters
A large number of open clusters and a few

globular clusters have been studied with a

view to understanding (i) the Initial Mass

Function, (ii) colour-magnitude diagram,
(iii) binarity of star clusters and (iv) the HR

diagram.

n Galactic Interstellar Medium
In the areaof interstellar medium, the topics of

current interest include: (i) Kinematics of
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A star burst galaxy. Courtesy HST/NASA

galactic planetary nebulae using high-resolution

spectroscopy, (ii) Study of Galactic star

forming regions both in the near IR
(photometry, broad and narrow band

imaging) and far infrared using the TIFR 1 m

balloon borne telescope (both high
resolution imaging and spectroscopy).

n Extragalactic astronomy

• Star clusters in the Magellanic clouds:
Colour-magnitude diagrams of the clusters to

test stellar evolution models, determine mass

function and mass segregation, history of star
formation, etc.

• Surface brightness distributions:  Surface

brightness distribution in external galaxies is
being studied to (i) find dust lanes in early

type galaxies, (ii) detect cool dust in Seyfert

galaxies, (iii) to get information on isophotal
twists, departures from ellipticity, position

angle variations, etc. High angular resolution

mapping in the far infrared of some Seyfert

galaxies is another area of interest.

• Massive star formation in external

galaxies: Star formation in the disks and
nuclear regions of disk galaxies and starburst

galaxies  (e.g., Mkn 439, 449, 1379, 1134)

has been investigated using the Hα line and
continuum  imaging.

• Optical Variability of Powerful Active

Galactic Nuclei: Optical light curves of
intrinsically luminous AGNs are being studied

with a view to resolving the longstanding

dichotomy between radio-loud and radio-
quiet quasars.

• Microlensing: Long term monitoring of

M 31 is being done to detect microlensing
events.

• Study of Gamma Ray Burst afterglows:

Optical light curves, spectral energy
distribution and energetics of gamma ray

burst afterglows  are being investigated in a

systematic manner.
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The top panel shows the optical light curve of a
gamma ray burst taken with the telescopes at

Nainital and Hanle. The bottom panel shows the
radio light curve obtained with the GMRT.

• Groups and clusters of galaxies:  Deep

imaging in broad band continuum and line is

being done of GRB fields, as well as groups

and clusters of galaxies.

Significant contributions

With the availability of large observing facilities, both

ground based and space observatories, great

progress has taken place during the past decade or

so. Indeed, some of the achievements have been

breathtaking. In contrast, Indian astronomers have

only had access to fairly modest facilities.

Nevertheless, there have been many notable

contributions and a selection of them is given below.

• The discovery of Ganymede’s thin atmosphere.

• The discovery of rings around Uranus.

• The first precise measurement of the far

infrared brightness temperature of the disk

around Saturn.

• Detection of the variation of the degree of

polarization of Herbig Ae/Be stars in time

scale of  days.

• Observation of rapid formation of a planetary

nebula.

• Resolution of circumstellar shells and

envelopes using Lunar occultation.
• Evidence for the formation of dust within

seven days after the eruption of a fast nova.

• Discovery of several delta Scuti and roAp

stars.

• Detection of variability in several soft X-ray

sources.

• Important constraints in the production and

destruction of Lithium in stars, and its

primordial abundance.

• Determination of star formation efficiency,

age distribution, mass function and luminosity

function of Galactic star clusters.

• First ever detection of the deceleration of

the leading edge of a planetary nebula shell.

• Detection of jets, Herbig-Haro outflows and
shocked HII emission in star forming regions

from near IR observations.

• High angular resolution mapping in the far IR

of Galactic star forming regions.

• Detection of an unexpected sequence of

carbon: [C II] / CO / [C I].

• Discovery of several Cepheids, long period

variables and nova-like objects in M 31.

• Identifying candidate events of micro-lensing.

• The first optical observation of a recent

gamma ray burst afterglow, firm detection of

intra-night optical variability, etc.
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The Ultra Violet Imaging Telescope on the ASTROSAT

The Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (UVIT)

The next major astronomical facility under
construction is the ASTROSAT.

This is the Indian multiwavelength astronomy

satellite planned for launch in early 2007 into a

circular 600 km orbit with inclination of < 15
degree. The spacecraft and the launch vehicle are

based on India’s successful Indian Remote Sensing

(IRS) spacecraft and Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
(PSLV), respectively.  Planned to carry five

instruments, ASTROSAT will have a lifetime of

about 5 years.

One of the payloads being developed for the
satellite is the UVIT.

This telescope will provide simultaneous

observations in two ultraviolet bands and the
visible band. This instrument is designed to
provide high resolution (< 2 arcsec) images in the
ultraviolet and visible bands in a wide field of 30

arcmin. Two co-aligned telescopes of ~ 380 mm
diameter will be  used for simultaneous
observations in the Far Ultra Violet (1200–1800 Å),
Near Ultra Violet (1800–3000 Å), and Visible

(3500–6000 Å) channels; one telescope will be
exclusively for the shortest wavelengths, and the
other to be used to observe in the other two

channels – a beam splitter will divide the radiation
between Near Ultraviolet and Visible channels. A
set of filters will be available in each channel to
select spectral band of observations.

In order to maximise throughput in the two
ultraviolet channels, slow f/12 Cassegrain optics
has been selected to obtain ~ 1 arcsec image

quality without any correctors. The overall image
quality, ~ 1.8 arcsec, will be mainly determined by
the jitter of the satellite and spatial resolution of

the detectors. A set of baffles will minimize the
scattered radiation from the Sun so that
observations can be made on sources as close as
60 degrees from the Sun.

In order to avoid smearing of the images due to the
drift of the satellite, it is essential to make short
exposures. In all the three channels intensified

imagers will be used to minimize noise in short
exposures –  for the two ultraviolet channels the
detectors used will be in high-gain photon counting

mode, while in the visible band either photon
counting or integrating mode can be used.
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 An ultraviolet image of the galaxy M82 taken with the XMM telescope. Courtesy: XMM/ESA
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It is expected that in wide band observation

mode, a sensitivity of 21st magnitude would be

obtained in a 1000s exposure, and variability of

bright sources can be observed with a temporal
resolution of a few seconds.

Science Aims of the UVIT

The broad mission objective is to provide the

Indian astronomy community with a

multi-wavelength platform for space-based

observations with the emphasis being on the UV
and X-ray wavelengths.

The primary scientific objective for the UVIT is to
carry out a survey of a significant part of the sky

in at least two filters (each 300–400 Å wide), one
in the far UV (FUV) channel (1200–2000 Å) and
the other in the near UV (NUV) channel (2000–

3000 Å). Such an imaging survey at the proposed
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resolution of 1 arcsec would be unprecedented

and would yield a rich haul of data on a large

number of astronomical sources. The survey
would cover mainly high latitude fields away from

the plane of the Milky Way and can be expected

to discover:

1. Several tens of thousands of stars in the
Galaxy, particularly hot stellar objects (white

dwarfs, hot binaries, stars in the Horizontal

Branch and Post-AGB stages of evolution, the
metal poor halo population, etc).

2. With a magnitude limit of 21, the survey

would yield new  photometric data on a very
large number of galaxies.

3. A very large number of quasars via the “red-

shifting” of the shape of the quasar
spectrum through the FUV and NUV bands.

Following the survey, an important aim would be

to carry out prompt studies of the interesting

objects discovered. Many of these would require
the multi-wavelength capability of ASTROSAT.

Deep surveys of selected fields of the sky would

be carried out in four filter bands (300–400 Å
wide), two in the FUV and two in the NUV

channels. In these deep surveys, it would be

possible to probe the Universe to distances
sampled by the Hubble Deep Fields. The four

bands spanning the UV range would allow

determination of redshifts of distant objects.
During the expected 5-year mission proposals

from astronomers for targetted observations would

cover a large range of studies:

• X-ray/UV monitoring of X-ray binaries,
cataclysmic variable stars, novae,

supernovae.

• X-ray/UV monitoring of the variability of
AGN and QSOs: Quasars and Active Galactic

Nuclei (AGN) have very blue colours and the

FUV continuum is markedly strong. The

strongest lines in the UV are 1216 Å (Lyman α)

and C IV 1550 Å.

• Star formation processes – young clusters and

starburst phenomena. FUV-NUV photometric

colours for determining the age and

metallicity of young populations.

• Studies of old, metal poor stars, hot stars in

old clusters and in the halo of the Galaxy.

• Mapping of Galactic H II regions and

planetary nebulae in various emission lines.

Mapping of HII regions in nearby galaxies
(e.g., SMC and LMC).

• The properties of the interstellar medium in

the Galaxy and nearby galaxies. The UV has

important emission lines that are diagnostic

of interstellar gas at temperatures in the

range 105-6 K (e.g., C IV 1550 Å, N V 1241 Å).

• Studies of metallicity gradients in galaxies.

The FUV-NUV, as well as FUV-visual colours,

correlate uniquely with metal indices.

• The UV morphology of galaxies in the local

Universe and comparison with galaxies at

high redshift (e.g. the Hubble Deep fields).

• The evolution of galaxies in clusters: the

Butcher–Oemler effect, FUV luminosity

functions for clusters upto z ~ 0.5, evolution
of star formation rates with redshift.

• Detailed studies of Active Galactic Nuclei

and Quasars.

• Studies of gravitational lensing in the UV,

where the suppression of the light from cool

stars in the lensing galaxy or cluster will

afford much higher contrast for detection of

lensed images of QSOs.

• X-ray/UV monitoring of the afterglow of

Gamma Ray Burst sources.

• Studies relating to the nature and distribution

of the UV sky background.
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National Working Groups

The best scientific returns, commensurate with the
available facilities and human investments, can
only be guaranteed by ensuring a very well
contemplated and focussed scientific research
programme. One would need to prioritize this
based on our strengths (and also weaknesses!) and
other relevant details. Given the existing expertise
within the country, this is not difficult provided
there is understanding and co-operation between
the various research institutions/University
departments in the country, as well as willingness
on the part of the funding agencies to accept this
mode of pursuing science goals. There has to be
a paradigm shift. There has to be a  shift away
from the present practice to mainly fund
institutions, rather than individual investigators. In
addition to institutional funding, there must be
funds available to the national working groups to
pursue well-defined goals.

In the broad area of Optical / Ultraviolet / Infrared
astronomy, the following working groups might
be set up:

1 ) Solar System studies.
2 ) Star formation and early stages of stellar

evolution in our Galaxy.
3 ) Late stages of stellar evolution in our Galaxy.
4 ) Variable stars in our Galaxy.
5 ) Optical observations of transient

phenomenon.
6 ) Optical follow-up observations as a part of

multi-wavelength observations.

The membership of these groups should cut

across institutional boundaries, and the groups
must have functional autonomy.

Effective utilization of the existing
facilities

While it is true that we do not have any large
observational facility in the visible or infrared
bands, i t  should be borne in mind that 2 metre
c lass te lescopes continue to play a very
s igni f i cant role  in contemporary astronomy.
Given that we now have three modest size
telescopes (two of them quite modern), it is
possible to sustain several high impact research
programmes. But this is possible only if these
telescopes perform optimally. In order to
ensure this, highest priority must be given to
the proper management and maintenance of
all facilities.

In keeping with the international trend, the
relatively small telescopes we have are likely to
produce the best returns if they are utilized for a
few key projects .  In order that these key
projects have significant contemporary value, they
must reflect the scientific interests of the younger
astronomers.

A multiplicity of instruments and observing
programs on small telescopes has hindered their
optimal utilization. Given that we have several
2-m  class telescopes, one is likely to make
greater impact if they are dedicated to a small
number of projects with minimal but dedicated
instrumentation . For example, different
telescopes could be dedicated to photometry,
spectroscopy, imaging, etc. It will be important to
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have an inter-institutional agreement and

collaboration on such decisions. This way, one will
be forming a scientific consortium. While the
various institutions will remain autonomous, their

facilities will compliment and supplement each
other.

When new instrumentation is contemplated, it
would be very useful to have a discussion in

which astronomers from several institutions
participate. This will be in the spirit of regarding

all our telescopes as national facilities. That
concept should go beyond merely using the
telescope built by a particular institution; the

growth of the facility should reflect its usage by
the entire astronomical community in India.

Upgrading existing facilities

The Hanle telescope

The 2 m telescope at Hanle (the HCT) could be
adapted to cover longer wavelengths (beyond 2.5

microns). This would require (i) adequate
modifications to the HCT optics; and

(ii) development of the next generation focal
plane instruments (e.g., imaging and spectrometry
in the 3–5 micron region). Perhaps even

observations in the 10 micron, as well as the 20
micron, atmospheric windows should be assessed

and necessary long term projects identified and
pursued.

Joining global networks

The observatories in India can greatly benefit by
joining certain global observing programmes.

There have already been collaborative efforts in
the global solar oscillation programme ( GONG ),

pulsations of white dwarfs, etc. There may be
other such campaigns where we can profitably
participate in.

New ground based facilities

A modern optical telescope at Devasthal

Keeping in mind the capabilities of the Hanle
telescope and the IUCAA telescope, and the first
generation instrumentation planned for them, it
would be very useful to have a modern telescope
more or less dedicated to photometric studies.

Such a telescope would fill an important niche.
When ASTROSAT is launched there will be a need
to pursue coordinated observations to study
variable sources identified by the space mission at
radio and visible wavelengths. While GMRT meets
the requirements in the radio, there is a need for a
dedicated photometric telescope at optical

wavelengths. The telescope at Hanle could
perhaps specialize in imaging and spectroscopy.

With this objective in mind, and also to build on
the momentum of the astronomers at ARIES in
Nainital, it is recommended that a modern

telescope of approximately 1.5 m diameter be
installed at Devasthal, about 50 km from Nainital.
This would be ideal because the astronomers at
ARIES have made distinguished contributions in
the study of variable objects: variable stars, X-ray
binaries, active galactic nuclei, after glows of
gamma ray bursts, etc. So it is natural that this
important niche is occupied by them.

The importance of good astronomical sites for
locating  a 1.5 metre class optical telescope can
not be overemphasized. As the light pollution at
Manora Peak has increased significantly in recent
times, and the seeing not very good, a site survey

to select a suitable site in Kumaon and Garhwal
regions of Shivalik Himalayas for setting up future
observational facilities was initiated in 1980. As a
result of this survey, which extended over a
decade, Devasthal was identified as a good
astronomical site. The location of Devasthal
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(~ 2500 m amsl) is such that logistics of access
and transportation are not too difficult and, at the
same time, it is far from any urban development.

To further evaluate the site using modern
techniques, a site evaluation programme was
started in 1997. It was found that the site has
about 200 clear nights in a year, out of which
about 80 % are of photometric quality. The
median seeing is about 1.1 arcsec. Microthermal
measurements suggest that the seeing might be
sub-arc second for a good fraction of the time if
the telescope is located at a height of about 12
metres from the ground. Relative humidity is
below 60 % during the night. Wind speed is below
20 km/hour during night time. Temperature
variation during the night is within 2 degrees.

About 4.5 hectares of land at Devasthal site has
already been acquired by the observatory in
Nainital for installing modern optical facilities.
Construction of a road for the site is in its initial
phase.

The suggested telescope should be bought off the
shelf, for only then it will be ready by the time
ASTROSAT is launched.

Optical Polarization Sky Survey using a
dedicated telescope

Light from most astronomical sources is polarized.
Polarization of light is caused by several processes:
(1) magnetic fields in the source (e.g.,  stars with
strong fields, AM Her type objects with
magnetised white dwarfs, BL Lac galaxies);
(2) scattering by circumstellar matter (e.g., Young
Stellar Objects with accretion disks or remnant
circumstellar material as in T Tauri stars, Herbig
Ae/Be stars, evolved stars with mass loss, dusty
galaxies); (3) dichroic extinction due to aligned
dust grains in the interstellar media in galaxies,
etc.. Polarimetric measurements therefore give

information on magnetic fields in the astronomical
sources, existence and geometrical distribution of
circumstellar matter at various evolutionary stages
of stars, distribution and properties of interstellar
media in galaxies.

Optical polarization measurements of individual
sources do exist for a large number of objects of
different kinds. However, no large scale survey
has ever been made in optical polarization. A sky
survey for optical polarization, even to a modest
magnitude limit of say m < 12 would therefore be
of considerable value. To do this one does not
require a large telescope. A small (~ 1 metre)
telescope with an imaging polarimeter will suffice.
Of course, it will have to be a dedicated facility
and will require human resources for software and
data handling. The data would be of general
interest and will be used by astronomers working
on a variety of astronomical problems and sources.

This interesting project could be undertaken by
the astronomers at the observatory in Nainital, in
collaboration with astronomers from other
institutions. If the proposed telescope for
Devasthal is approved, then the 1 m telescope at
Manora Peak could be used for this survey. Of
course, the present telescope would have to be
upgraded, and necessary focal plane instrument,
such as an imaging polarimeter, would have to be
acquired.

New Satellite Borne Experiments

Near Infrared Spectro-Photometer

At the moment, no meaningful Infrared Astronomy
experiment from space is feasible due to the
cryogenic cooling requirements of the detectors.
However, the situation will change shortly.  In the
near future ISRO will qualify in space a version of
mechanical (Stirling) cooler, which is capable of
cooling down to ~ 80 K (@ 1 W load). Several
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interesting near & mid infrared astronomy

programmes will then become possible.

One such possibility is a spectroscopic survey of
the Galactic plane in the 1.8 to 3 µm region,

which covers several astrophysically important
lines (of H2, CO, H2O,...) which are not accessible
from the ground. This wavelength region falls
within the “gap” in the coverage of HST/NICMOS

and SIRTF missions. Also, as yet there is no
approved future international mission in this
wavelength region. Interestingly, a good fraction

of the science goals (Galactic Interstellar Medium)
can even be achieved from a “piggy-back”
instrument on-board an IRS class satellite.

The regular and successful launches of ISRO’s
Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) rockets and
their numerous payloads, time is ripe to
consolidate the technical advancements with

fundamental research in pure sciences in the near
future. In addition, opportunities for small and
simple astronomy experiments as piggy-back

payloads on non-astronomy missions also need
consideration.

A simple and reliable Near Infrared Spectro-

Photometer on-board an Indian Satellite (NISPIS)
for astronomy applications, proposed by the TIFR
group, is an example. This instrument can be
realized in the near future using the available

technology within the country. While NISPIS’s
cryogenic demands are quite modest, it is capable
of addressing a wide variety of interesting and

contemporary astrophysical problems.
Spectroscopic survey of selected regions of the
Milky Way in interstellar atomic / molecular lines is
an example.

However, there are many uncertainties. The most
crucial among them is the availability of the
infrared detector array. In addition, detailed

thermal models have to be generated and various

parameters have to be optimized. The
committee would like to recommend the
setting up of a working group to do a
feasibility study for a possible infrared

mission, as a follow up to the ASTROSAT.

New Sub-orbital Experiments

The Balloon Facility of TIFR at Hyderabad has

been very effectively used  for cosmic ray
research, X-ray and γ-ray observations, and far
infrared observations. Recently, several
engineering support systems have been upgraded

making it possible to fly more demanding
payloads.

This relatively cheap platform should be utilized
for planning new innovative experiments (e.g., in
UV, Far Infrared). In addition, several design
concepts of future satellite experiments can be

tested and qualified using the balloon platform.

In spite of planned satellites and aircraft borne

observatories, the balloon platform can continue to
play an important role for future far infrared and
sub-millimeter wave astronomy, in particular, for
the following reasons:

• Shorter planning period which allows one to
make use of the latest technological
advancements.

• Resource requirements are very modest.
• Superior atmospheric background, and

transmission, compared to airborne

observatories. Also, one has the advantage of
full sky steerability.

• The active life of any satellite based FIR/sub-
mm mission is finally decided by the amount

of on-board cryogen available. This aspect
makes the cost of these missions (per unit
scientific observing time) extremely high. In
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addition, space cryogenics is a very
expensive technology. Due to this reason,
balloon platform is more attractive for  FIR/
sub-mm astronomy than say, X-ray/γ-ray/
cosmic rays, etc.

However, in order to exploit the balloon platform
for  FIR/sub-mm wavebands, it is crucial to
develop high quality detector arrays. This would
require active collaborative efforts with the
physics and engineering community.

Challenging Developmental Activities

1 . Active and Adaptive optics

This is an area of great importance to
astronomy. All major telescopes around the
world now routinely use active optics. Adaptive
optics, although still in the experimental stage,
will almost certainly come into use in a decade
or so. But there is very little expertise in India

in these areas. It is imperative that we seed

laboratory activities in these areas, with a view
to their eventual use in astronomy. This is an
example of an area where active collaboration
between astronomers, physicists and engineers

would be enormously fruitful. Therefore, it is
important that these efforts are not confined to
astronomical institutions. It is evident that active
and adaptive optics have significance far

beyond astronomy. Therefore the funding
agencies should view this from a larger
perspective, and help by not only providing
funds but also in nucleating these activities.

2 . Speckle Interferometry

Speckle interferometry, along with adaptive
optics, has produced some stunning and far
reaching results in astronomy during the past
decade or so. The most notable of these is

perhaps the observation of the star cluster near
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the centre of our Galaxy by the group led by

Genzel at the Max Planck Institute in Garching

and by the group led by A. Ghez at UCLA.

Indians had been at the forefront of the speckle
phenomenon in the 1940s. C.V. Raman, and his

student G.N. Ramachandran, made fundamental

contributions to the understanding of this
phenomenon and, indeed, elucidated and

anticipated its potential. Some of their results

were rediscovered in the astronomical context
nearly forty years later! This area was revisited

in the 1980s by some Indian theoretical

astronomers, and a couple of very interesting
results were obtained.

With this background, it is natural that we re-

enter this field in a major way. This is another

area where the interaction between physicists
and astronomers would be productive. Not only

do we have the necessary expertise in this

field, it gives us an opportunity to have access
to the very best telescopes in the world. For

example, if one could develop and build state

of the art Speckle Cameras, then one will be

able to participate in international collaborations.

3 . Detectors for Astronomy

The science returns from major national
observing facilities is often determined by the
quality of focal plane instruments. Other than

the optical components, the most important
role is played by the detector itself. Whereas it
has been possible to import state-of-the-art
optical detectors (large format CCDs), it is
becoming more and more difficult for Indian
astronomers to procure commercially available
near infrared and mid infrared detector

arrays.  This calls for an immediate attention to
safeguard the future of near/mid infrared
astronomy in India.

A possible beginning can be to embark on a
collaborative project with national laboratories

and undertake technically challenging projects.
Through long-term commitments and efforts,
some of the technological bottlenecks faced by
such labs may be overcome by fresh insight
and manpower invested by the astronomy
community.

White light specklesSpeckles in monochromatic light
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The Kalyan Array

Radio physics activities in India began in the mid
1950s under the auspices of the Radio Research
Committee chaired by K. S. Krishnan at the National
Physical Laboratory in Delhi. The early experiments
centred around the study of the ionosphere and
solar radio emission, and were carried out at many
centres including Calcutta and Kodaikanal.

Radio physics activities were also initiated in 1955
at the newly established PRL in Ahmedabad. The
early efforts were aimed at the study of the
ionosphere.

Radio astronomy in a broader sense was initiated
by a newly formed group at the TIFR in the early
1960s.

The Kalyan Radio Telescope

The first radio telescope the TIFR group set up,
under the leadership of Govind Swarup, was a
high-resolution grating-type radio interferometer
operating at a wavelength of 50 cm at Kalyan
near Mumbai. It consisted of 32 parabolic dishes
each of 1.8 m diameter, 24 of which were placed
along an east–west baseline of length 630 m and

the remaining 8 along a north–south baseline of
length 256 m. This gave a resolution of 2’.3 × 5�’.2.
These dishes were earlier used by W.N. Christiansen
and his colleagues at CSIRO in Australia for their
pioneering studies of radio emission from the Sun at
a wavelength of 21 cm and were donated to India
under the Colombo Plan. The construction of the
Kalyan telescope was started in November 1963
and completed in May 1965. During the period
1965–68, this telescope was used for studying the
quiet Sun, as well as the slowly varying component
of the solar radio emission.

Solar Radio Astronomy at PRL

In the early 1960s the radio astronomy programme
at PRL shifted towards the study of solar flares and
associated radio bursts. A radio spectrometer was
assembled for this purpose consisting of three
wide-band rhombic antennae with swept frequency
receivers. Operating in a frequency range 40–240
MHz, this became operational in 1967. In order to
obtain polarization characteristics of short duration
bursts, a radio polarimeter operating at 35 MHz was
commissioned in 1969. In addition, the PRL group
set up two element phase switched interferometers
at Ahmedabad (operating at 60 MHz) and at
Gulmarg (operating at 74 MHz) to study the
scintillation of radio stars. In 1970 a Dicke switched
microwave radiometer operating at 2800 MHz was
set up for monitoring solar flares.

The Ooty Radio Telescope

In the late 1960s, the TIFR group commenced the
design and construction of a major radio telescope
at Ooty. The Ooty Radio Telescope (ORT) utilized

Radio Astronomy
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India’s location near the geographical equator. The
ORT is a cylindrical paraboloid 530 m long and
30 m wide. Its reflecting surface is made of 1100
stainless steel wires made of 0.38 mm diameter,
each 530 m long. The surface is supported by
24 parabolic frames placed 23 m apart. The unique
feature of the telescope is that it is located on a
natural hill in the north–south direction with a slope
equal to the latitude of the observatory. This enables
tracking of a celestial object for about 9.5 hours
by a simple mechanical rotation of the ORT along
its long axis. The telescope beam is pointed in the
north–south direction by electronic phasing of 1024
dipoles placed along the 530 m long focal line.

By 1970, this unique and innovative parabolic

cylindrical reflector parallel to the earth’s axis was
completed. The ORT operates at a frequency of
327 MHz with a bandwidth of about 4 MHz .
Bandwidths of up to 12 MHz have been used for
special observations.

The main scientific objective of the ORT was to
use the lunar occultation technique to study
extragalactic radio sources at high angular
resolution at metre wavelengths. This activity
resulted in the discovery and cataloguing of
hundreds of such sources, the first systematic
study of the angular size versus flux density
relation and other statistical properties pertaining
to their cosmic evolution. The telescope proved
to be a powerful tool for interplanetary

The Ooty Radio Telescope (water colour by Mr. Chandrasekhar)
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scintillation, which resulted in cataloguing a large
number of compact sources and studying
fluctuations and dynamics of the solar wind, with
correlations to solar phenomena like flares and
mass ejections. Other studies with this telescope
include pulsars and the first survey of metre
wavelength recombination lines from ionised
matter in the disc of our galaxy. The ORT has also
been used for Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) observations in combination with several
large radio telescopes in Europe and USSR.

The sensitivity of the telescope was improved in
the 1990s by another factor of 4 by installing a
new feed system with a low-noise amplifier and a
phase-shifter behind every dipole.

Ooty Synthesis Radio Telescope (OSRT)

In order to make two-dimensional images of
celestial radio sources, an aperture synthesis radio
telescope was built in early 1980s using the ORT
as one of the elements. Eight relatively small
parabolic cylindrical antennas of size 22 m ×  9  m
were placed up to 4 km away from the ORT. The
ORT was divided into 4 parts. The voltage outputs
of these 12 antennas were brought to a central
receiver system using coaxial cables and radio
links. Each pair of the antennas formed an
interferometer and measured one spatial Fourier
component of the brightness distribution across a

radio source. Thus, the 12 antennas measured 66
Fourier components. As the Earth rotates, the
projected spacing and direction of the antenna
pairs change and therefore one measured a large
number of spatial Fourier components in a 9.5
hours coverage of the ORT. The correlated
outputs were then combined using special image
processing techniques to obtain the radio image of
the region within the primary beam of the
antennas. The OSRT provided a resolution of
about 1 arcmin at a wavelength of 92 cm. The
OSRT was operated for about 5 years during
which it provided radio maps of several galactic
and extragalactic radio sources. For example, it
discovered a giant radio galaxy which was the
largest in the Southern hemisphere and  a relic
source in the cluster Abell 85. It was also used to
image the jet in the Crab Nebula at 1m
wavelength. The modern technique of mosaicing
was first tried with this instrument.

Radio Astronomy at Low Frequencies

In the early 1970s, a group at the Raman Research
Institute in Bangalore, under the leadership of V.
Radhakrishnan, in collaboration with Ch. V. Sastry
and his team at the newly formed Indian Institute
of Astrophysics, initiated radio astronomy at
decametric wavelength.

The Gauribidanur Decameter Array

A chart record of a lunar occultation with the Ooty
Radio Telescope
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The first telescope to be built was at Gauribidanur

about 75 km north of Bangalore. This “array”
consists of 1000 dipoles arranged in the form of
the letter “T”, with a 1.4 km long east–west

array and a 0.45 km long southern arm. The
response of this array is steered by suitably

phasing the telescope. At the operating frequency
of 34.5 MHz, this telescope has an angular
resolution of 26’ ×  42’ and a collecting area of

18,000 m2 at zenith.

Radio astronomy at such long wavelengths is a
niche activity in India because in the more
developed countries there is widespread use of

these frequency bands which interferes with
astronomical observations. This instrument was

used to map the visible sky within ±50 degrees of
zenith angle. Given the angular resolution and the
sensitivity of this telescope, this is the best map

made so far at such a low frequency and this
entire survey has now been made available to the

worldwide community of astronomers. Radio
recombination lines from highly excited carbon

atoms, as well as several nearby pulsars have been
studied.

In the late 1980s, the groups at the Raman
Research Institute and the Indian Institute of
Astrophysics collaborated with the University of
Mauritius to set up the Mauritius Radio Telescope.
This is an array of helical antennae arranged in an
arm of the order of a kilometre, and operates at a
wavelength of 2 m. A major survey of the southern
sky has been carried out with this telescope.

Again in the late 1980s, the PRL group set up

A map of the sky at 34.5 MHz synthesized with the Gauribidanur array

The Mauritius Radio Telescope
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three telescopes, operating at 103 MHz, at Thaltej
(near Ahmedabad), Rajkot and Surat, to study
interplanetary scintillations of radio sources.
Unfortunately, this telescope was dismantled a
few years ago because of severe interference
from FM broadcasts.

Millimetre wave astronomy

A 10 m diameter antenna of high mechanical
accuracy (~ 200 micron rms ) was constructed by
the National Aerospace Laboratory, Bangalore in
collaboration with the scientists and engineers at
the Raman Research Institute. The sophisticated
receiver systems for this telescope was developed
at the Radio Astronomy Laboratory at RRI by
N.V.G. Sarma and his team. This telescope was
installed in 1985 at the Raman Research Institute

and was used to study carbon monoxide in nearby
molecular clouds, silicon monoxide maser emission
from the outer envelopes of red giant stars, and
cometary globules. Currently, this telescope is
being used only at centimetre wavelengths.

The Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope
(GMRT )

As we enter the new century, the major facility for
radio astronomy in India is the GMRT. The Ooty
group proposed the Giant Metrewave Radio

Telescope, of 30,000 square metres effective area,
in the mid 1980s. This telescope, built by TIFR,
became operational by 1999 at Khodad, about 80
km north of Pune. It consists of 30 fully steerable
parabolic dish antennas of 45 m diameter, spread
over an area of 25 km in diameter.

What is remarkable about these antennae is their
modest cost inspite of their giant size. This has
become possible, thanks to a significant new
technological breakthrough achieved by Indian
scientists and engineers. This concept nicknamed
SMART (for Stretched Mesh Attached to Rope
Trusses), has enabled the dish to be light-weight
and of low solidity by replacing the conventional
back-up structure by a series of rope trusses
(made of thin stainless steel wire ropes) stretched
between 16 parabolic frames made of tubular steel.

The telescope has five operating frequency bands
around 150 MHz, 233 MHz, 325 MHz, 610 MHz
and 1000–1450 MHz. A limited number of
antennae operate in an additional higher
frequency band to allow observations of the OH
molecular transition.

The GMRT is a modern, state-of-the-art, aperture
synthesis radio telescope. The antenna
configuration is a hybrid one, with 14 antennae
packed into a compact array about 1 km × 1 km
in size and the remaining 16 antennae stretched
out along three arms (called the “Y” arms), each
14 km long. The central compact array gives
sensitivity for detecting diffuse emission, while the
arm antennae provide high angular resolution.
The telescope is thus very versatile, and at
metre wavelengths it is the most sensitive
aperture synthesis telescope in the world.

Each antenna is connected to the Central
Electronics Building by two wide-band optical fibre
links. The entire array can be controlled from the
CEB. There is also a high speed link between the

The 10.4 m millimeter telescope at the Raman
Research Institute
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Central Electronic Building and the NCRA
headquarters in Pune. This allows for remote
operation of the telescope, as well as real time
monitoring of the data quality.

The backend of the GMRT is a 256 channel, 32 MHz
bandwidth digital correlator. This sophisticated
correlator system was developed by the scientists
and engineers of the National Centre for Radio
Astrophysics of TIFR. The 21 cm prime focus
electronics, and also a major part of the Pulsar
receiver, was built at the Raman Research Institute.

In January 2002, GMRT was thrown open to the
international astronomical community. During the
past seven cycles of observations, a National Time
Allotment Committee has approved more than
350 proposals for observation with the GMRT.
It should be mentioned that a substantial
fraction of these proposals (nearly a third)
are from investigators abroad. These
proposals cover a very wide range of topics:

• The Sun
• Pulsars
• Supernova Remnants
• Micro-quasars
• The interstellar medium
• Star forming galaxies
• Gamma ray bursts
• Extragalactic supernovae
• Clusters of galaxies
• Active galaxies
• The intergalactic medium, etc.

Many interesting results have already been
obtained, many more can be expected in the
coming years. The GMRT is now gaining
recognition as a major international facility.

Areas of Current Research

In the past thirty years or so, the radio
astronomers in the country have pursued their
research programmes using the telescopes
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available in India, as well as other major
international facilities like the Very Large Array in
the U.S.A., the Australia Telescope, the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope in the Netherlands, etc.
With the commissioning of a versatile instrument
like the GMRT radio astronomy has got a new
impetus and one can hope to address many
problems. The partial list given below should give
an indication of the range of problems being
pursued by Indian astronomers.

• The Heliosphere
Radio emission from the active regions on
the Sun. Solar bursts, flares and coronal mass
ejections. Dynamics of the solar wind.

• Solar system objects
Radio emission from Jupiter: coordinated
radio, optical and X-ray observations.

• Stars
Flaring and quiet radio emission from cool
dwarf stars. Radio observation of X-ray
binaries. Massive young stellar objects. High
angular resolution observations of Galactic
star forming regions. Molecular transitions in
star forming regions.

• Micro-Quasars
Radio observations of X-ray transients.
Compact jets, and the disk-jet connection in
micro-quasars.

• Pulsars
Emission geometry of pulsars. Multi-frequency
studies of single pulses from pulsars. Scatter
broadening of pulsars. Pulse arrival time
observations. Search for pulsars in globular
clusters.

• Interstellar medium of the Galaxy
The kinematics of interstellar clouds.
Recombination radiation from the interstellar
gas. Supernova remnants. Organic molecules
in the ISM.

• Galaxies
Dynamics of normal and dwarf galaxies.
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Radio galaxies, their morphology, jets,
statistics, etc.

• Extragalactic supernovae & Gamma Ray
Burst Afterglows

• Clusters of galaxies
Radio emission from galaxies in clusters.
Cooling flows. Particle acceleration in clusters.

• Active galactic nuclei and quasars
Search for correlated short time scale
variability of blazars at radio, optical and TeV
gamma rays.

• The high redshift Universe
High redshift damped Lyman alpha systems.
Neutral hydrogen absorption studies of high
redshift sources. The influence of the giant
radio lobes of active galaxies in the quasar
era, etc.

Some Significant Contributions in Radio
Astronomy

During the past thirty years, there have been a
number of important contributions made by Indian
radio astronomers. A random selection is given
below.

The Sun and the Solar Wind

• The three-dimensional structure of the
fluctuations in the solar wind was mapped and
fast spatial fluctuations in the solar wind was
tracked by rapid IPS monitoring of a network of
background compact surces.

• These solar wind disturbances were linked to
the photospheric disturbances.

• A novel technique was developed for
measuring the speed of the solar wind from a
single observatory (Ooty).

Comets

• First evidence found for plasma turbulence in a
comet’s (Kohutek) tail, using the scintillation of
a background quasar.

The Interstellar Medium

• Determination of the radial distribution of the
electron density distribution in the Galaxy using
scintillation studies.

• The demonstration that low-ionization haloes
around HII regions are quite ubiquitous in the
Galaxy.

• The random motions of  the diffuse interstellar
clouds were deduced from 21 cm absorption
measurements and their velocity distribution
was established. The higher random velocity
clouds were detected for the first time in radio
observations.

• The warm and tenuous intercloud medium was
detected for the first time in absorption
experiments, and its optical depth in the 21 cm
hyperfine line of Hydrogen determined.

• The Cometary Globules in the Gum Nebula
were studied using the rotational line at 115
GHz, and interesting conclusions were deduced
concerning their morphology and kinematics.

• From scattering data obtained with the Ooty
telescope, new evidence was found for a local
bubble around the Sun of radius ~ 100 parsec.

Solar wind velocity determined with the Ooty Radio
Telescope plotted against that from the 3-station IPS

measurements at Toyokawa
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• Resolution of the puzzle of the extremely dense
small-scale structures in the interstellar medium.

Radio recombination lines

• A major survey of the Galaxy was undertaken
with the Ooty Radio Telescope to detect the
hydrogen and carbon recombination lines
(H 272α and C 272α) .

• The analysis of this data clearly established that
stimulated emission is dominant at low
frequencies.

• The electron temperature, electron density and
the sizes of the ionized regions were deduced.

• Recombination lines (at 150 MHz) from the
warm intercloud medium of the Galaxy was
detected for the first time, and constraints were
obtained regarding the filling factor of this gas.

• Very low frequency recombination line from
Carbon was successfully detected in several
directions in the Galaxy using the decametre
telescope at Gauribidanur.

Supernova Remnants

• First detection of a radio jet in the Crab Nebula.

Pulsars

• Detailed mapping of the emission geometry
from single-pulse observations with the GMRT.

• Mapping of the radio-emission pattern of pulsars,
giving the first-ever accurate locations of sites of
emission on the surface of the neutron star.

Intergalactic medium

• Detection of the absorption lines of neutral
hydrogen at high redshift using the GMRT.

Dwarf galaxies

• The determination of the rotation curves of
dwarf galaxies using the GMRT.
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 Radio Galaxies and Quasars

• One-dimensional structures of ~1000 ‘weak’
radio sources were derived from the Ooty lunar
occultation program. An unprecedented arc-
second resolution at metre wavelength was
achieved. This allowed, for the first time, a
comparison of radio structures at metre and cm
wavelengths.

• A relation between the angular size and flux
density was established for the first time, and
interpreted in terms of an evolution of the
physical sizes of radio galaxies with the cosmic
epoch.

• Two new substantial populations of radio
galaxies were identified: (i) Compact-steep-
spectrum sources, and (ii) Gigaherz-peaked-
spectrum sources. Both emerged as major
classes of radio galaxies.

• A substantial addition was made to the known
lists of high-redshift radio galaxies through a
systematic radio/optical follow-up of the MRC
sample.

• Several important statistical correlations were
found: (i) Angular size – flux density relation,
(ii) Correlated radio – optical asymmetry,
Spectral index – flux density relation.

Lunar occultation of 3C227 observed with the Ooty
Radio Telescope is shown at the top. The derived

one-dimensional brightness profile is shown
at the bottom
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A view of the Galactic centre region at 610 MHz
with the GMRT

GMRT image of the Eridanus group of galaxies in the
21 cm line of  Hydrogen

Profiles of a pulsar observed with GMRT as a function
of frequency, showing the effects of propagation

delay due to the interstellar medium

 GMRT false colour image of the HII region SH 184
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S o m e  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  f u t u r e

Based on the three decades of Radio Astronomy

in India it is abundantly clear that our niche

area is in centimetre and metre-wave

astronomy .  Not only have we been carrying out

astronomy at the international level in these

areas, with the commissioning of the GMRT, we

even have an edge over the rest of the world in

these areas.

• It is important that we concentrate on this

niche area, instead of spreading ourselves thin

by venturing into new areas. This is particularly

important in view of the extremely limited

manpower situation. The institutes have been

unable to retain the manpower trained by

them. This, coupled with the fact that a

substantial fraction of the faculty in Radio

Astronomy at various institutes will be retiring

over the next 5 years, has lead to a crisis

situation. It is far from clear that over the next

decade there will be sufficient manpower to

keep the GMRT operational, let alone  realize

its full potential.

• Given the potential of the GMRT, the size of

the user community within India should be at

least double of what it is at present.

Consequently, one must recruit bright young

radio astronomers with high priority. There is a

potential pool from which one could attract

bright young people. Many radio astronomers

trained in our country are currently pursuing

astronomy elsewhere in the world. Strenuous

effort should be made to attract them back to

India.

• The next recommendation concerns upgrading

the existing facilities in a phased manner.

GMRT

Given the small size of the community, we do

not recommend the building of any new major
facility for radio astronomy.  Over the next

decade the GMRT is likely to remain the major

international facility in the 200–1000 MHz
range. To remain competitive in the

1000–1400 MHz range, as well as to greatly

enhance the capabilities of the instrument
we suggest the following relatively modest

upgrades of the GMRT:

( i ) Making the GMRT system broadband, i.e.,
an instantaneous bandwidth of  ~ 250 MHz,

(ii) Lowering the system temperature of the

high-frequency receivers,
(iii) Improving the capacity to reject man-made

interference,

( iv) Depending on the manpower situation one
might contemplate adding a few more

short and long baselines to the telescope.

The Ooty Radio Telescope

Enhancing the capabilities of the Ooty Radio
Telescope can add years of fruitful life to this

telescope. The ORT is still an excellent telescope

for some special Pulsar and ISM studies. Installing a
new correlator system will allow one to do a range

of interesting and unique science with this

telescope for a relatively small cost. The existing
niche in Space Weather  studies can be

modernised.
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• Participation in the next generation

international projects

The next generation radio telescopes will be so
large, and therefore so expensive, that they will
almost certainly be built by an international
collaboration. The planning for the large Low
Frequency Array (LOFAR) and the Square
Kilometre Array Interferometer (SKAI) bears
testimony to this.

The Indian radio astronomy community has
received considerable international recognition

for its past effort, culminating in the building of

the GMRT. In order to retain this position of

eminence, we must participate in the big

international projects. India is already

represented on the ISSC (International Square

Kilometre Array Steering Committee). A

conscious decision should soon be made

to identify areas where we could develop

the necessary expertise to be able to

contribute something concrete to such

projects, and thereby become partners.

The picture shows an artist’s impression of one SKA
station composed of 400 Luneburg Lens antennas,

each 5 metre in diameter. It will form many
simultaneous, widely spaced, beams on the sky.

More than 100 such stations will be required for the
SKA. This is one of the several  concepts being

investigated by CSIRO, Australia.

An artist’s impression of a 500 metre aperture spherical
telescope (FAST) proposed to be built in southwest
China. This is being projected as a prototype for the

SKA by the Chinese Academy  of Sciences.

The Large Adaptive Reflector ( LAR ) is the Canadian
concept for a large steerable telescope. It will
consist of a long focal length, large diameter

parabolic reflector, composed of actuated reflector
panels controlled by a computer. The second

component is a focal package at a height of 500
metres, on a large helium balloon platform.

One of the options for a SKA is to use phased arrays
with over 50 million receiving elements with a

mixed RF/digital adaptive beam former.
The Thousand Element Array ( THEA ) is one of the

demonstrator systems built by ASTRON in the
Netherlands. The image shows four THEA tiles, each

consisting of 64 wide-band antennas.
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The Crab Nebula in X-Rays.  Courtesy: CXO/NASA
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The TIFR Hard X-ray detector with 100 cm2 effective area

X-ray Astronomy

X-ray astronomy was born in 1962 with the
serendipitous discovery of the first extra-solar X-ray
source Sco X-1 in a rocket flight by R. Giacconi
and his group at American Science & Engineering
(AS&E) USA. Following this path breaking
discovery, a series of rocket flights were
conducted by the AS&E-MIT group, by the NRL
group and others. These resulted in the discovery
of tens of new X-ray sources.  The nature of these

X-ray sources remained obscure as there was no
known viable mechanism at that time for
producing X-rays at such a high luminosity.
Intense efforts were, therefore, made by the
AS&E-MIT and NRL groups to measure precise
positions of bright sources like Sco X-1, Cyg X-1,
Cyg X-2 etc. A novel idea of Modulation Collimator
proposed by  M. Oda of Japan came handy for
meeting this objective.

Using the Oda collimator, the AS&E-MIT groups
measured the precise position of Sco X-1.  A
search in the error box of Sco X-1 revealed a 13th
magnitude blue variable star-like object. And thus
began the era of High Energy Astrophysics. B.V.
Sreekantan of TIFR, who was visiting  MIT at that
time, was closely associated with the position
measurement and optical identification of Sco X-1.
He started the X-ray astronomy group at TIFR
upon his return to India. At that time large size
balloons of upto about 2 mcf volume were being
fabricated and launched by TIFR mainly for cosmic
ray studies. In 1965, using this facility at Hyderabad,
K. G. McCracken  detected hard X-rays from Cyg
X-1 using a sodium iodide detector.  This, and the
independent detection of hard X-rays from the
Crab Nebula by George Clarke, led to the
realization that Hyderabad, being located close to
the geomagnetic equator, was an excellent place
to do X-ray astronomy using balloon flights. And so
it was that B.V. Sreekantan and  G. S. Gokhale
started the  balloon-borne hard X-ray astronomy
research programme in TIFR.   The first successful
balloon flight for observing Sco X-1 was carried
out in April 1968. The X-ray detector was a
sodium iodide scintillation counter of about

X-rays,
Gamma Rays and
Cosmic Rays
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100 cm2  area surrounded by an anti-coincidence
shield of plastic scintillator with a passive graded
shield collimator.

A series of successful flights were carried out with
this hard X-ray astronomy instrument during 1968-
74 period. Some of the important results obtained
from these balloon flight were:

• Sudden changes in the intensity of Sco X-1 in
less than an hour by factor of more than 2.

• Discovery of a hard X-ray flare in Cyg X-1.
• Rapid and erratic intensity variations in Cyg X-1

over time scale of minutes and longer.
• Lack of pulsations in Cyg X-1.
• Detection of hard X-ray tail in Sco X-1.
• Precise measurement of the energy spectrum of

Cyg X-1 in the hard state in the 20–150 keV band.
• Determination of the energy spectrum of the

diffuse cosmic X-ray background in 20–120 keV
band.

During the period 1969 to 1975, the TIFR group

had a very fruitful  collaborative balloon-borne
X-ray astronomy programme with Hayakawa’s
group at Nagoya University and  Oda’s group in
Tokyo.  One of the highlight of this programme

was simultaneous optical observations, along with
balloon-borne hard X-ray observations, of Sco X-1
in two experiments carried out during 1971 and
1972.  Correlated X-ray and optical variability was

detected in these observations. Another important
result from this programme was the location of the
hard X-ray emitting region in the Crab Nebula
from a balloon observation made during lunar

occultation of the Crab Nebula.

The Rocket Era

X-ray astronomy at PRL

As the TIFR group was getting into X-ray astronomy
programme using balloon-borne instruments, another
group at PRL led by U. R. Rao started rocket-borne

observations of X-ray sources.

The beginnings of the Indian space program was

the establishment of the Thumba Equatorial
Rocket Launching station (TERLS) at Thumba
(geomagnetic latitude 0.4 deg S).  The first launch
was that of the Nike-Apache rocket carrying a

sodium vapour payload in Nov 1963. This range
was dedicated as an international rocket launching
station in 1968 under the United Nations’
sponsorship for the peaceful exploration of outer

space. Though the early sounding rockets were
imported, ISRO soon set up facilities to make the
two-stage Centaur rockets in India (under license

from Sud Aviation, France) and launched the first
one on February 26, 1969. In the following years,
indigenous rockets with increasing payload
capabilities were being made by ISRO.

The PRL group carried out two successful rocket

A balloon launch from Hyderabad
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experiments, the first one on November 3, 1968

using Centaur rocket and the second one on
November 7, 1968 using the Nike-Apache rocket

provided by NASA. In both these experiments,
they used proportional counters of 60 cm 2 area

and studied Sco X-1 and Cen X-2. These
experiments yielded results on the time variability

and energy spectrum of Sco X-1, and also

rediscovered the X-ray transient Cen X-2. Another
early finding by this group is the determination of

the broad-band spectral shape of the cosmic
diffuse X-ray background.

The PRL team in collaboration with  Oda’s group

from Japan carried out simultaneous optical and
X-ray measurements using rocket flights from

Thumba and Kagoshima and established
relationships between temperature, density and

source dimensions for some of the brightest X-ray
sources such as Sco X-1, Cen X-2 and Cen X-4.

In 1972, the PRL team moved to the newly

established ISRO Satellite Centre in Bangalore and
carried out the first satellite-borne X-ray

observation on the first Indian satellite,
ARYABHATTA. Along with the X-ray astronomy

group at TIFR, the ISAC team developed the
X-ray proportional counters flown aboard the

BHASKARA satellite. The ISAC group continued to
carry out research using large-area X-ray detectors

in rocket-borne experiments from Thumba.

In 1971, TIFR also initiated a rocket-borne low-
energy X-ray observation programme. Proportional

counters equipped with thin polypropylene
windows were flown in Centaur rockets to study

the X-ray spectrum in 0.2–10 keV spectral band
from the Crab Nebula, Sco X-1 and other X-ray

sources. Improved detectors with larger area and
better sensitivity were developed in the following

years and flown on June 24, 1979 using RH-560

To summarize this historical introduction,
observational X-ray astronomy got a head start in
India with

• the creation of a Balloon Facility by TIFR,
• rocket-borne experiments pioneered by the

PRL group, and a little later by the TIFR
group, and

• the newly formed Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) allowing the use of its
experimental rockets and satellites.

This encouraged the creation of groups working
entirely in the area of X-ray astronomy at TIFR,
Mumbai and ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore. The
expertise thus created was useful for many
members to pursue similar or related activities
ranging from instrumentation to data analysis and
interpretation, as part of many groups worldwide
– USA, Japan, UK, Italy, Denmark and Australia. It
boosted the national activities in the area of large
gas-filled detectors and scintillation crystals.

rocket. Spatial and spectral distribution of diffuse

soft cosmic X-ray background in 0.1–3 keV energy
band was measured in this experiment. Maps of
the soft X-ray sky showing the structure in the soft

X-ray cosmic background and spectral distribution
were also obtained from these experiments.

 In the early 1980s, the TIFR group developed a

large area xenon-filled proportional counter
instrument with an effective area of 2500 cm 2 for
a study of binary X-ray sources in 20–100 keV

range. This hard X-ray telescope was successfully
flown in more than a dozen balloon flights from
Hyderabad and studies of energy spectra,
pulsations, binary modulation and erratic variability

of binary sources were carried out.The sources
included Cyg X-3, the X-ray pulsar 4U 1907+09,
the pulsar GX 1+4, the black hole candidate Cyg
X-1 etc. Many new and interesting results were

obtained from these instruments.
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Areas of Research

Observationally, there has been significant
research in the areas centered around the study of

• Galactic objects like X-ray binaries containing
white-dwarfs (WD), neutron stars (NS) and
black-holes (BH),

• Supernova remnants,
• Diffuse X-ray emission and the interstellar

medium,
• Stellar corona,
• Active galactic nuclei (AGN),
• Clusters of galaxies, and
• The cosmic X-ray background.

The Indian X-ray Astronomy Satellite Experiment

With the successful development of the Polar
Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) by ISRO, X-ray
astronomy in India came of age.  The Indian X-ray
Astronomy Experiment (IXAE) was launched in
1996. Consisting of a set of three identical
proportional counters it is a photometric
instrument operating in the range 2-20 keV.

It has provided many new interesting results on
bright X-ray binaries containing  neutron stars and
black holes.

Most notable among these is the unique black-hole
X-ray binary GRS 1915+105, also known as a  micro-
quasar as it shows superluminal motion of radio
emitting jets.  Diverse X-ray variability characteristics
were discovered in GRS 1915+105 which helped
one to advance the knowledge of accretion of
matter onto a black hole through its event horizon:

• Quasi periodic oscillations with varying peak
frequency,

• X-ray bursts as possible evidence of matter
disappearing into the event horizon of the
black hole,

• Detection of a rapid state transition implying
the presence of multiple solutions of the
accretion disk at approximately the same
overall accretion rate,

• Detection of a series of X-ray dips
simultaneously with a huge radio flare,

• Several pulsars have also been studied in
great detail with the IXAE.  These include: a
new transient X-ray pulsar XTE J1946+274
accreting from a Be star,  Cep X-4 that
showed luminosity dependent changes in
the pulse profile, and 4U 1907+09  in which
quasi-periodic oscillations at ~ 70 mHz were
discovered.

 The Indian X-ray Astronomy Experiment on IRS-P3
 A sample result from the IXAE: X-ray light curve of

GRS 1915+105
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A selection of significant results

Till a few years ago, the X-ray astronomers in the
country largely depended on the balloon platform
for hard X-ray observations. This had the
advantage of using the balloon flights to test the
detectors, system validation and also to plan
observation with a short lead time.

In addition, they have used several of the major
international space observatories. There has been
a healthy tradition in astronomy of sharing major
facilities. This has been true of the space
observatories also. Both NASA and ESA have
encouraged the use of their space astronomy
missions by all professional astronomers (and even
amateurs) irrespective of whether they were
involved in building the instruments or not. This
policy, based on peer review of all proposals for
such use, has generated the Guest Observation
programmes on all satellites. In addition, all the
data obtained have been archived, and mining of
such data has led to many important results.
Indian X-ray astronomers have been the
beneficiaries of this process and have been active
participants in the Guest Observations with X-ray
and γ-ray satellites like, HEAO-1, Einstein
Observatory, EXOSAT, ROSAT, ASCA, CGRO and

RXTE. They have also been active users of
archival data.

Thus using all available facilities, Indian
astronomers have made several important
contributions in the field of X-ray astronomy and
some of them are listed below:

• Discoveries of the magnetic cataclysmic
variables BL Hydri, J1047+6335, and
J1802+1804 through optical identification,
and X-ray periodicities in them.

• Correlation of coronal X-ray emission with
optical characteristics in flare stars, RSCVn
and algol-type stars.

• Discovery of intense X-ray flares in the
RSCVn binaries CrB and HR 1099.

• Detailed investigation of temperature
distribution in stellar coronae and the
measurement of elemental abundances in
them.

• The first use of non-equilibrium plasma
modeling for the derivation of the mass of
the progenitor based on the elemental
abundances derived from medium resolution
X-ray spectroscopy of a supernova remnant.

• First multi-wavelength (far-IR, radio and
X-ray) study of a very old supernova

The supernova remnant Cassiopeia A imaged by the Chandra X-ray Observatory.
     The X-ray spectrum is also shown.  Courtesy: CXO/NASA
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remnant — Eridanus, and its energetics.
• Discovery in 1985 of the first low-energy

X-ray excess in the spectrum of a Seyfert
galaxy Mkn509.

• Intensity related spectral variations in a
number of Seyfert galaxies and BL Lac
objects.

• Discovery of X-ray reflection effect in a
Seyfert galaxy  Mkn509.

• Discovery of a cooling flow, low Fe
abundance and a long head-tail radio source
in an X-ray discovered cluster of galaxies—
2A0335+096.

• Discovery of  “chimneys” of hot X-ray gas
escaping from the disks of NGC 55 and NGC
1365.

• Torque-luminosity correlation and core-crust
relaxation in the X-ray pulsar GX 1+4.

• Discovery of quasi-periodic oscillations in the
transient X-ray pulsar XTE J1858+034.

• Long-term stability of anomalous X-ray Pulsars.
• Pulsating soft X-ray excess in the Magellanic

Cloud pulsars.
• New measurements of orbital period changes

in Cygnus X-3.

Theoretical Modeling

Several groups in India are engaged in theoretical
aspects relevant to X-ray astronomy. Important
theoretical results pertain to:
• Details of the accretion flows and winds around

compact stars such as neutron stars and black
holes.

• Quasi-Periodic Oscillations of Black Holes due
to shock oscillations.

η Carina: Optical/X-ray

X-ray jet from Centaurus A

Crab Nebula in X-raysCourtesy: CXO/HST/NASA
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ASTROSAT is an Indian multiwavelength
astronomy satellite planned for launch in early
2007 into a circular 600 km orbit with inclination
of  < 15 degree. The spacecraft and the launch
vehicle are based on India’s successful IRS
spacecraft and Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
(PSLV).  Planned to carry five instruments,
ASTROSAT will have a lifetime of about 5 years.

The payloads being developed for the satellite are:
• LAXPC (Large Area Xenon Proportional

Counters),
• CdZnTe Imager,
• SXT (Soft X-ray Telescope),
• SSM (Scanning Sky Monitor), and
• UVIT (UV Imaging Telescopes) – this is

discussed in the section dealing with optical,
IR & UV astronomy.

The first 3 are being made at TIFR/ISRO, the SSM at
ISRO/RRI, and the UVIT at IIA/IUCAA/ISRO.

With a broad spectral coverage in X-rays, from 0.3
to 100 keV, ASTROSAT will be a unique mission
during the time frame of 2007–2010 A.D.  Its
wide-band X-ray coverage with overlapping

energy response and simultaneous observations in
the ultraviolet will help one to identify and
quantify contributions  of different components
(e.g., thermal, non-thermal, black-body, thermal-
Compton, spectral lines) and thus enable us to
understand the  nature of the sources and
astrophysical processes in them. This
unprecedented combination of s imultaneous
multi-wavelength and broad-band X-ray
capability for spectral studies , and time-resolved
spectroscopy  of thermal as well as non-thermal
plasmas in the universe will play a significant role
in exploring the physics of AGNs of various types,
X-ray binaries, Cataclysmic Variables, etc.

A brief description of the 4 X-ray instruments and
an outline of the science expected from them is
given below.

LAXPCs

Three Large Area X-ray Proportional Counters
(LAXPCs), each with an effective area of at
least 2,000 cm 2 and a total minimum effective
area of 6,000 cm2 , will be flown aboard the
ASTROSAT. A large depth of 15 cm of the LAXPC

ASTROSAT:
A major observatory
under construction

Deployed configuration of ASTROSAT

Large Area Xenon Proportional Counter
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• Measurement of magnetic field strength of the
X-ray pulsars, Anomalous X-ray Pulsars (AXPs)
and Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGRs) through
the detection of cyclotron absorption lines,

• Discovery of new Accreting Millisecond X-ray
Pulsars,

• Accurate measurement of the spectrum of the
Cosmic X-ray Background (CXB) in the hard
X-ray band,

• Study of nonthermal emission component in
the cluster of galaxies etc.

CdZnTe Imager

Proportional counters and scintillating crystals are
the commonly used X-ray detectors in astronomy
for hard  X-rays as these can be made into large
areas relatively easily. Recently developed solid
state detectors CdZnTe (CZT), however, offer
improved energy resolution (3–5% at 60 keV) and
better detection efficiency, particularly at higher
energies.

At TIFR, a 1000 cm 2 CZT detector array with a
pixel size of 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm and thickness of 5
mm is planned to be built for the ASTROSAT. The
pixellated detector plane will be used in
conjunction with  a Coded Aperture Mask made
from 1mm thick Tungsten. The detectors would
be used in a spectroscopic mode in the energy
range of 5–100 keV, and above 100 keV the array
would be operating as an all-sky gamma-ray
detector with limited imaging capability.

detectors, and high gas pressure of 2.5–3.0 atm,
along with the large geometric area will make it a
very sensitive instrument in a wide energy band
of 2–80 keV. In the 20–80 keV energy band, the
proposed LAXPC detector array will have an
effective area that is about 5 times larger than that
of the present largest instruments in this energy
band: the PCA and HEXTE detectors onboard
Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE). Large
effective area, high detection efficiency over a
broad energy band and high time resolution
(10 ms) will enable us to explore new
phenomena in the hard X-ray band in a variety of
astrophysical objects ranging from the nearby
stellar-mass Galactic X-ray binaries to clusters of
galaxies. To give a few examples,
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A comparison of the effective area  and spectral
resolution of the LAXPC and CZT

with other X-ray observatories

Multiwavelength coverage of ASTROSAT
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Soft X-ray Telescope

A soft X-ray imaging Telescope (SXT), a focusing
telescope based on grazing incidence optics, is
being developed for the first time in India.  It will
have a focal length of 2 m, and will use a CCD
detector at its focal plane. The telescope will use
thin shell X-ray reflecting surfaces made from
gold-coated aluminum (Al) segmented foils. A
facility to make mirrors of this quality using a
replication process where gold is first deposited
by sputtering on smooth glass mandrels and then
transferred to the foils, is being set up at TIFR.
Reflectors, each ~ 10 cm long and forming 42
nearly complete shells will be nested in two
sections. The telescope will have a reflecting area
of ~ 200 cm 2 below 1 keV, and  angular resolution
of ~ 3'–4' (FWHM) at 1.5 keV.

X-ray sensitive CCDs specially developed by
Marconi Applied Technolgies, UK, in collaboration
with the  Liecester University for the XMM/EPIC
camera will be used at the focal plane. The CCD

has 600×600 pixels each of 40mm square,
providing a plate scale of 4.13 arcseconds per
pixel and a field of view of 41.3 arcminutes.

The SXT will have a bandpass of 0.3–8 keV. It would
be capable of resolving point sources to an arcmin
level, will have low background level, and provide
medium resolution (2% at 6 keV) spectroscopy. It
would be capable of spectroscopically studying the
hot thin plasmas in galaxies, clusters of galaxies,
nuclei of active galaxies, quasars, supernova
remnants and stellar coronae.

Scanning Sky Monitor

An X-ray sky monitor is an important part of most
X-ray satellites. The Scanning Sky Monitor (SSM)
consists of 3 identical units each having a one-
dimensional coded mask viewed by a position
sensitive detector. The detector consisting of
multiwire gas-filled proportional counters with 8
resistive anodes, acts as an image plane for the
shadow of the coded mask cast by the X-ray
sources in the field of view. The bandpass of this
instrument is 2–10 keV and it is expected to have
a position resolution of ~ 0.5 mm. The field of
view of each detector is 6° by 90° (FWHM).

Scanning Sky Monitor (Engg. Model)
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Gamma ray astronomy covers a very wide region
of the electromagnetic spectrum - roughly 12
decades in energy from 100 keV to 100 PeV and
beyond.  Almost all the cosmic gamma rays at
energies less than about 10 GeV impinging on the
Earth are absorbed in the terrestrial atmosphere
before reaching the ground and are accessible for
observation only through balloon and satellite
borne instruments. The higher energy gamma rays
(>10 GeV) could be studied with great sensitivity
from the ground using the atmospheric Cherenkov
technique. In this technique, the gamma rays are
detected through the Cherenkov radiation emitted
by the charged particle secondaries in the electro-
magnetic cascade shower initiated by the primary
gamma ray in the upper atmosphere.

There have been pioneering efforts in India in
high energy gamma ray astronomy. The early
efforts date back to the late 1960s.Soon after the
discovery of a pulsar in the Crab Nebula, it was
realized that Crab could be emitting very high
energy gamma rays at a flux level that could be
detected. Two groups, one led by B.V. Sreekantan
and P.V. Ramanamurthy of the Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research and the other led by

H. Razdan of Nuclear  Research Laboratory (NRL)
of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) set up
experiments to detect TeV energy gamma rays
from celestial objects.

The TIFR group started with just two search light
mirrors mounted on an orienting platform at Ooty
in 1969. This set up was used till 1985 by steadily
increasing the number of mirrors and improving
the detection methods. A systematic search was
made for pulsed emission from a number of
pulsars, including the Crab and Vela pulsars. In the
year 1986, the set up was shifted to Pachmarhi in
Madhya Pradesh since it had better night sky
conditions.

The BARC group started its high energy gamma ray
astronomy observations in 1970 at the High
Altitude Research Laboratory in Gulmarg. This
commenced with the setting up of an atmospheric
scintillation experiment for detecting prompt
gamma ray emission from supernova explosions
and primordial black-hole evaporation.  The
experiment was also used to detect atmospheric
Cherenkov pulses initiated by primary cosmic ray
hadrons and cosmic gamma rays of energy ~ 0.5 PeV.

Gamma Ray Astronomy

 The TeV gamma ray experiment at Ooty

The wavefront sampling Cherenkov array at
Pachmarhi
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These first set of observations provided corroborative
evidence for the reported ultra high energy gamma
ray emission from the X-ray binary  Cygnus X-3.
These early studies  were consolidated with the
commissioning of the multi-element atmospheric
Cherenkov telescope in Gulmarg in 1985. The
Gulmarg γ-ray telescope was operated almost
continuously during the period 1985–1990 and
produced a number of important results.

In 1992 the BARC group shifted its activities to a
new site at Mount Abu in Rajasthan. Here, they
embarked on a  new phase of consolidation of the
gamma ray activities by initiating the project GRACE
(Gamma Ray Astrophysics through Coordinated
Experiments) which will consist of 4 independent
gamma ray telescope systems to cover the entire
gamma ray energy band of ~ 100 GeV to 100 TeV.

The TACTIC array (TeV Atmospheric Cherenkov
Telescope with Imaging Camera), the first
imaging Cherenkov telescope in the country, was
successfully commissioned in April 1997, with a
prototype 81-pixel PMT-based camera.  During its
maiden run, the imaging telescope successfully
detected TeV gamma ray flaring activity from the
active galaxy Mkn 501 which suddenly became
‘active’ in 1997 after being dormant for several years.

Gamma Ray Astronomy at lower energies

Although gamma ray astronomy in India began at
very high energies, there has been a significant

effort at lower energies. In the energy range
below 1 GeV, the Gamma Ray Burst experiment
on the SROSS-series of Indian satellites (the most
successful one being SROSS-C2, launched in 1994;
re-entry 2001) pioneered by the scientists at the
ISRO Satellite Centre has produced some
interesting results.  The GRB experiment on
SROSS-C2 worked well throughout the mission,
yielding 56 bursts and provided an independent
sample of events to address the overall properties
of the GRB population and cross-verify the
findings from the BATSE detector on the Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory. Some of the important
results obtained from this experiment include the
independent establishment of the bimodal
distribution of bursts with respect to duration,
determination of the V/Vmax for the burst
distribution indicating a non-homogeneous

The early TeV gamma ray experiment in Gulmarg

Gamma Ray Burst detector designed and built by the
ISRO Satellite Centre launched onboard

the SROSS-C2 satellite

SROSS-C2 satellite launched by India’s ASLV rocket
on May  4, 1994
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distribution of bursts and establishing the correlation
between spectral hardness and burst intensity.

In the MeV–GeV range, a significant contribution is
the detection of spectral hardening in gamma ray
blazars and its implications for the extragalactic
gamma ray background.

Currently existing facilities

• Pachmarhi Array of Cherenkov
Telescopes
This is an array of 25 telescopes called
PACT. It consists of a total of 175 large area
reflectors spread around an area of
8000 m 2. and uses wave-front sampling
technique for enhancing the Signal-to-Noise
ratio. The present sensitivity of this array for
a [5 σ] detection at a threshold energy ~ 1
TeV has been estimated to be 2.2 × 10–12

photons/cm 2/s for an on-source exposure of
50 hours.

• The Mt. Abu TACTIC Imaging
Cherenkov Telescope
The imaging camera of the TACTIC system
has been upgraded to its full size of
349-pixels. Comprehensive Monte Carlo
simulations of the system performance have
been carried out to optimize the γ-proton
segregation algorithms for improving the
γ-ray detection sensitivity of the system. The
sensitivity of TACTIC for a [5 σ ] signal in
~ 50 hours on source is ~ 5 × 10–12  photons/
cm2/s at E > 0.5 TeV.

• The balloon launch facility in
Hyderabad

Some significant results in gamma ray astronomy

The field of Ultra High Energy Gamma Ray
astronomy is still in its infancy. Statistically
significant detections have been rather few till
recently. And so it has been with our efforts in

 A gamma ray burst light curve detected by SROSS-C2
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India. But there have been sufficient number of
significant detections which support the case for a
major new initiative in this field. Some of these
results are listed below:

• Detection of a 4.8 h phase-modulated TeV
γ-ray signal from X-ray binary Cyg X-3.

• Detection of two short-duration TeV γ-ray
bursts from Cyg X-3 immediately following
the giant radio outburst in Oct. 1985.

• A~3 minute burst of pulsed TeV γ-rays from
the X-ray binary Her X-1. The γ-ray signal
exhibited the contemporary X-ray pulsar
periodicity.

• A phase-modulated TeV γ-ray signal from
the cataclysmic variable source AM-Herculis.
The phase modulation exactly followed the

modulation seen in the polarized optical
radiation from the source.

• Detection of TeV γ-ray flares from the active
galaxy Mkn 501 during April – May, 1997.

• Detection of a TeV γ-ray signal at 7.5σ level
from Mkn 421 – an AGN of the X-ray
selected BL LAC object. Signal variable on a
day scale.

• Detection of a ≥ 1 TeV steady γ-ray signal
from the Crab Nebula at a significance level
of 6 σ in 40 h of data during Dec. 2000 –
Feb. 2001.

• Detection of TeV γ-rays from several pulsars,
including the Crab pulsar, the Vela pulsar,
Geminga and PSR 0355+54.

The TACTIC imaging Cherenkov telescope at Mt. Abu
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Cosmic Rays

Homi Bhabha flying a cluster of balloons from the
Central College, Bangalore (1940s)

The study of cosmic rays has had a rich and
distinguished history.

Cosmic Ray Research at TIFR

Cosmic ray research got a head start when Homi
Bhaha joined the Physics Department of the
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore and initiated
an experimental programme around 1940. When
the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research was
founded by him in 1945, the study of cosmic rays
naturally became one of the major themes of
research there. Bhabha was joined in this
endeavour by Bernard Peters, M.G.K. Menon, R.R.
Daniel, Yash Pal, B.V. Sreekantan and others.

During 1940s and early 1950s, clusters of balloons
were employed to carry experimental equipment
to high altitudes of up to 30 km to study the
variation of the intensity of the penetrating
component of cosmic rays. These balloon flights
were launched from Srinagar, Delhi, Ahmedabad,
Bangalore and Madras to study the variation with
latitude. Studies with nuclear emulsions exposed
at higher altitudes also led to exciting results on
high energy nuclear interact ions,  part icularly on
multiparticle production, and properties of
strange particles known then as V-particles.

By mid-1950s, studies on cosmic rays had moved
on to two different tracks: studies in particle
physics from observations on particles and their
interactions, and studies in astrophysics from
observations on the properties of the primary
cosmic ray particles.

With the development of intense beams of
particles by man-made accelerators at Berkeley,
Brookhaven and CERN in the 1950s, studies using
cosmic ray particles were reoriented to energies
much higher than those available from
accelerators. For this purpose, pioneering
developments in instrumentation at TIFR resulted
in the installation of a unique experimental system
at Ooty in the late 1950s, which included a
multiplate cloud chamber to observe interactions
of high energy pions and protons, which were
identified using a very large air Cherenkov counter
above the chamber, and whose energies were
measured using a total absorption calorimeter
below the cloud chamber.

In early 1960s, a much larger size multiplate cloud
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chamber was fabricated in the TIFR workshop to
study interactions of much higher energy hadrons
with several tons of iron absorber placed within
the chamber in the form of 21 plates. This
chamber, operated in association with the 24-
detector extensive air shower array at Ooty,
yielded several significant results.  Of particular
importance was the energy spec trum and charge-
ratio of   the  high energy hadrons, which gave
some unique information on the nature of
partic le interactions at PeV energies.
A few years later, following a major development
effort in nanosecond electronics, a study of the
time structure of hadrons in air showers permitted
the determination of the baryon content of
particles produced at ultra-high energies, a result
which was confirmed by the accelerator
experiments a few years later. The late 1970s and
early 1980s saw a major increase in the energies
available at accelerators, and the use of colliding
beams made studies in high energy physics with
cosmic ray beams much less attractive and fruitful.

On the other track, several pioneering efforts
were made to obtain information on the
astrophysical aspects of cosmic rays during the
1950s and 1960s. Using a stack of nuclear
emulsions, consisting of a suitable combination of
pellicles of different sensitivities, flown aboard a
balloon platform in 1956, the abundance of the

light nuclei, Li, Be and B in cosmic ray flux was
measured. The observed presence of these very
rare nuclei could be accounted for mainly through
the collision and disintegration of heavier nuclei
with interstellar matter in the galactic disk. In a
series of experiments, the elemental abundances
and energy spectra of  various nucle i ,  ranging
from H to Fe, were investigated. Another notable

s tudy concerned the  abundance  o f   3He isotope
among the doubly charged nuclei .  Evidence was
also obtained for the persistence of  an even-odd

e f f e c t  o f  the  nuc l ear  f lux in  cosmic  rays .  In
addition, the determination of the low energy flux
of the different nucleonic components at different
times of the solar cycle permit ted s igni f i cant
conc lus ions to be drawn on the s tructure  o f  the
magnet i c  f i e ld in the he l iosphere  and the
propagation of  cosmic rays within the hel iosphere
and the interstel lar space.

A new area of activity related to cosmic rays and
their interactions in the atmosphere also opened
in the late 1950s with the realization that several
long-life isotopes are produced in these
interactions which could be used for
geochronology. Again, extensive development of
sensitive counting techniques under very low
background conditions was carried out at TIFR to
study various aspects of geophysics using samples
from Himalayan glaciers, ocean sediments and
other sites. This activity, pioneered by Devendra
Lal, was continued at PRL after he moved there
from TIFR.

A major attempt was mounted in the mid-1960s to
detect antiparticles in cosmic ray flux by flying a
large magnetic spectrograph consisting of a
permanent magnet, nuclear emulsions and spark
chambers. With the advent of satellites in the late
1960s for measurements of the flux of low-energy
cosmic rays with very sensitive electronic
detectors, the balloon-based activities declined.
The last major experiment (Anuradha)  in this
series consisted of measurements of the
anomalous component of cosmic rays through a
simple but ingenious use of track-etching
detectors flown aboard the Space Lab in the 1980s.

Another pioneering aspect of cosmic ray studies in
India was the measurement  o f  the  in t ens i ty  and
energy spec trum of  cosmic  ray e l e c t rons in the
10–500 GeV energy interval using nuclear
emuls ions f lown on a ser i es  o f  bal loon f l i ghts
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from Hyderabad.  The electron component
provides very unique information about radiation
fields within the galaxy since electrons are subject
to severe energy losses, firstly with weak
magnetic fields which give rise to synchrotron
radiation, primarily in the radio region, and
secondly with starlight and 3K microwave
radiation which generate high energy photons
through inverse Compton scattering. Observations
by the TIFR group on the possible steepening of
the energy spectrum above 100 GeV was shown
to have significant implications for the propagation
of cosmic rays in the galaxy.

‘gamma ray’ signal from the prominent binary
X-ray source Cygnus X-3 at PeV energies in early
1980s, the TIFR group mounted a new series of
experiments, both at Ooty and Kolar Gold Fields,
to study various features of ultra-high energy
cosmic rays and possible sources of gamma rays at
PeV energies.

A large shower array, combined with an array of
muon detectors, operating at KGF for several
years has given several interesting results.
For example, short-duration bursts of  radiation
from the direct ion of the Crab Nebula were
detec ted.  Also,  the shape o f  the energy spec trum
of cosmic ray f lux at PeV energies was
determined. An earlier experiment at KGF, using
data from a muon detector placed deeper
underground, had also provided interesting results
on the dependence  o f  nuc lear composi t ion o f  the
cosmic ray f lux at PeV energies.

Another series of experiments, prompted by
Homi Bhabha’s interest in interactions of muons,
started in the early 1950s with measurements on
cosmic ray muons and their interactions, first in
Kolar Gold Mines, followed by measurements in
an abandoned railway tunnel near Khandala.
Pioneer ing measurements on the depth- intensi ty
re lat ion for high energy cosmic ray muons  were
made in the early 1960s in Kolar Gold Mines
exploiting the unique facilities provided by good
working conditions even at great depths of about
2.3 km below the surface. These measurements
led to the installation of a neutrino telescope deep
underground which reported the f irst-ever
detec t ion of   atmospheric  neutr inos in 1964,
followed soon by a similar report from another
experiment in a mine in South Africa. Availability
of good facilities in KGF mines and familiarity with
conditions deep underground, prompted the
installation and operation of the first-ever proton-
decay experiment there, soon after the theoretical
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A sample result from the TIFR cosmic ray group

Realizing the fact that studies on several aspects
of cosmic ray astrophysics at ultra-high energies
(100 TeV and higher) can be carried out only with
ground-based observations on extensive air
showers and prompted by the report of a
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predictions from the Grand Unified Theories of

decay of protons with a decay-time of about

1028 yr. Though this experiment did not observe
an unambiguous positive signal, it was able to place

an upper limit of about 10 31  yr on the decay-time

for some of the proposed decay modes.

Phenomenological studies

In addition to these experimental results, there

were many phenomenological studies which

established several important results. For example,
it was shown that the charge composition of

nuclei in cosmic rays at low  energies could  be

consistently understood if and only if one
explicitly  considered the wide range of ages of

these particles. Based on the observed energy

spectrum of ultra high energy cosmic rays, a  limit
was placed on the density of a possible

background of low energy  neutrinos. The

calculated flux of high energy neutrinos produced
in the atmosphere and  the observed rate of

neutrino interactions in the underground

experiments, was used to draw inference on cross-
section for neutrino  interactions in 10–100 GeV

range.

Another stream of investigations concentrated on

the propagation of cosmic rays in the galactic disk
and their interactions with interstellar matter to

calculate the elemental/isotopic ratios at low

energies, including the expected flux of
antiprotons. A particularly important result was

that spallation of heavy nuclei during the diffusive

transport of cosmic rays in the galaxy play an
essential role in explaining the abundance of the

light elements.

These studies contributed to the development and

refinement of the popular leaky-box model for
cosmic ray propagation.

Cosmic Ray Research at PRL

When Bhabha initiated cosmic ray experiments at
the IISc in Bangalore, one of his associates was
Vikram Sarabhai. C.V. Raman, the Head of the
department, strongly encouraged Sarabhai to
pursue research in cosmic rays, which he saw as
the new frontier in physics. This factor, plus his
close interaction with Bhabha, a pioneer in this
field, led Sarabhai to select cosmic rays as his main
research interest. Based on his research at
Bangalore and Apharwat in Kashmir, Sarabhai had
established the small diurnal and semi-diurnal
variations in cosmic-ray intensity at ground level.
And when he founded the Physical Research
Laboratory in 1947, understanding the details of
these variations and their causes became the
major programme of cosmic-ray research at PRL.

This involved the development of sophisticated
instrumentation, data gathering and modeling.  As
the nature of cosmic-ray anisotropy was not
known during the exploratory phase, innovation
was made in the form of cosmic-ray telescopes
with various opening angles in the east–west
plane, the narrowest semi-opening angle being
2.50.  Atmospheric effects due to air mass and its
distribution were corrected for by measuring the
meteorological parameters.  Another substantial
improvisation was the pair of cosmic-ray
telescopes symmetrically inclined with respect to
the vertical.  In this set-up the atmospheric
processes are equal but the primary anisotropy is
different for the two telescopes.

These studies at PRL, and the analysis of the data
from ionization chamber network of Carnegie
Institution, resulted in the following significant
contributions during this period:
• Establishment of cosmic-ray anisotropy as

something originating beyond the atmosphere
and geomagnetic field.
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• Solar control of the anisotropy, particularly due

to the long-term twenty-two year variation of
the solar polar magnetic field, was discovered

for the first time.
• The existence of a semi-diurnal anisotropy as

seen by meson data was established.
• Twenty-seven day modulation of cosmic ray

intensity on Earth due to solar rotation was

discovered.
• Sharp anisotropies which should better manifest

in narrow angle telescope data than in wide
angle telescopes were ruled out.

During the second phase of development (the

decade following the International Geophysical
Year in 1957) the instruments such as the cubic

meson monitor, and the IGY type neutron monitor
were standardized.  The international cooperation

and the data exchange under the aegis of IGY,
and the space age, particularly the Mariner II and

Imp I satellites to measure in situ the solar wind
and the interplanetary magnetic field, brought a

new perspective to the analysis of data. On the
instrumentation side during this period, large area

plastic scintillators used as detectors led to a new
branch of study,  the cosmic ray intensi ty

v a r i a t i o n s .

During this period of intensive study:

• The concept of the asymptotic cone of
acceptance of cosmic ray detector on the Earth

was made clear.
• The concept of variational coefficients was

outlined. These coefficients relate the observed
variation at the instrument to the primary

variation beyond the atmosphere and the
magnetosphere. Precise calculations were made

for the variational coefficients for several
cosmic-ray detectors on Earth.

• For the first time the amplitude, direction and

energy spectrum of diurnal anisotropy were
established.

• The existence of the more enigmatic
semidiurnal anisotropy as seen by neutron
monitors was established, and its amplitude,
direction and energy spectrum were determined.

On the theoretical side,
• A first preliminary theory of diurnal anisotropy

was proposed.
• The consequences of the non-uniformity of the

solar wind velocity were pointed out and the
configurations of the magnetic field and solar
wind were outlined with measurable cosmic ray
effects.

• The consequences of cosmic ray density
distribution was examined and a model was
proposed to explain for the first time the
observed properties of the second harmonic.

• The termination of solar wind, where the solar
wind pressure balances the pressure due to
interstellar medium was proposed leading to
the concept of a heliosphere.

• The relationship between anisotropy and
intensity gradients was pointed out and used for
the first time to estimate the gradients from
anisotropy measurements where such gradients
cannot be easily measured by spacecrafts such
as in a plane perpendicular to the ecliptic or at
high energies 10 GeV <E<400 GeV (where the
space-borne instruments have low counting
rates).

• The high variability of anisotropy on a day-to-
day basis was emphasized.

• The intensity of the green coronal emission at
wavelength 5303Å over a narrow band of solar
latitudes was shown to be a better indicator of
cosmic-ray modulation at the ecliptic near the
Earth.

The years following 1965 (the International Quiet
Sun Year) represent the third phase of cosmic ray
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research at PRL. In this phase, detectors

responding to much higher energy were desirable.
A thrust towards large counting rate was
necessary.  Several cosmic ray telescopes, vertical
and inclined, were constructed with large area

plastic scintillators at Ahmedabad.  Other high
counting rate monitors that operated during this
time were the Super Neutron Monitor at
Ahmedabad and the IGY type at Gulmarg.

Research activity was tapered off after the sad
demise of Sarabhai at the end of 1971 and the
collection of data discontinued after 1974.

There were several significant results from this
period. In addition to the much awaited effect of
the reversal of solar polar field on the diurnal

anisotropy, the totally unexpected reversal of
cosmic ray gradients perpendicular to the ecliptic
was seen for the first time.

The observations made with Pioneer and Explorer
spacecrafts by the PRL group at the University of
Texas at Dallas provided proof for the acceleration

of cosmic-ray particles in shock fronts and turbulent

sector boundaries.  The dominant role played by
convection mechanism and field-aligned diffusion
in producing anisotropies was discovered.

Current efforts : GRAPES

With the advent of X-ray and γ-ray astronomy, and
as a result of diversification of interest of the
cosmic ray group at PRL, high energy cosmic ray
research is currently being pusued mainly by the
TIFR group.  Prompted by the success of the 24-
detector array at Ooty (GRAPES-1), the group is
now attempting to make a more accurate
measurement of the nuclear composition of the
primary flux around the “knee” in the energy
spectrum in an attempt to obtain new information
on the nature of the processes responsible for
accelerating particles to PeV energies and their
propagation in the galactic disk. The GRAPES
(Gamma Ray Astronomy at PeV EnergieS) series
of experiments at Ooty aims at distinguishing
between acceleration and propagation as the
cause of the steepening of the energy spectrum
at the “knee” through a measurement of the
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The GRAPES  array at Ooty
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nuclear composition below and above the knee.

This is a collaborative effort with the Osaka City
University in Japan.

The GRAPES experiments consist of two classes
of detectors to record electrons and muons in a

cosmic ray shower. The two arrays of detectors
GRAPES II and GRAPES III are separated by about
8km. GRAPES II consists of a hundred 1 m2

scintillation detectors to record electrons and a
large 200 m2  area water Cherenkov detector to

record muons. The GRAPES-III experiment,
located on the campus of the Radio Astronomy
Centre at Ooty, has one of the most compact

arrays for a precision determination of shower size,
combined with one of the largest muon tracking

detectors (560 m2 ), in order to be able to make
good measurements on nuclear composition as a
function of the energy of cosmic ray primaries.

Future thrust areas in high energy
astronomy

The above discussion clearly brings out some of
the advantages that should be exploited to the

maximum as one considers future thrust areas:
• A mature X-ray, γ-ray and cosmic ray

research community to pursue major

programmes.
• Availability of a mature national space

programme providing an unprecedented
number of opportunities to fly  scientific
experiments.

• Generous funding.
• Possibility of space missions to pursue

dedicated key projects such as long-term
continuous monitoring of sources.

• A relatively small astronomical community

enabling rapid decisions to allocate key
observational facilities for timely targets of

opportunity studies.

With these considerations, the following thrust

areas are identified:

Thrust areas in X-ray astronomy

1. Development of hard X-ray mirrors and
detector technologies.

2. Development of X-ray sky monitors.
3. Determination of X-ray polarization.
4. Development of large-area gas microstrip/

microdot family of detectors.

1. X-ray Imaging

X-ray focusing telescopes have now become

the mainstay of X-ray astronomy because of the
thousand-fold increase in sensitivity over simple
large area detectors. And CCDs are the main

focal plane detectors in the currently orbiting
X-ray satellites.  The use of imaging telescopes

that has revolutionized the field of soft X-ray
astronomy in the last 20 years, is now set to
blaze a similar trail in the hard X-rays (> 10

keV). Higher reflectivity at grazing incidence
angles can be achieved by multilayer coating

consisting of a stack of alternating layers of
materials with high and low atomic numbers.
Multiple reflections at the interfaces are added

coherently to increase the efficiency of
reflection. Thus multilayer structures have

enhanced reflectivity and produce good images
with a larger useful field of view.

The introduction of focusing optics at energies
above 10 keV, will lead to unprecedented

improvements in angular resolution and
sensitivity (a few 100 to 1000 times better) at
these energies resulting in major advances in

hard X-ray astronomy. For example, instead of a
handful of AGNs detected above 10 keV in an

all sky survey with non-imaging hard X-ray
detectors, a few thousand AGNs would become
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accessible. This advance would be equivalent to
going from UHURU to EINSTEIN in the soft X-rays.

The development of a hard X-ray imaging
telescope, based on multi-layered mirrors in a
configuration similar to the soft X-ray telescope
proposed for ASTROSAT, is now technically
feasible and scientifically compelling. Therefore,
a programme to develop hard X-ray mirrors and
hard X-ray detectors could be initiated as one of
the most promising areas of future
development in X-ray astronomy.

A simultaneous development of solid state
detectors like CdZnTe and CdTe would
provide the best match for hard X-ray mirrors. It
would be desirable to undertake such a detector
development in collaboration with institutions
such as Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore;
Centre for Advanced Technology, Inder; Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai, etc.

The detector and optics development should
address two goals – efficiency and reasonable
spectral capability in hard X-rays, and high
spectral resolution in soft X-rays.  Although a lot
of spectral work in soft X-rays will be done by
Chandra and XMM Telescopes, there will still be
ample scope for further work if one has good
spectral resolution.

2. Sky Monitors

Development of an efficient and light soft X-ray
detector technology would also be of help in
taking up another area where we could make
some impact, namely, monitoring the X-ray sky.
Having an X-ray sky monitor up is always
useful, and the current programme of X-ray
missions leave large gaps of time between the
availability of such instruments.  We could think
of a sustained programme of building and
launching relatively light, low-power, X-ray sky

monitors as piggyback payloads or small
spacecrafts in themselves, in addition to those
which might be integrated into future X-ray
astronomy missions.  One should aim to reach
at least an order of magnitude improvement in
sensitivity over RXTE ASM in the near term. If
we establish such a  programme, we would
most likely be able to collaborate with, and
have observing possibilities on, major X-ray
missions planned by other countries. Continuous
availability of a sensitive monitor would help
address, among other issues, the nature of the
multitude of X-ray transients in the Galaxy.

3. X-ray Polarimetry

X-ray polarimtery has the potential to provide a
direct picture of the state of matter in extreme
magnetic and gravitational fields. In binary
pulsars, for example, it would allow one to
probe the geometry of the magnetic field.
Similarly, a  polarization map would provide
clinching evidence for the presence of a central
rotating Kerr black hole at the centres of active
galaxies. Polarimetry will enable one to
separate the thermal emission from synchrotron
emission, etc. Lack of sensitivity has, however,
hampered any progress in the direction of
utilization of X-ray polarimetry as an important
diagnostic. Recent developments in X-ray
polarimetry  have led to a factor of 100
improvement in sensitivity.

Efforts are underway at TIFR to design gas-
based proportional counters that are sensitive to
the electric field orientation of the incoming
X-ray photon.  Polarization detectors, if
successfully demonstrated in laboratory
conditions, would form an exciting payload on a
small satellite to study the high degree of
polarization expected from pulsars, pulsar
produced nebulae and γ-ray burst sources.

C H A P T E R  6
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New initiatives in gamma ray astronomy

1 . A Stereoscopic Imaging Telescope

The imaging technique which is based on the
angular sampling of  Cherenkov light by a cluster
of focal point photo-tubes has been quite
successful. Further, by combining the
information from a group of imaging telescopes
it has already been demonstrated that one can
achieve significantly better angular, as well as
energy resolution. Such stereoscopic arrays are
being  proposed for the future.  Among them
are upgrades of the existing systems (e.g.,
CANGAROO-III) or new imaging arrays (for
example, VERITAS  and HESS).

While the future imaging telescope arrays like
VERITAS and HESS will have good sensitivity,
their energy threshold for γ-rays is > 100 GeV.
Even though the satellite based γ-ray mission
GLAST will have  a large bandwidth covering
20 MeV to 300 GeV, its sensitivity will be
limited because of falling  γ-ray fluxes. Hence
only the ground based atmospheric Cherenkov
telescopes can potentially cover this energy
range more effectively. It may be mentioned
that the atmospheric Cherenkov technique is
unique and unsurpassed so far in the energy
range. Hence it is important that we develop
this technique to study celestial γ-rays in the
tens of GeV range. MAGIC is one such
telescope under construction at La Palma. It
consists of a single parabolic dish of diameter
17 m capable of detecting γ-rays of energy as
low as 10 GeV.

The BARC group is planning to build a 20
metre diameter stereoscopic atmospheric
Cherenkov telescope. It will consist of two
parabolic mirrors each with a 832 element focal
point camera. This stereoscopic imaging

telescope is expected to have an energy
threshold of about 10–20 GeV, and can fill the
gap between satellite and ground based
observations.

2 . A new Wavefront Sampling Array

The TIFR group in collaboration with the Indian
Institute of Astrophysics is planning to set up a
wavefront sampling array at Hanle. This array
(to be called HAGAR ) will have an energy
threshold in the range 20–35 GeV for γ-rays and
its sensitivity will be comparable, if not better,
than the German MAGIC telescope. Because of
the altitude and excellent seeing conditions at
Hanle it is expected  that HAGAR will have a
γ-ray energy threshold of around 35 GeV, with
a reasonable sensitivity at 20 GeV.

New developmental activities

• Silicon-strip  & Gas-microstrip/microdot
detectors for future MeV-GeV γ-ray and
X-ray missions .

Silicon-strip detectors are undoubtedly the next
generation detectors. They have been selected for
the AGILE and GLAST high-energy missions.
Developmental activity in this area has already
been initiated in the country with BARC/BEL/TIFR
involvement for the particle physics community.
A paralle l  developmental e f fort for a space
astronomy mission must be undertaken. An
indigenous detector fabrication capability is very
crucial in permitting optimization of these
detectors to our needs while keeping the cost
down when one considers large area systems.

Gas-microstrips have also been fabricated at
BARC/IISc/BEL, and more recently at ISAC,
optimized for future X-ray astronomy
investigations. However, extending this into the
γ-ray regime offers exciting possibilities of large
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area, low-cost and high spatial resolution, modest
energy resolution detectors.

New initiatives in cosmic ray research

Any major experimental programme would
require in-house expertise to put together a large
scale detector system. For this purpose the TIFR
group has embarked on a large R & D initiative to
develop state-of-the-art detectors and signal
processing electronics. These developments are
specially relevant as on many occasions import of
crucial components is  denied by western
countries. Even in cases when their import is
permitted, the cost of these imports is
prohibitively high. The initiatives taken recently
have already yielded some results:

1. The plastic scintillators  developed at Ooty
have a performance comparable to the best
quality imported scintillator in terms of light
output, response time and transmission
properties, etc. It is significant that they cost
only ~ 10 % of the imported ones.

2. Similarly, the ultra-fast discriminators
indigenously developed have  a
performance identical to those of imported
equipment and, again, their cost is ~ 10 % of
the imported ones.

3. Development of high resolution Time-to-
Digital-Converters with a performance
superior to that of imported equipment at
~5 % of the cost.

Given this encouraging trend , it would be
appropriate to plan the next phase of
development. A possible option is to install
another 1200–2000  m 2 area muon detector at
GRAPES III at Ooty. This would enhance the
capability to address the problem of the
composition of cosmic rays and also the diffuse
gamma ray background at a modest cost.

C H A P T E R  6

 Supporting infrastructure requirements

1 . X-ray calibration facility

A national X-ray calibration facility is urgently

required for the testing and validation of

existing and future initiatives in instrumentation.
The requirements include variable X-ray

generators offering a range of X-ray

intensities , vacuum X-ray beam for soft

X-ray work and multi-energy wide beams

to calibrate coded-mask systems.

2 . ASIC/FPGA design & simulation centre

Future large areas pixellated imaging detectors

will use > 10,000 channel systems, each of
which will require very low noise, low-power

preamplifier as part of the front-end analog

circuit. This will require the use of compact

Application Specific Integrated C ircuit-based

front-end designs, often mounted very close to
or on the detector. Another example is the

Field Programable Gate Arrays.

It would be important to have a dedicated cent re

where such detec tors could be des igned for

specific applications, and the results simulated.

3 . Detector and space environment

simulation capability

In any space mission, the background generation

in space from charged particle interaction needs to

be well understood. A detailed simulation of this
can be a valuable tool towards the design

optimization of the detector and payload

geometry and material. The use of tools such as

GEANT, GISMO, etc. should provide the essential

inputs for design optimization. A centre such as
the one projected above would also serve this

purpose.
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Theoretical astrophysics has a long tradition in
India, and has been actively pursued both at
university departments and, in more recent times,
at various research institutions. Since theoretical
astrophysics encompasses a very wide spectrum
of topics, it would not be possible to give a
detailed overview of the development of the
subject during the past 90 years or so. The
fundamental work of Saha and Chandrasekhar laid
the foundation on which much of the
superstructure of stellar astrophysics was built.
During the subsequent decades, theoretical
research in astrophysics included a wide range of
topics:

n Stars
• Internal structure and stability
• Stellar atmospheres and radiative transfer
• Stellar evolution
• The Sun and solar system objects

n Interstellar Medium
• HII regions
• Planetary nebulae
• Diffuse interstellar clouds
• Giant molecular clouds
• Supernova remnants, and their interaction

with the ISM

n Neutron Stars
• The origin and evolution of neutron stars
• The equation of state of neutron stars
• The magnetic fields of neutron stars and their

evolution
• The birth rate of pulsars
• Radio emission from pulsars
• Binary and millisecond pulsars

n Dynamics of stellar systems

n The composition, structure and
dynamics of galaxies

n Radio galaxies and quasars

n Gravitational lenses

n General relativity and gravitation

n Large-scale structures in the Universe

n Cosmology

Over the years there have been a number of quite
significant contributions in many of these topics.
Indeed, some of them have been acclaimed
internationally. A partial list of some of the
important results is given below.
• Pioneering studies of the roles played by

molecular energy bands   in essential physical
processes in stellar atmospheres and giant
molecular clouds resolved long-standing
problems.

• A new class of recycled pulsars from accretion-
driven spin-up of neutron stars in binary
systems was proposed, and binary and
millisecond pulsars were identified as such
recycled pulsars.

• From statistical studies of the population of
pulsars and associated nebulae, evidence was
found of pulsars being born spinning slowly.

• Magnetic fields of neutron stars were shown to
decay mainly due to their interaction with
binary companions. A novel mechanism for this,
involving the superconducting - superfluid
interior, and ohmic processes in the crust, was
identified.

Theoretical Astrophysics
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Schematic of the Double Pulsar system. Courtesy: E.P.J. van den Heuvel /SCIENCE 2004

• The distribution of space velocities of neutron
stars arising out of the disruption of binary
systems was derived and the kick velocities
received by neutron stars at birth were
estimated.

• A relativistic theory of superdense matter with
short-range spin-2 meson exchange was
constructed and lower bounds on the masses of
rapidly rotating pulsars were obtained.

• The role of the central pulsar, and the
interstellar medium, on the morphology and
evolution of supernova remnants was
investigated in detail for the first time.

• Signatures of dynamical phenomena in strong-
gravity regions close to neutron stars and black
holes were clarified.

• The effects of the centrifugal barrier in low-
viscosity accretion disks around black holes
were examined and the results were found to
be applicable to several observed systems.

• It was shown that the tangential component of
radiation forces on a thick accretion disk would
result in radiation driven jets.

• A physical mechanism was proposed for the
triggering of starbursts via shock compression of
molecular clouds in interacting galaxies.

• An unusual class of merging galaxies with spiral-
like mass distribution and elliptical-like
kinematics were found from the analysis of
2MASS archival data.

• The lopsidedness of the disks in galaxies was
shown to be due to a self-consistent response
to the halo distortion.

• The H-theorem for collisionless stellar systems
was studied and a method was found for the
exact treatment of angular momentum, energy
transfer and disruption.

• The effect of two-body relaxation on a
flattened, rapidly rotating star cluster was
worked out.

• An elegant formulation of gravitational lensing
in terms of Fermat’s principle and wavefronts
was developed.

• Formation of Einstein Rings in gravitational lens
systems was   predicted and confirmed
subsequently by observations.
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• Existence of dark galaxy-clusters at high
redshifts was predicted   from realistic
numerical models of gravitational lens systems.

• The statistics of magnification due to
gravitational microlensing by stars was worked
out.

• X-ray probes of cosmic star-formation history
were developed and used to study galaxy
evolution from deep X-ray observations.

• Constraints on supernova progenitor stars were
obtained and the origin of prompt X-ray
emission from hypernovae was clarified.

• Feasibility of the generation of large-scale
magnetic fields by a   nonlinear, turbulent,
galactic dynamo was demonstrated.

• A characterization of the Maximum Entropy
imaging method as a non-linear transform of a
band-limited function was obtained.

Some of the results pertaining to gravitation
theories, cosmology etc. are included in the next
chapter.

Current Areas of Research

n Cosmology and Structure Formation

Cosmology and structure formation is a rapidly
developing area of research, and researchers
working in India have contributed to the
development of theoretical aspects.
Cosmology is one of the few fields in
Astronomy and Astrophysics that has seen a
rapid growth in the number of Indian workers
in the last decade.  At present, the number of
scientists who work primarily in mainstream
Cosmology is about ten. In the next ten years,
this number is likely to double.  If we also
include those scientists whose work has
significant interface with Cosmology then the
numbers begin to look quite significant.

Unlike during most of the twentieth century,
developments in cosmology during the last
decade have been driven by observations.

An Einstein Ring (www.jb.man.ac.uk)
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There has been a consolidation of our
theoretical understanding of  formation of the
large-scale structures, but much of this would
have been impossible without the remarkable
progress made in observational cosmology.
The hypothesis of gravitational instability being
the most important factor in the formation of
large scale structure has been remarkably
successful in explaining key features seen in
galaxy surveys. Among the various diagnostics,
gravitational lensing has become an important
tool in cosmology and extragalactic astronomy.

In the coming years, there is going to be a
significant increase in the amount of observational
data on the CMBR and the high redshift Universe,
leading to improved constraints on
cosmological parameters, as well as on the
power spectrum of density fluctuations.  No
one from India is directly involved with any of
the groups that are conducting surveys in the
cosmological context but a few researchers
have good personal contacts and access to data
on a personal, collaborative, basis.  Analysis of
such large data sets is non trivial and will
require efficient techniques - the  development
of which is going to be a very important area of
research.

Work in India has been broadly in tune with the
developments in the international scene and has
concentrated on the following sub-areas of
cosmology:

• Theoretical model building, including alternative
models to big-bang scenario.

• Numerical simulation of structure formation and
development of necessary codes for the analysis.

• Theoretical work in different aspects of
nonlinear gravitational clustering.

• Analysis of data related to cosmic microwave
background radiation and its theoretical
implications.

T H E O R E T I C A L  A S T R O P H Y S I C S

• Modelling of the Inter Galactic Medium, and
constraining cosmological models and cosmic
star formation history using absorption systems.

• Study of absorption systems like
photoionization modelling of the metal line
absorbers, chemical evolution, measurement of
UV background and its evolution, chemical
enrichment and dynamical history of the
Universe.

In addition to these, researchers from a number of
institutions in India have participated in the early
phase of development of gravitational lensing and
important contributions were made in theory,
observation and modelling. However, by mid
1990s, this trend  tapered off and India lost the
edge it had compared to elsewhere, though some
programmes (e.g. long term monitoring  of pixel
lensing,  observational programme on absorption
lines as well as some work on lens modelling) are
still continuing.

Compared to theoretical studies, there is  less of
direct observational work relating to central
themes in cosmology  though, in recent years,
there has been fair amount of activity in the study

Hydrodynamic simulation of the cosmic gas density
at redshift 3, for a sample box 8 million light-years

on a side. These dense filaments are detected as the
Lyman-alpha forest in the absorption line spectra of

distant quasars. Courtesy: NASA
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of absorption systems and IGM (21 cm study of
DLAs using GMRT, H2 molecules in DLAS and
outflows from QSOs using echelle spectra of high-z
QSOs obtained with VLT,  spatially resolved HST
spectroscopy and Chandra observations).

In addition to continuation of all these research
programmes, the following areas are likely to
occupy the attention of Indian cosmologists in
the future:

• Deep 21 cm observations from very high-z and
possible statistical analysis like that is being
done for CMBR.

• Development of a full hydro-code for
cosmological simulations and IGM which is
possible with clusters that are planned by
various groups in India.

• Search for DLAs along radio loud/faint QSOs
using 2 metre class telescopes and follow-up
with GMRT observations. There is sufficient
amount of expertise and manpower for these
efforts.

n High Energy Astrophysics

Theoretical research in High Energy
Astrophysics covers a wide range of areas in
physics, all of which need to be integrated to
understand high energy phenomena in general.
In India, significant contributions in theoretical
high-energy astrophysics have been made in
several areas, but a unified, versatile group is
yet to emerge.

Recent Indian work in high energy astrophysics
has largely been in the following areas:

• X-ray binaries.
• Active galactic nuclei.
• Black-hole electrodynamics and astrophysics.
• The origin of high-energy cosmic rays.
• The origin of the X-ray/γ-ray background.

• Building “current” and “next” generation
models of accretion disk.

• The origin, acceleration and collimation of
outflows and cosmic jets.

• The progenitors and remnants of
supernovae.

• Equations of state for dense matter.
• Gamma Ray Bursts.

The major physical processes that contribute to
High Energy Astrophysics could be broadly
classified as the following:

1. Hydrodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics
of fully ionized gases  (essential for studying
accretion phenomena in Binary X-ray Sources
and Active Galactic Nuclei ).

2. Production of high-energy radiation by
thermal and non-thermal processes and
propagation of such radiation through hot,
often magnetised, plasmas.

3. Atomic and nuclear transitions (essential for
diagnostics of high-temperature plasmas).

4. Acceleration of particles to ultra-high
energies, and radiation from these particles.

The radio halo around the giant galaxy M87 imaged
with the VLA. Courtesy: Owen, Eilek and Kassim
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5. Equation of state of matter at very high
densities (essential for studies of stellar
collapse and supernovae, neutron stars, and
“strange stars”).

6. General relativistic phenomena in the strong
gravity near neutron stars and black holes.

Of the six broad areas identified above, we have
considerable strength in areas 1 and 6. For
example, we have a large community of experts
in plasma physics, computational hydrodynamics
and magneto hydrodynamics in India. However,
almost all of this expertise is utilized in fields other
than astrophysics, and it is time to harness this
power for the benefit of High Energy
Astrophysics.

In areas  2 and 4,  we do have isolated experts in
individual institutions, and the community would
benefit by pooling the resources together.

In area 5, the past work on equations of state for
dense matter needs to be continued in the
present astrophysical context by inducting new,
young researchers into the field.

Finally, the situation in area 3 is rather similar to
plasma physics: we should really take an initiative
in tapping the extensive expertise available from
Indian atomic and nuclear physicists for tackling
challenging astrophysical problems.

Since active galactic nuclei (AGN) and X-ray
binaries (XRB) continue to remain among the
most interesting objects to study in this field, we
should think of appropriate directions in these
areas. In AGN research, there has been more work
in India on phenomenology than on detailed
modelling, and it is time to initiate a concerted
effort in the latter direction, preferably by pooling
expertise from various institutions. In XRB
research, a totally new field is opening up in the
era of high-resolution X-ray observatories like

T H E O R E T I C A L  A S T R O P H Y S I C S

CHANDRA and XMM-NEWTON, namely, the study
of resolved XRB populations in galaxies other than
our own. We in India should be prepared to
contribute significantly to this study since we have
the necessary expertise.

With the advent of very powerful desktop
computing environments in recent years it has
become easier to carry out numerical simulations
which play an important role in these studies.
Although numerical simulations are now done in
India in various fields, and considerable expertise
is available, we have not been able to make full
use of this in High Energy Astrophysics. This
should be done without delay, as the returns will
more than justify the initial effort of liaison and
buildup.

n Galaxies and Interstellar Medium

There are only a handful of astrophysicists in
India who work in the vast area of galaxies and
interstellar medium. Hence the impact of the
Indian scientists is limited to the work done by
individuals. The main areas of  contribution
related to galaxies are galactic dynamics
including galactic asymmetry, photometry of
galaxies, interacting and star-burst galaxies,
magnetic fields in galaxies. In the area of
interstellar medium, the main contribution is the
study of 21 cm line emission and recombination
lines from spiral galaxies. Other areas of activity
are star formation and quasar absorption lines.

n Stellar physics

Stellar physics was among the very few fields
to use the various branches of classical and
quantum physics, as well as chemistry, during
the  phenomenal development of physics in
the early part of the 20th century. India was
fortunate in having three eminent scientists,
Saha, Bose and Chandrasekhar, who made
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fundamental contributions to this field. But for
nearly a generation after that there was little
Indian activity in theoretical stellar physics. In
the1960s, there was some seminal work in
neutron stars and this activity has been
continued till today. In the last two decades,
there has been some work in stellar structure,
mainly in the context of solar physics.

Recommendations

In order to optimize research efforts in the area of
Theoretical Astrophysics, the committee makes
the following  recommendations.

• Use of public domain data and creation of
data banks

We should make use of the vast amount of
observational data now available in the public
domain to identify and address interesting
research problems rather than follow the
traditional route of building instruments to
obtain our own data in every context.

( i ) A number of cosmologists in India have dealt
with reanalysis of public domain data sets.
Given the reasonable level of expertise in
this field, we should set up local mirror sites
for as many data sets as possible. Given that
the internet connectivity is somewhat slow in
many places, we will probably need to set
up several mirror sites.

(ii) India does not have the resources to
compete with, say, NASA or ESA to launch
satellites with very high resolution
instruments. Fortunately, most of the data on
X-ray/ γ-ray observations are available
publicly after a period of six to twelve
months of their acquisition. Given the strong
theoretical background, Indians can do first
rate science by using this data base. Although

this is already being done by individual
scientists, the committee would like to
urge that a well thought out Data Bank
dealing with space astronomy is set up
in India.

• Development of collaborations

Theoretical astrophysics is fast becoming a
multi-disciplinary effort, and it would be
extremely difficult for a single individual to
acquire all the necessary background
expertise. Strong collaborations are therefore
essential.

It is important that astrophysicists tap into
the expertise which exists in closely related
areas like Meteorology, Aeronautics,
Oceanography, Astrobiology, Geophysics,
Plasma Physics and Statistics. (For example,
research in Cosmic Microwave Background
Radiation requires fairly subtle and complex
concepts of data analysis in which fair
amount of expertise exists in this country in
Departments of Statistics). This could be
achieved through inter disciplinary meetings
with sufficient amount of advance planning.

It may be a good idea to plan a couple of
annual meetings in the Thrust Areas:  One of
them could be a school intended to expose
the newcomers and potential entrants to the
subject and to give them some working
knowledge. In addition, there should be an
intensive advanced research workshop for
bringing together researchers and to actively
work out possible areas of collaboration. Both
should be carefully planned in order to
achieve maximum impact, with the content
and style evolving as the community grows.
Special efforts should be made to increase
the interaction between observers and
theorists in these meetings and workshops.
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Particle Astrophysics, and certain aspects of
General Relativity and Gravitation, are two of the
frontier research areas with significant implications
for  basic physics, as well as  for astronomy and
astrophysics.  In a few select subfields, Indian
groups have made significant impact and are
internationally competitive. Based on pragmatic
assessments, we perceive that the Indian scientific
community is well placed to make further
significant contributions in the future.

Before highlighting some of the current areas of
research, a brief overview of the work done in the
past is given below.

The General Theory of Relativity has been
pursued in India  for more than sixty years. And
there have been a number of important
contributions. Going back to the 1940s and 50s,
one might mention the seminal discoveries by P.C.
Vaidya of the metric of a radiating spherical star
and the equation describing the Universe with
rotation and shear by A.K. Raychaudhuri. A special
feature of research in this area is that it was also
pursued at a number of university departments.
Traditionally, research in General Relativity has
centred around finding exact solutions to Einstein
field equations assuming different   symmetry
conditions for the geometry or assuming  different
sources  for  matter.

During the last thirty years or so, there have been
several important investigations pertaining to
black holes . These include

• The perturbations of black holes and the
study of their normal modes and  quasi-
normal modes.

• The effect of rotation and magnetic field on
the shape of the event horizon.

• Trajectories of charged particles around black
holes.

• Particle creation by black holes and Hawking
radiation.

• Models of neutron stars, strange stars and the
possibility of ultra-compact objects.

• The Penrose process for energy extraction
from black holes.

• Accretion disks and plasma processes around
black holes.

• Models of rapidly rotating neutron stars and
their oscillations.

• Gravitational lensing.
• Singularity theorems, gravitational collapse

and naked singularities.

Cosmology has been a popular subject in India,
both the mathematical aspects, as well as physical
cosmology. There have been several significant
contributions to cosmology and a few of them are
listed below.

• Pioneering suggestion that neutrinos with
finite rest mass might have important
cosmological consequences, including for the
formation of structures in the Universe.

• Cosmological effects of model theories of
quantum gravity.

• Large scale structure formation in the
Universe.

• Gravitational wave backgrounds in
inflationary models.

• Anisotropy of the cosmic microwave
background radiation.

• Topological defects in the Universe, etc.

Gravitation and
Particle Astrophysics
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The TIFR Torsion Balance at Gauribidanur

In the above description, one has focused on the
more traditional areas of investigations. A brief
survey of the current research in other areas in
gravitation physics, as well as in astroparticle
physics is given below.

I. Experimental Gravitation

Torsion balances are amongst the most sensitive
mechanical transducers in existence, and are well
suited to the measurement of weak forces. The
primary Indian facility for torsion balance work is
the unique underground laboratory maintained by
TIFR at Gauribidanur near Bangalore. The basic
advantages of this laboratory are that it provides
an environment with extremely low seismic,
acoustic and thermal noise, allowing extremely
sensitive torsion balance measurements to
approach a noise floor determined by more

fundamental effects such as thermal noise. The

TIFR Group’s work in the general area has had
strong international impact in the past: the group’s
results on the search for a ‘Fifth Force’ were well
recognized, and though subsequently bettered,

remain among the best efforts in the field. The
acceleration sensitivity of this torsion balance is
still the best amongst room temperature systems,
and the group is acknowledged as one of the

leaders.

This group is currently attempting to verify the

Equivalence Principle at a precision of a part in
1013 . In the next phase the group proposes to
pursue torsion balance measurements of weak
forces on the sub-mm scale, with an improvement

of sensitivities to a part in 1015  using cryogenic
technology.

The group at the Indian Institute of Astrophysics,

Bangalore, has concerned itself with the
measurement of finite temperature corrections to
the Casimir effect. The particular significance of

this is that it would constitute the first direct test of
the structure of a Finite Temperature Quantum
Field Theory.

II. Gravitational Waves

During the past decade, research in India in the

area of Gravitational Waves has progressed in two
directions. The group at IUCAA has been very
productive and influential in the GW data analysis
effort by contributing many key ideas and trained

manpower. Important contributions include
estimation of the number of templates, placement
strategies, differential geometric analysis of the
detection problem, hierarchical searches, data

analysis for a network of detectors etc. The group
has been collaborating with major detector groups
around the world and has formal collaborations
with some of them, notably LIGO, VIRGO and
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LISA. Students and postdocs from IUCAA now are
involved in the detectors world-wide.

The Raman Research Institute has been involved
since 1990 in an international collaboration to
analytically compute accurate theoretical
waveforms for inspiralling compact binaries (ICB).
The second post-Newtonian waveforms from this
collaboration form the basis of all ICB data analysis
at present. Recently, all the regularization
ambiguities at the 3rd post-Newtonian order have
been resolved and the crucial input of accurate
waveforms at the 31/2 post-Newtonian order is
now available for use in gravitational wave data
analysis. Improved filters using re-summation
techniques have also been provided for BH-BH
binaries.

III. Black Holes

Recent work pertaining to black holes include
black hole thermodynamics, quantum field
theories on black hole spacetimes, numerical
simulations of astrophysical processes around
black holes, etc.

IV. Quantum Gravity

One of the greatest contemporary challenges is to

construct a quantum theory of gravity. There are

two broad approaches that are being explored. In
one of the paradigms, the route to quantum
gravity is through str ing theory. The other
approach is known as Loop Quantum Gravity. The
string theory approach centres around a unification
philosophy and the quantum geometry approach
is centered around a non-perturbative quantization
keeping diffeomorphism invariance at the
forefront (background independent). Indian
investigators have made seminal contributions to
both these approaches. For example,

• Duality in String Theory; Black holes, their
entropy and thermodynamics in string
theory.

• Aspects of Loop Quantum Gravity related to
its Lagrangian formulations,  instanton
solutions and  the semiclassical limit.

V. Astroparticle Physics

The main focus of experimental research activities
in Astroparticle Physics in India so far has been in
High Energy Cosmic Ray, Gamma Ray and
Neutrino Experiments. Research in cosmic rays
and gamma rays are covered elsewhere. There is
a revival of interest in neutrino experiments.
Recently, it has been proposed (mainly by the
high-energy particle physics community) to build
an Indian Neutrino Observatory (INO). Simulation
studies pertaining to feasibility of kiloton class
underground neutrino detector are currently
underway.

In contrast to experiments, there is considerable
amount of theoretical activity at the interface
between particle physics and cosmology. These
include:

• Inflationary model building and predictions
for the large scale structure and the
gravitational wave background;

• Topological defect models both in the

 An example of the Matched-Filter-Technique to
extract the weak signal buried in noise
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context of structure formation and as a
source of high energy cosmic rays;

• Modelling of the so called Dark Energy and
related issues;

• Braneworld scenarios in the context of the
early Universe, black hole formation, relic
gravity waves and the issue of dark energy.

Research related to the above problems has been
carried out both at universities and in various
institutes across the country. Other theoretical
topics in Astroparticle Physics which are being
actively pursued are:

• Study of the phase-space distribution of dark
matter in the Galaxy and in the Universe.

• Origin of ultra high energy cosmic rays
(UHECR) and issues related to probing
fundamental physics beyond the Standard
Model of elementary particles with UHECR.

• The construction of phenomenological
models  of dark energy and methods aimed
at  reconstructing the cosmic equation of
state from supernova observations.

• Development of higher dimensional
cosmological models.

• Predictions for cosmology from inflationary
models, such as the spectrum and amplitude
of density perturbations, and gravity waves.

• Cosmological baryogenesis through
leptogenesis in the Grand Unified Theories.

• Study of the implications of the solar and
atmospheric neutrino data for neutrino
flavour oscillation phenomenology and
neutrino mass hierarchy.

• The study of the implications of the top-
down  scenario of the origin of UHECR
above 1020 eV and their testability with the
up-coming large-area UHECR detectors.

• The implications of UHECR for the
enhanced neutrino interaction cross section

predicted in some extra-dimensional models,

• Cosmological implications of the possible
relics of the quark-hadron phase transition in
the early Universe, etc.

Recommendations

The committee would like to endorse the
following recommendations of the Panel:

1 . Experimental Gravitation

High priority support could be given to the

existing programmes involving torsion balance
experiments, in recognition of the fact that
these are internationally competitive, that the
programmes address significant questions of

fundamental import, and that these have a very
high impact-to-cost ratio.

2 . Gravitational Waves

The  area  of gravitational  wave detection and
gravitational wave physics is developing into a

large team activity. Given the complexity of
the effort and the limited availability of trained
manpower, on  the one hand, and the
improved communications and the long reach

of the internet on the other, it offers the
interested  Indian scientists an alternative way
to participate in an exciting endeavour.  Most

of the experiments offer the possibility to
participate in the science collaboration against
specific deliverables.

Data analysis has been recognized as a key
aspect in searching for gravitational waves.
Experience in handling large volumes of data
and the development of sophisticated analysis

algorithms will therefore play a vital role in the
eventual success of gravitational wave
detection. Prior to these instruments becoming

fully operational, data analysis is also an
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essential diagnostic tool.  Given the experience
and  success  of the GW data analysis initiative,
the committee recommends that India should
vigorously pursue efforts in this area.  Not only
are they necessary for the success of the
experiment   but   they  offer  the possibility of
access to  GW data from the various
interferometric detector projects. Possible
problems of interest include a further
improvement of the search algorithms, and
validation of the analytics and the signal
extraction computer codes. In particular, work
on combining data from a network of detectors
is at a preliminary stage and offers fertile
ground for further effort and scope for
innovative research. Since the computational
cost for the coherent search is high, the
emphasis should be on designing efficient
algorithms.

GW data analysis for the space-based detector
LISA is another major area for the future. Since
GW sources tend to be relatively strong at low
frequencies the relevant source parameters can
be accurately estimated. Doppler modulation of
the signal produced by LISA’s motion can be
used to determine the direction to the source.
Since LISA consists of two almost independent
interferometers, it can be used to detect
stochastic background of gravitational waves

produced in the early Universe. An important
problem facing LISA data analysis is that of
resolving  GW sources in the lower end of
LISA’s frequency band, the so called ‘confusion
noise’ which arises from several signals falling
into a single frequency bin. Resolving the GW
sources poses a challenge to the data analyst.

The effort to analytically and numerically build
the dictionary of gravitational waveforms from
astrophysical sources is an intense one and
would continue for quite some time.  Much
work remains beyond the present stage: higher
post-Newtonian corrections, gravitational
radiation reaction issues, effects of eccentricity
and spin, beyond the inspiral stage to the
merger stage  through the plunge at the last
stable orbit, to name a few. The estimation of
stochastic backgrounds from the early Universe
and astrophysical sources will be important.
Explorations should be initiated into ways to
extract physics, astrophysics and cosmology
from direct measurement of gravitational
waves, leading to Gravitational  Wave
Astronomy.

3 . Numerical Relativity

Another area which is very important, but has

Different types of sources of gravitational waves.
(lisa.jpl.nasa.gov)

Sensitivity limits of LISA and LIGO. (lisa.jpl.nasa.gov)
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not yet taken roots in India, is the topic of
Numerical Relativity. Numerical construction of
BH solutions from physically interesting initial
data is still an important challenge. Developing
such codes provides a numerical laboratory for
a variety of explorations. Resource-wise, this is
well within our reach – various parallel (cluster)
machines being constructed at HRI, IUCAA,
IMSc should be adequate. Needless to say, the
human resource developed in the above
activities would be available for many other
numerical works. Numerical simulations of
astrophysical systems involving black holes or
neutron stars and accretion/astrophysical
processes around them will be an intense and
active area of research over the next ten years,
requiring inputs from general relativity,
astrophysics, hydrodynamics, numerical
methods and computer science. This is the
only route beyond Post-Newtonian (PN)
methods to discuss late inspiral, plunge and
merger for binary black holes, the sources most
likely to be detected by the initial stages of
LIGO and VIRGO. Numerical Relativity will
need to be supplemented by inputs from the

post-Newtonian approximation methods and

the expertise on analytical computation of
waveforms could naturally lead  on to this area.

It should be emphasized that most of the

projects mentioned above whether analytic,
based on numerical relativity or data analysis,
will involve collaborations across the world.
Special provisions will need to be made for

international travel, improved computing and
communication, without which the
effectiveness of the above efforts will at best

be limited.

4.  Particle Astrophysics

Neutrino astronomy is a new window to the
Universe. Interested astrophysicists should be
encouraged to collaborate closely with the

particle physics community in the ongoing
feasibility study of a high energy neutrino
telescope in India, the Indian Neutrino
Observatory (INO). Considerable expertise

already exists to undertake this mission.
Although it will be quite expensive, if
successfully completed it will enable us to once

The warping of space-time caused by a black hole spiraling into a massive black hole.
 Courtesy of the California Institute of Technology
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again reach the position of eminence we
enjoyed in this area some decades ago. It will
also give a huge boost to engineering and
technology, which, in turn, will enable us to
participate in future international projects, both
in physics as well as astronomy.

On the theoretical front, there are a number of
exciting developments that are worth pursuing
vigorously. Some of these are mentioned below.

Inflation has proved to be a useful paradigm,
and theoretical research effort in constructing
viable inflationary models will continue to be
an active area of research in which Indian
scientists are well placed to make significant
contribution. In particular, the calculation of the
predicted anisotropy signals in the CMB, as well
as the stochastic gravitational wave background
in inflationary and brane cosmologies should be
actively pursued.

Work on the detailed modelling of the
distribution of dark matter, and the comparison
of the models with observation of gravitational
clustering and halo structures should be
continued. More high resolution data on halo
substructure combined with increasingly
sophisticated modelling is needed to resolve
several important issues in this area.

The study of the cosmological as well as the
astrophysical implications of various relics of
phase transitions in the Early Universe (such as
“quark nuggets”, monopoles, cosmic strings
etc.) is an active area of contemporary research
in astroparticle physics, and is likely to remain
so in the coming decade.

The origin of the Ultra High Energy
Cosmic Rays is one of the major unsolved
problems in physics and astrophysics. In the
next  decade several of the proposed ground-
based detectors (such as the Auger Telescope

Array, and HiRes Fly’s Eye), as well as space-
based detectors (such as OWL, AIRWATCH/
EUSO) with unprecedented large acceptance
will become operational. These detectors will
be able to detect more than 50 to 100 cosmic
ray events above 10 20 eV per year. These data
will allow detailed modelling of the distribution
of the UHECR sources in the sky and the
structure of the extragalactic as well as the
galactic magnetic fields, and thereby allow
stringent astrophysical and cosmological
constraints to be put on the various scenarios of
the origin of UHECR. In addition, the above
detectors will be able to detect the “smoking-
gun” neutrino induced UHECR events predicted
in some scenarios of UHECR origin, in particular,
the top-down scenario involving topological
defects or other massive relic particles
originating from fundamental processes in the
early Universe. In general, UHECR data in the
coming years will allow one to probe possible
new fundamental physics beyond the Standard
Model at energies that are unlikely to be
achieved in accelerator machines in the
foreseeable future.  As such, theoretical
research in the physics and astrophysics of
UHECR will be a very fruitful area of research in
the Indian context.

Another important area of theoretical
astroparticle research in which Indian scientists
have the potential to make significant
contributions is Neutrino Astrophysics. The
topics here will include (a) analysis of solar,
atmospheric and supernova neutrino data to
understand neutrino properties such as their
mass hierarchy and flavour oscillation, and (b)
calculation of the expected high energy
neutrino fluxes from high energy astrophysical
sources such as gamma-ray bursters, active
galactic nuclei and possible sources of early
Universe origin such as topological defects, and
the study of their detectability with existing and
proposed neutrino telescopes.
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R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s
1 . Defining Key Programmes

The most important message that comes
through in the Panel Reports is that given the
small size of the astronomical community in
India, one is attempting to do too many things.
As a consequence, in almost every activity the
groups are very subcritical.

The committee is of the view that this
should be addressed urgently.  To help to
remedy this situation, it would be useful to
have several brain storming sessions in
which certain Key Programmes are
identified. There should be wide
participation in these sessions, and the
Astronomical Society of India could,
perhaps, take the lead in organizing them.

The committee is of the view that this
approach is important to derive the
maximum scientific impact from our
efforts.

2 . Autonomous Working Groups

As remarked above, it is not only important to
have groups of critical size, it is also important
that each group is able to address all aspects of
a problem : observations, theory and modeling.

One way to achieve this is to form Working
Groups in various areas. The members of these
Working Groups will, of course, be from various
institutions.

These Working Groups should be encouraged
to formulate specific programmes. To carry out
these programmes, the WGs should have

access to some funds that will be needed for

internal travel, arranging workshops and brain
storming sessions, bringing out News Letters,
etc. It is important that this is distinct from the
funding of the various institutions. If the
members of the WGs have to depend upon
their home institution for funding, then these
groups cannot function effectively. It is

intended that these Working Groups are
autonomous in a scientific sense.

The funding of the Working Groups should be
seen as Research Grants .   Although specific
research projects are funded even now (for

example, by the various PACs of the
Department of Science and Technology), by
and large they tend to be for experimental
projects and are given to a single institution.

The committee would thus like to strongly

recommend a new approach to funding
of research.

3 . Multiwavelength astronomy as a niche
area

Given our limited facilities, it would be fruitful
if Indian astronomers pursued multiwavelength
astronomy as a speciality. With GMRT
operational, and ASTROSAT just a few years
away, this would be natural thing to do. The
utilization of complementary data will enhance

the impact. Given that there are several one to
two metre class telescopes, the committee
would like to recommend that they be used
largely for a set of key projects. Further, the
different optical telescopes could focus on
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different aspects such as photometry, imaging,
spectroscopy, etc.

4 . National Observing Facilities

Another point that comes through clearly in the
Panel reports is that most of our observational
facilities are not functioning optimally, and are
therefore underutilized. The committee broadly
concurs with this and would like to make some
specific recommendations.

There are several reasons for the present state
of affairs. For example,

• The decisions on the installation and
management of the facilities are essentially
internal matters of the concerned institutes.

• Perhaps there are too many facilities in
relation to the overall resources available, as
well as the size of the astronomical
community.

• If this is so, then the facilities will be
functioning at a level below optimal.

Whatever may be the contributing factors, if
our facilities are not functioning at an optimal
level, then it would adversely affect the interest
of the potential manpower for the future, and

also the quality of manpower we generate.

The committee is of the view that if one can
formulate a protocol to demand more from our

facilities, a lot of problems would be solved,
including a proper balance between the
requirement and the availability of manpower.

Keeping in mind all this, the committee would
like to recommend that

• in the future, the national community
is actively involved in the creation/
upgrading/utilization of all facilities,

• roughly 50% of the observing time on

each major facility is allotted for use
by scientists not belonging to the
home institution,

• there should be a national time
allotment committee for each facility,

• such a committee should
independently encourage/review
proposals for upgrading the facilities.

The GMRT provides a great opportunity to
establish such a tradition. From the moment
the telescope was dedicated to the
astronomical community, a national committee,
GTAC, has been inviting proposals, reviewing
them and allotting time on the telescope. GTAC
has also persuaded the parent institution (NCRA/
TIFR) to make all the data public two years
after the observations are done. It invites
suggestions and criticism from the user
community and passes them on to the GMRT
Management Committee. In the coming years,
this committee could take the lead in organizing
discussions out of which will come suggestions
for upgrading the GMRT.

The committee strongly recommends that
the governmental agencies which fund
major projects help in establishing such
a tradition.

5 . New Ground Based Facilities

• Solar Telescope

The setting up of the Solar Tower Telescope
in Kodaikanal in the mid 1950s led to a
revival of solar astronomy in India, and many
significant contributions were made. But no
major observational facility has been set up
in recent times. In the mean time, the study
of the Sun has once again acquired great
significance. In the international scene, the
Sun is now studied at all wavelengths –
both from the ground and from space. The
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Sun is an exciting laboratory that has brought

together astronomers and elementary particle
physicists, and this synergy recently resulted

in the resolution of one of the most
fundamental puzzles in astronomy.

It is time to rejuvenate solar physics activities

in India in a major way. There are many
aspects to this and we shall address them a

little later.

But one of the most important steps one
must take is to attract brilliant young people

to astronomy. Having a new and modern
observational facility to study the Sun will go

a long way. Fortunately, a modest size solar
telescope is affordable.

The committee therefore recommends

the setting up of a solar telescope of
approximately 50 cm diameter. Of

course, there must be a good enough
site to locate such a telescope.

Observations during the past 25 years
or so have shown that the island

observatory in Udaipur is a fairly good

site. It would be useful to undertake a
critical re-evaluation of this site before

deciding on the  location of the new
telescope.

This telescope should have

• A spectrograph,
• A polarimeter, and

• A Fabry–Perot based Universal Filter.

Such a telescope should be viewed as  a

national facility right from the time of

planning. Modern networking and
automation techniques should be

employed to allow such a telescope to
be used by a wide user community.

• An Optical Telescope at Devasthal

There has been unprecedented progress in
optical astronomy during the past decade or
so. The Hubble Space Telescope, the Keck
Telescope and the VLT consisting of four
high quality 8 metre telescopes have
evolutionized the field. Detailed planning is
already underway for a 30 m optical
telescope and a large space telescope!
Given this widening gap between what we
can afford, build and operate, and the state
of the art facilities, a realistic and at the same
time profitable approach would be to occupy
a niche area where one can still do world
class science.

With GMRT  functional, and ASTROSAT
expected to commence operation by the
year 2006, one should perhaps focus on
multiwavelength astronomy. With the
commissioning of the Hanle telescope, one
can look forward to doing competitive follow-
up observations at optical wavelengths. In
this context, it would be very advantageous
to have a modest size modern optical
telescope that will largely be dedicated to
photometric studies of various types of
variable sources. Such a telescope would
compliment and supplement the telescope
at Hanle.

The committee recommends that a
modern telescope of about 1.5 m in
diameter be set up in Devasthal, near
Nainital. A systematic site survey conducted
over the last twenty years or so suggests
that this is a fairly good site. And given its
proximity to Nainital, it can easily be
managed by the State Observatory in Nainital.

Such a telescope will greatly help in
revitalizing the Observatory in Nainital. It is
more than thirty years since the 1 m telescope
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was installed there. It is not only heavily
oversubscribed, but also needs urgent
refurbishing. Despite this handicap, there
has been a revival of activities here. There
are nearly ten research students at the
observatory, and many of them are working
on quite contemporary problems. A new
facility will go a long way in attracting more
bright young astronomers to the place.  This
alone will justify the modest cost of a telescope
such as the one being recommended.

• An Imaging TeV Gamma Ray Telescope

Ultra High Energy Gamma Ray astronomy
and the study of Ultra High Energy Cosmic
Rays are two of most exciting frontier areas
today. The groups at TIFR  and  BARC have
been pioneers in TeV γ-ray astronomy. Only
very recently the sensitivity of the
instruments has reached a level where
statistically significant detections have been
possible; this was true the world over.
Sparked by some of these recent results,
many major initiatives have been taken for
giant observing facilities (both for gamma
rays and cosmic rays at very high energies).
Many of them are international collaborations.

While one must explore the possibility of
collaborating in these major experiments, it
is essential that we, too, plan for the future.
Unless there are continuing indigenous
efforts, the groups that have made pioneering
contributions will disperse, and it would be
virtually impossible to assemble such
groups once again. All the expertise
developed over the last thirty years will be
lost. This would be undesirable, particularly
since the subject is poised to make progress
in the next decade or so.

In the area of TeV γ-rays, the two currently
operating facilities are the Cherenkov array

in Pachmarhi, and the TACTIC telescope in

Mt. Abu. The TIFR group, in collaboration
with the Indian Institute of Astrophysics,
Bangalore, is planning to set up a wavefront
sampling array at Hanle. The expected
sensitivity would be competitive, and given
the altitude, the energy threshold may be as
low as 30 GeV.

The BARC group has been discussing the
possibility of building a 20 m diameter
stereoscopic Cherenkov telescope. It will
consist of two parabolic mirrors, each with a
832-element focal plane camera. This
telescope may have an energy threshold as
low as 10–20 GeV, and can thus fill the gap
between satellite and ground-based
observations.

The committee would like to make the
following important point. At present,
as in the past, the efforts of the TIFR
and BARC groups have been rather
disjoint. Given that both groups are
subcritical in size, and resources are
limited, the envisaged stereoscopic
imaging telescope, as well as the Hanle
Array, should be seen as a national
effort and the two groups should
jointly plan and set up these facilities.
While one or two groups may have to
play the major role, it is important that
the national community of
astronomers is formally involved in
the planning process. Otherwise, one
would not be making the best use of
the expertise available in the country.
Such an approach will also ensure
wider utilization of the facility once it
is established and consequently
increase the  scientific impact.

Such an extensive discussion will also
clarify whether one should be building
both these telescopes or just one of them.

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S
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It will also clarify whether we should,
instead, be participating in an
international project.

6 . New Initiatives in Astronomy from Space

• Solar Coronograph

Space Observatories tend to be very
versatile and ambitious, and therefore very
expensive. The more ambitious a mission is,
the more is the lead time and greater the
possibility that when it is finally launched the
technology is too outdated to cope with the
current questions! Freeman Dyson has argued
about this very eloquently. In the 1980s, the
Japanese astronomy community broke away
from this tradition by launching small satellites,
with specific objectives. The rest is history.
They are now among the leaders in the
exploration of the Universe from space in
the X-ray band.

India has developed considerable capability
in building satellites and launch vehicles.
Soon after the successful flight of the first
PSLV possibilities opened up for small
payloads to be flown on various PSLV
launches. The highly successful Indian X-ray
Astronomy Experiment onboard IRS P3 is an
example. Recently a Solar X-ray Spectrometer
was integrated into GSAT 2, and launched by
the GSLV. ISRO has also successfully
demonstrated its capability to launch several
payloads with a single launch. This opens
up exciting possibilities for the Indian space
science community.

The committee strongly endorses the
suggestion from the solar physics
community to launch a small
coronograph of approximately 10 cm

aperture. Although quite modest, the
science returns will be very substantial.

There are substantial number of scientists in
India who are interested in the subject of
SPACE WEATHER. Mass ejections from the
corona of the Sun are intimately related to
space weather. Even a small coronograph
can track such mass ejections up to 50 solar
radii. Such observations combined with
simultaneous observations in the radio
wavelengths using the GMRT and the low
frequency telescope at Gauribidanur can be
very rewarding.

• Near Infrared Spectrometer

The design and fabrication of the various
telescopes that will be on the dedicated
Indian astronomy satellite, the ASTROSAT, is
well under way. Once the flight models are
delivered to ISRO, one should start planning
for the next facility. A Near Infrared
Spectro–Photometer is an attractive project.
If one focuses on the wavelength region
between 1.8 and 3 microns, then one will
occupy a niche that is difficult to study with
ground based telescopes, and which is not
covered by the recently launched SIRTF
mission. But such an instrument will require
cooling to about 80 K. Fortuitously, ISRO
has plans of developing a mechanical cooler
for space applications. Among other
uncertainties is the availability of the
detector array.

Despite these difficulties one must start
planning for the next missions. If space
sciences have to flourish in India, then it is
very important to attract young people. And
in order to do that, ASTROSAT has to be a
beginning of a new era, rather than a one-
shot mission. On the other side, such new
scientific projects will pose the required
technological challenges to ISRO to enable it
to enhance its capabilities.
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Keeping in mind these various aspects,
the committee recommends that a
Working Group be formed (consisting of
both engineers at ISRO and interested
astronomers) to do a feasibility study for
a Near Infrared Spectrometer. The
committee feels that this should be seen
as a follow up to the ASTROSAT and,
therefore, such a study should
commence rather soon.

7 . Upgrading the existing facilities

The committee has been quite conservative in
recommending new facilities. This is because
in its view the highest priority now is to grow
the next generation of astronomers. While new
facilities are certainly needed, it is equally
important to take immediate steps to ensure
that our major telescopes remain competitive.
And some of the older ones can be upgraded
quite profitably.

n The Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope

The GMRT is our largest observational facility,
and truly world class. If proper steps are taken,
it is likely to remain the major international
facility in the 200–1000 MHz range. But to
remain competitive, particularly in the crucial
1000–1400 MHz range, as well as to greatly
enhance the capability of the telescope, the
committee strongly endorses the following
upgrades suggested by the Radio Astronomy
Panel:
• Making the GMRT system broadband,

with an instantaneous bandwidth of
~ 250 MHz.

• Lowering the system temperature of
the high frequency receivers.

• Improving the capacity to reject man-
made interference.

• Exploring the possibility of adding a
few more short and long baselines to
the telescope.

n Expansion of GRAPES III

As already remarked, the study of cosmic rays
of energy above 10 20 eV now occupies the
central stage. Whether particles of such high
energy reach the earth, and if so how, is one of
the outstanding questions in astrophysics. With a
view to clarify this question, many new
experimental facilities are under planning or
construction.

The only operating facility in India for studying
ultra high energy cosmic rays is GRAPES at
Ooty. Although this is a modest effort in
comparison to some of the new international
facilities coming up, it is still powerful enough
to produce significant results. The time is ripe
for an upgrade of this experiment. Fortunately,
this can be done at a modest cost because
there has been significant R&D work at TIFR in
the development of high quality plastic
scintillators and fast electronics; consequently,
very few components would have to be
imported.

The committee endorses the suggestion
of the panel that GRAPES III should be
expanded, and an additional ~ 2000
square meter area of muon detector
installed.

The committee is also of the view that the
fruitful R&D work should be continued
vigorously, since that will provide the
opportunity to participate in future
international  collaborative experiments.

n The 1 m telescope at Nainital

An interesting project suggested by the panel
on Optical astronomy is a limited sky survey in
polarized light. A 1 m class telescope with an
imaging polarimeter will suffice for this
scientifically rewarding project.

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S
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Table 1

Prioritized list of new facilities being recommended

n Ground-based

1 • A 1.5 m-class optical telescope at Devasthal
• A 50 cm-class Solar telescope

2 Imaging TeV gamma ray telescope

n Space-based

1 A solar coronograph
2 A Near Infrared Spectro Photometer

Table 2

Recommended  upgrading of the existing telescopes

n GMRT

• Making the system broadband with ~ 250 MHz bandwidth
• Lower temperature high frequency receivers

n The 1 m telescope at Nainital

• Modernizing, automating the telescope for a polarization survey
• An imaging polarimeter and other necessary instruments

n GRAPES III

• Adding another ~ 2000 square metre of muon detectors

n Himalayan Chandra Telescope

• Instrumentation for mid-infrared observations

Table 3

Recommended technology initiatives

• Detector development for γ-rays, hard X-rays and infrared

• Active and Adaptive optics

• Hard X-ray mirrors

• X-ray polarimeter

• Space platforms for fundamental physics experiments
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The 1 m telescope at Nainital is more than
thirty years old, and it should be modernized.
This project provides the justification for doing
it. A refurbished telescope and a new telescope
at Devasthal will bring new life to this
observatory. Given its links with the Institute of
Technology at Roorkee, Kumaon University
and Gorakpur University, a flourishing
observatory will attract a lot of bright students.
To do even a limited polarization survey, one
will need a dedicated telescope which is fully
automated. Considerable thought has to go into
data handling, and the required software has to
be developed. This challenge could provide the
motivation for establishing formal links between
the observatory at Nainital and the prestigious
Institute of Technology at Roorkee. Such a
synergy will be enormously beneficial to
astronomy.

n The Himalayan Chandra Telescope at
Hanle

The capabilities of  the 2 m telescope at Hanle
could be extended to cover longer
wavelengths ( beyond 2.5 µm ). This would,
however,  require significant modifications of
the optics. One would also have to develop
cooled focal plane instruments for imaging and
spectroscopy.

8 . Travel Grants for observations

The committee notes with concern the
difficulties faced by astronomers in raising funds
for travel in connections with observations. This
is true even for travel within India. Most
institutes commit their travel budget right at
the beginning of the financial year. This makes
it difficult to accommodate last minute requests
for travel support.

There is a related problem. Even when funds
are available, only the  senior persons are

entitled to “air travel”. Since train bookings are
now open 60 days in advance, it is extremely
difficult to get tickets just a few weeks prior to
the journey. Unfortunately, scheduling the
observations at an observatory is a complicated
matter and quite often the observers have only a
relatively short notice.

In the case of observing with major
international facilities, the problem is further
compounded by the fact that even today
(although we have an extremely comfortable
foreign exchange reserve) “foreign travel” is
regarded as a rare privilege.

There have been many instances when young
astronomers were not able to utilize the time
allotted at major telescopes due to lack of
funds. This is unfortunate because it is
extremely difficult to get time on the big
optical telescopes like the VLT or KECK
telescope, or large millimetre wave telescopes
such as IRAM or SEST.

This situation is to be contrasted with what
prevails in Europe. It was the longstanding
practice of the European Southern Observatory
(whose telescopes are located in Chile) that
when an astronomer from one of the member
countries was granted time on the telescope
then a free plane ticket to Chile was provided
by ESO. The point is that such a guaranteed
travel support is an insignificant expenditure
compared to the cost of running a major
observatory.

The committee would like to strongly
recommend that a similar system should be set
up in India so that Indian astronomers who
have to go to, say, GMRT, Nainital, Mount
Abu or Hanle are able to get the cost of their

air travel from the concerned observatories.
Obviously, the observatories may not be able
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to meet this additional cost from their own

budget. Therefore, the suggestion is that the

National Facilities should be given additional

funding by, say, the Department of Science
and Technology which will be specifically

earmarked for this purpose. In the long run

such an arrangement will result in better

utilization of our facilities, particularly by the

university sector.

Going one step further, the committee would

like to suggest that such a support should be
given even for observing with international

facilities in those cases where the presence of

the astronomer is mandatory. Usually, it is

enough for one of the astronomers on the

proposal to be present. If there are foreign
collaborators then it is often possible to arrange

for them to be present. Sometimes it is

unavoidable for the Indian astronomer to be

present. In such instances, the concerned

astronomer should be able to approach the DST
for travel grants.

A rough estimate suggests that a budget of
about Rs. 15 lakhs a year would be sufficient to

take care of both domestic as well as

international travel. To enable one to view this

in proper perspective it may be mentioned that

the sum mentioned above is the “effective”
cost of operating the GMRT for five days!

9 . Focused R&D efforts

This is certainly the Golden Age of astronomy.
Unprecedented progress has been made

during the last decade or so in all branches of

astronomy. Admittedly, the large telescopes

that are now available have played a key role.

Perhaps a more important factor has been the
spectacular progress in the technology of
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detectors. We in India have neglected research

and development work in this area. Certain
areas, like Gallium Arsenide technology and

mesoscopic devices,  require such huge
investments that one cannot contemplate any

significant R&D effort for astronomy alone. But
there are other areas in which sustained efforts

will bring rich rewards. A few of them are

recommended below.

• Speckle Interferometry

As already remarked, this is an area where

there is considerable expertise in India,
although not necessarily in the astronomical

community. One should seed research in this
area at many places, including the IITs. The

optics groups at IIT Madras and IIT Delhi, for
example, have considerable interest and

expertise in modern optics. Optical and

infrared astronomers will greatly benefit by
closely interacting with such groups. The

added advantage is that one can also avail of
the high level engineering help that will be

available at the IITs.

Speckle interferometry is in great vogue at
present. If one is able to develop a state of

the art speckle camera, for example, one
may use it to gain access to the world’s

largest telescopes such as the KECK or the
VLT through a collaborative programme.

• Active and Adaptive Optics

For more than a decade now, most of the
major optical telescopes in the world have

been using various techniques of active

optics to correct for the distortions
introduced in the incident wavefront by the

earth’s atmosphere. A great deal of effort has

gone into both conceptual questions, as well
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as the technology to achieve it. Although the

Hubble Space Telescope does not suffer
from the problems plaguing ground based
telescopes, it is a telescope of modest size

compared to the KECK or the VLT. So these
large telescopes with active optics (and

adaptive optics in the near future) can be
much more versatile than the Space Telescope.

Although still in its infancy, a great deal of
effort has also gone into adaptive optics,

where one will attempt to make real time
corrections to the phase of the wavefront.

Surprisingly, there is very little research or
experimentation going on in India in these

areas. It is essential that a few optics groups
in the country, in collaboration with
astronomers, start serious programmes in

these areas.

Clearly, active and adaptive optics have

significance far beyond astronomy. It is well
known that in the USA, for example, the

military establishment has been supporting
intensive research. While all that is presently
“classified”, it will not be long before a good

fraction of the progress made comes into the
public domain (like the GPS Receivers did

after the Gulf War!). In order to be able to
effectively, and speedily, use that knowledge
one will have to have acquired first hand

experience. Like in other high tech areas
(nuclear reactors or Tokomaks) one has to

have a minimum level of experience to
benefit from emerging technologies.

• Detector development

A continuing effort in detector

development is of paramount importance

to the future of astronomy in India.

But such developmental work need not be
confined to the astronomical institutions. One
must actively pursue collaborative R&D efforts
with leading laboratories in the country. In
addition, one must actively seek international
collaboration.

Pursuing such an activity is also important for
another reason. Progress in experimental
science is closely related to innovative
instrumentation. Unlike in the west, in India
instrumentation (and materials preparation)
has not received its due share of importance,
at least in recent times. Part of the problem
has been the difficulty of recruiting and
retaining high quality engineers. Developing
and sustaining new engineering/
technical challenges will help in
attracting really talented engineering
manpower. It will also help to retain and
consolidate the existing talent (and
facilities) at various laboratories and
industry.

The committee  recommends that
suitable steps should be taken to initiate
development work in the following areas.

• Large format CCDs for optical astronomy.

• Near and mid infrared detector arrays.

• CdZnTe arrays for hard X-rays.

• Silicon-strip detectors.

These are undoubtedly the next generation
detectors for gamma ray astronomy. Some
work in this emerging area is already
underway as a collaborative effort between
BARC, TIFR and Bharat Electronics. This is
mainly in the context of elementary particle
physics. A parallel developmental effort must
be undertaken for space astronomy missions.
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• Gas microstrip/GEM  detectors for
X-ray and γ -ray astronomy

Again, there is some work going on at BARC,
the Indian Institute of Science, Bharat
Electronics and the ISRO Satellite Centre. The
present efforts are aimed at optimizing these
detectors for X-rays. One should explore the
possibility of extending this to the γ-ray
regime. If one is successful then one can look
forward to large area, low cost gamma ray
detectors with high spatial rsolution.

• Hard X-ray mirrors

It was argued above that one must
vigorously pursue the development of
CdZnTe detectors for hard X-rays. As a
parallel effort, one must try to develop
mirrors for hard X-rays based on multi-
layered materials. If successful, one
can then go on to make an imaging
hard X-ray telescope.

• X-ray polarimeter

This is an exciting development to pursue
at the laboratory level. There are some
efforts at TIFR to design proportional
counters that are sensitive to orientation of
the electric field of the incoming X-rays. This
attempt could be intensified, and similar
attempts could be initiated at other laboratories.
This is another example of an area where
modest efforts could pay rich dividends.

• Space platforms for precision physics
experiments

ISRO has already shown its willingness to
meet the technical challenges posed by
scientific missions. Looking beyond the
ASTROSAT and the Lunar mission, ISRO
might consider technology initiatives which

will enable one to embark on precision
experiments in space platforms. An example

of such initiatives would be precision control
of spacecrafts. Such initiatives must be
supplemented by others, such as state of
the art accelerometers, precision time-
keeping using, for example, the so-called
fountain clocks of ultracold atoms etc.

10. Dedicated facilities for R&D efforts

The research and development work
recommended above, will require some
sophisticated infrastructure.

While a few of these will be rather specialized,
others will find wide usage.

• X-ray beam facility

A national facility is required for testing and
validating the existing and future initiatives in
instrumentation. This should include variable
X-ray generators, vacuum X-ray beams and
multi-energy wide beams to calibrate coded
mask systems.

• UV and IR test and calibration facility

A facility where ultraviolet optics could be
tested, and where UV and infrared detectors
can be tested and calibrated should be set

up. Although the suggestion may come in
the context of astronomy, such a facility is
bound to be useful in other contexts as well.

• Design and simulation centre for
miniature electronics

Application Specific Integrated Circuits, Field
Programmable Gate Arrays etc. are finding
increasing usage in modern electronics. It is
important to have a centre where miniature
electronics using such devices can be

designed and simulated.
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The committee appreciates that facilities,
such as the ones mentioned above, are
quite expensive to set up. Moreover, test
and calibration facilities involving high
vacuum systems and clean rooms will
degrade unless they are regularly used.
For this reason, all such facilities
should be national facilities.

1 1 .A National Centre for Space Sciences
and Instrumentation
It should be clear from the discussion above
that a serious lacuna in Indian astronomy
(indeed, science in general) is instrumentation
and detector development. While some of the
immediate needs are attended to, there is
hardly any long term developmental
programme anticipating future needs.
Given various constraints, none of the research
institutes would be willing to support open
ended R&D work. Understandably, their
priority would be the ongoing research.

This will be a serious handicap if one is hoping
to pursue space sciences seriously. This is
unfortunate because space is one frontier which
excites the younger generation. Besides, this is
one area where one can build on the
spectacular successes of ISRO. While ISRO can
offer us advanced satellite technology and
launch vehicles, the development of the
payloads has to be the responsibility of the
scientists. And when opportunities arise, one
must be prepared for it! This in turn requires a
continuing effort in developing receivers,
detectors etc.

To cater to these needs, the committee
recommends the setting up of a National
Centre for Space Sciences and
Instrumentation. Such a centre would serve
the needs of

• Astronomy
• Atmospheric Sciences
• Ocean studies
• Aeronomy, etc.

The mandate of such a centre should include:

• To catalyze space research.
• Collaborate with the major academic

institutions.
• Establish working links with the leading R&D

labs such as CSIR, IITs, etc.
• Establish links with the universities.
• Pursue R&D work related to future needs

(detectors, sensors etc.).
• Disseminate technical knowledge with a

view to upgrading the industry.
• Establish close links with similar centres in

other countries, etc.

The envisaged centre should have only a
core group of engineers and technical
personnel. Scientists from various
academic institutions will have adjunct
positions at the centre, and carry on their
R&D work in collaboration with the core
staff at the centre.

As a centre for Space Sciences, the areas of
activity is likely to include

• Optical engineering
• Microwave detectors / receivers
• Detectors for optical, IR and UV
• Precision mechanical engineering
• Real time systems
• Data analysis and display software, etc.

It should be obvious from the above that there
will be considerable overlap between the
activities at the centre and the various
establishments of ISRO. It may therefore be
advantageous if this centre is set up under the
auspices of ISRO as it will avoid the
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duplication of major facilities. But it should be
set up as a separate unit to ensure that its
mandate is developmental work to meet
future needs. By its very nature, the
activities at the centre will not have any
direct bearing on ongoing projects (as
distinct from the current ISRO centres).

An often stated worry is that instrumentation
activity can only be sustained if there is a close
interaction between engineers and scientists
who have an end use in mind. The committee
would therefore like to reiterate that in the
scheme outlined above, there will be a close
interaction between the adjunct staff (who
actually initiate the R&D work) and the
engineering and technical staff. Naturally, the
travel and living expenses of the adjunct staff
will have to be borne by the centre.

1 2 .Participation in international projects

While indigenous efforts are absolutely essential
for science to take root, as well as to build a
sizeable scientific community, one must be
aware of the ever widening gap between the
state of the art facilities abroad and what we
can realistically hope to have in India. Indeed,
the next generation facilities that are being
planned are so expensive that even the United
States of America cannot raise the required
resources.

Multinational collaboration is the new
paradigm in big science. This is going to be
true in all branches of astronomy.

Therefore we in India, too, have no option but to
participate in such international ventures. The
facilities we may build are more likely to be
useful for intensive follow up observations. But
to do science at the cutting edge, one needs
access to large facilities. While guest
observations have been possible in the past

with most of the major telescopes, given the
huge costs involved, it is likely that this option
will be highly restricted in the future.

But to participate in big international
projects as partners, one must be in a
position to take the responsibility for
some aspects of the projects. This could
be design and fabrication of some
hardware, software development,
associated theoretical studies, data
modeling, etc.

In this context, the Indian astronomical
community could learn from the experience of
the experimental elementary particle
physicists who have been participating in
major experiments at CERN, and also in the
design of the next generation particle collider.

The committee regards this as one of its major
recommendations, and therefore lists a few
examples.

• The Square Kilometre Array
Interferometer (SKAI)  and The Low
Frequency Array (LOFAR)

The LOFAR is the next major radio telescope
under planning by the Netherlands and USA.
The square kilometer array is envisaged as
the major leap forward in radio astronomy.
From the discussions that have already taken
place, it is clear that it will be a multinational
project. With the experience of building the
GMRT, radio astronomers in India are well
placed to contribute to this project in many
areas such as conceptual questions, design
of the correlator, development of the
software etc.

A core group should be formed for this
specific purpose, and it should be funded
adequately so that one does not miss this
golden opportunity.
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• All Sky Monitors for international X-ray
missions

An all sky X-ray monitor is an extremely
important feature of any major X-ray
astronomy mission. Considerable expertise
has been developed by the X-ray astronomy
community in India in the design and
fabrication of such monitors. This opens up
interesting possibilities. For example, the
concerned group could offer to build a sky
monitor for a proposed international mission
in return for guaranteed observing time.
One might also think of actually launching a
monitor by itself, using one of ISRO’s
launches. One could then enter into a formal
understanding with other orbiting
observatories to share the “alerts” from the
monitor, and in return get observing time
with the concerned satellite.

• Hard X-ray mirrors

As already mentioned, it would be very
worthwhile to initiate R&D work related to
making mirrors for hard X-rays using multi-
layered material. Assuming that one is able to
develop and perfect the technique, one
could consider taking the responsibility of
making such mirrors for some future
international mission, thereby becoming
partners.

• Theoretical studies and data modeling
for proposed missions

Major experimental projects involve
considerable theoretical studies at the design
stage. Indeed, very distinguished
theoreticians are often involved in this
exercise. The Fermi Accelerator,
experiments at CERN, the ongoing
experiments with Laser Interferometers

to detect gravitational waves are some
examples where Indian partners have made
significant contributions.

One might become partners in some future
experimental project by undertaking some
specified theoretical investigation related to
the project. Numerical simulations is an
excellent example.

There is already one example where this
potentiality has been amply demonstrated.
Theorists at IUCAA and the Raman Research
Institute have been working very closely
with the experimental teams operating the
laser interferometers in the USA and
Europe designed to detect gravitational
waves from coalescing binaries consisting of
two neutron stars. One group is involved in
calculating the detailed signature of the
expected burst of gravitational waves, and
the other is involved in developing
techniques to be used in the analysis of the
data. Given the astronomical cost of these
experiments, and the very advanced
technology needed, one can never hope to
build such experimental set up in India.
Nevertheless, by making valuable
theoretical contributions the two groups
have become part of the international
consortium involved in this frontier
experiment. Looking ahead to the future,
the Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA) offers exciting
possibilities.

Contributions to data modelling is another
avenue for collaboration. The recently
launched WMAP satellite to map the
anisotropy of the cosmic microwave
background radiation is a good example. A
proper analysis of the data requires the use
of very sophisticated statistical techniques.
Historically, this is another area where there
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is considerable strength in India. And given
our strong theoretical interest in cosmology,
the above suggestion is worth keeping in
mind in the context of even more ambitious
missions, such as PLANCK.

•  Complementary observing programmes

Above, we have commented on how one
might gain access to facilities that one
cannot realistically hope to build in India.
There is another angle to this, and that is to
involve some of our facilities in a
collaborative s c i en t i f i c  pro j e c t .

To illustrate this, one might use the
example of GMRT. There are scientific
projects which involve observing a class of
objects in different parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum. One may want
to study clusters of galaxies with low
frequency radio telescopes, get optical
spectra of the galaxies in the cluster,
observe them with an X-ray telescope and
so on. Given that GMRT is the most
powerful radio telescope at metre
wavelengths, there is great scope for
different investigators in India to form
collaborative international teams. The
foreign collaborators gain access to the
GMRT through such a channel, and our
astronomers will have access to the large
European or American optical telescopes
and X-ray observatories.

A couple of such collaborations already
exist, but there is ample scope for
exploiting this further.

Another avenue worth exploring seriously is
to offer a major chunk of time at one of our
facilities for coordinated or follow up
observations. If a major X-ray or gamma ray
mission is being planned, then one of the
things the PIs of the mission will be looking

for is an optical telescope for identification,
getting spectra to obtain red shifts etc., as
well as a radio telescope for complementary
and supplementary information.

GMRT is a powerful enough radio telescope
to enter into a partnership with proposed X-
ray and gamma ray missions. Above one
was referring to individual scientists forming
collaborations. Here one is suggesting the
possibility of a particular observatory
entering into a formal agreement. Similarly,
if the projected instruments are quickly
commissioned on the Hanle telescope –
particularly the spectrograph – then similar
opportunities can be explored.

•  The use of ISRO ground stations

ISRO has a network of ground stations.
Occasionally, ISRO may be willing to allow
the use of its facilities for a major
international mission. This, again, gives us
the possibility of negotiating a scientific
collaboration.

• Global Network of telescopes

There are many exciting programmes that
require the use of telescopes across the world.
Very Long Basel ine Interferometry (VLBI),
Asteroseismology and Helioseismology
are examples. In all these areas, Indian
observatories have participated very
effectively and this should continue.

To summarize the committee’s
recommendations in this section , while
we must pursue our own projects, we
must exploit every opportunity to
collaborate in major international
projects. The necessary expertise
which will empower us to do so must
be developed. In addition, one must
consciously explore the possibility of
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using our facilities for complementary
programmes which will support
international missions/groups, in
return for observing time with
international facilities.

1 3 .Centre for Simulation Studies

Computer simulations have become one of the
most powerful tools in science and engineering.

1. In many areas of science and technology,
computer simulation has emerged as the
third arm of science [the other two being
theory and experiment].

2. Advanced science and technology simply
cannot afford to remain aloof from
simulations.

3. Some simulators are more than computers –
like flight simulators for example.

4. Simulation codes take a long time to
develop. They are seldom available in the
open market; even if they are, they are
heavily priced; and many of them are simply
not available for India.

In the context of astronomy and astrophysics,
simulation studies are being intensively
pursued in several areas, such as

• N-body simulations
• Space environment impact on experiments
• Detector design (design optimization,

background estimation, etc.)
• Hydrodynamic and Magneto Hydrodynamic

studies (supernova explosions, formation of
jets, galaxy formation, etc.)

Not only are these studies being pursued with
supercomputers, special chips  have been
designed and fabricated for some applications.
But in India, there is a historical lethargy in the
matter of actively supporting computer
simulations.

The committee would like to strongly
recommend the establishment of a small
but dedicated centre for pursuing
simulations. An extremely fast parallel
computer should be available at such a
center, and the centre should be run as a
national facility. The concerned funding
agency should ensure that such a facility
is not duplicated, for otherwise it will not
be optimally used!

14 .Data Archive Centre and Virtual Observatory

In keeping with the international trend,
the committee recommends the setting up
of a centralized data archive centre, where
data collected from Indian, as well as
international facilities, are easily available.

Such a center should provide the necessary
tools for the analysis of the data, must have the
ability to disseminate data ( particularly to
investigators at University departments ) and
provide training for the users.

1 5 .Schools and Workshops

Advanced Schools and Workshops, organized at
regular intervals, are important for several reasons:

• They are very effective in exposing young
research students to emerging areas and
help the more established researchers in
‘catching up’ on recent developments.

• Often they empower scientists to switch
from one area of research to another.

• Intensive Workshops help in cross
fertilization of ideas, and also in furthering
collaborative research.
They can also bring together people from
related disciplines.

• Specialized Workshops can greatly help in
creating and enlarging the “user community”
for the national observing facilities. Although
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many such schools and workshops
have been held, there is an urgent need to
do this in a more systematic and sustained
manner.

The committee is of the view that the
Astronomical Society of India should
take the lead in organizing such
meetings under its auspices. There is a
precedence for this. The “Enrico Fermi
Schools” organized by the Italian
Physical Society at Varenna and the
“Saas Fee Schools” organized by the
Swiss Astronomical Society have been
so successful that they attract students
and lecturers  from all over the world.

Further, the ASI should take the
responsibility of bringing out the Lecture
Notes of these schools (the Lecture Notes of
the Saas Fee schools held over the last thirty
years forms an impressive series). This is
particularly important in the Indian context
because astronomy books are prohibitively
expensive, and very few researchers –
students or otherwise – can afford to buy them.
The ASI could perhaps collaborate with the
Indian Academy of Sciences in publishing
these books at a relatively low cost.
Fortuitously, the necessary infrastructure for
holding such schools already exists in ideal
settings such as the Observatory in
Kodaikanal and the Orange County Resort
in Coorg in the Western Ghats. Here, again,
the ASI could join hands with the Indian
Academy of Sciences which has a long
tradition of organizing such meetings.

1 6 . Astronomy Education

High School and Pre-university Level
Despite periodic revision of the curriculum,
there is very little   astronomy in the High
School and Pre-University syllabus. The
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officially prescribed school textbooks usually
have a mandatory chapter dealing with
eclipses, solar system objects, with a couple of
pages on the ‘origin of the Universe’ thrown in.
At the XI and XII standard level (or the pre-
university) the near omission of astronomy is
even more glaring since fairly advanced topics
are covered in physics. This situation needs to
be remedied urgently.

• The committee suggests that the
Astronomical Society of India should
identify a group of distinguished
astronomers and astrophysicists who
are interested in education to formally
interact with the various bodies such
as the NCERT, the University Grants
Commission etc. and engage them in a
discussion. Some years ago the NCERT
did involve several well known
physicists in writing several chapters
of the prescribed textbooks on science.
As the professional body representing
the astronomers, the ASI should
aggressively pursue the inclusion of
modern topics in astronomy at the pre-
university level.

 Undergraduate Level
While astronomy in the school curriculum will
help in making science more exciting to young
children, at the undergraduate level the
inclusion of modern topics in astronomy will
help the teaching of physics in an essential
way. Of all the areas in physics, astrophysics is
the most interdisciplinary one. Topics in
astronomy, if carefully chosen, are the best
way to illustrate many things such as black
body radiation, kinetic theory of gases, the
central force problem in mechanics, atomic and
molecular spectra, ionization equilibrium,
Fermi – Dirac statistics, degeneracy pressure,
virial theorem, nuclear physics, etc.
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• The committee suggests that this is
another area where the ASI should get
involved. It could identify astronomers
to interact with the Board of Studies of
Universities and Autonomous Colleges
so that suitable topics in astronomy are
introduced at the appropriate places.
Since curriculum revision is done
periodically, a sustained effort will
produce results.

Another area of concern is the lack of
interaction between scientists at the various
research institutions in India and the
colleges. This very unfortunate state of
affairs is peculiar to our country. In the
United States and Europe, for example, the
teaching at the undergraduate level at most
universities is done by professional
scientists. As a result, the students get to
hear about the latest developments in
science. This is an extremely important
component to attracting bright students to
the degree courses. Unfortunately, the
growth of the research institutes has
inevitably lead to an impoverishment of the
intellectual life in our universities and
colleges. While it is difficult to find a global
solution to this complex problem, active
scientists should contribute to building
bridges between their respective institutions
and colleges in their neighbourhood.

• The committee recommends that
leading research institutions should
proactively encourage their scientists
to interact with the teachers at the
local colleges and universities since
this will have a very positive impact on
the quality of teaching at the
undergraduate level.

• The committee suggests that to encourage
such interactions, suitable incentives

should be given and the value of such
work given due recognition.

• The committee recommends that the ASI
should take the lead in organizing
refresher courses for school and college
teachers to enable them to teach the
topics in astronomy that may be
introduced in the curriculum. Since the
Indian Academy of Sciences has recently
embarked on a major programme of
refresher courses, and has the necessary
infrastructure and resources to organize
them, it will be desirable if the ASI
joins in this endeavour.

17. Public Outreach

Given the present socio-economic climate, it
has become increasingly difficult to attract
young people to science. While this problem is
being faced by all countries, it is particularly
acute in India.

Astronomy can play a very important role in
creating an awareness of science, its
importance and achievements among the
public. No other branch of science can match
the natural public appeal of astronomy.
Astronomical concepts and images have
universal appeal. Astronomical discoveries
capture the imagination of people of all ages.
Therefore, astronomy is the most effective
way to teach people about the importance of
science and technology, and attract a small
fraction of them to a career in science. As a
well known astronomer has put it “astronomy
is the Trojan Horse of science”.

• Therefore, the committee is of the
opinion that the astronomical community
should be seized of the need to
disseminate astronomical discoveries
widely, and thus bring the excitement
of science to the general public.
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Planetaria and Science Museums

Planetaria and science museums have traditionally
taken the major responsibility of communicating
science to the public. Although the Directors of
many planetaria and museums have formal

training in science, the lack of day-to-day contact
with the astronomical community makes it difficult
for them to explain in simple terms the recent
advances in astronomy to the visitors. At the same

time, most professional astronomers have very
little experience in communicating with the
public.

• Therefore the committee strongly
recommends that astronomical
institutions develop close links with

planetaria and science museums. They
should encourage and facilitate the
interaction between the astronomers and
the staff of the planetaria.

• The Astronomical Society of India should
take active interest in this and help to

catalyze such an interaction.

• The ASI could also arrange refresher
courses for the staff of planetaria and

science museums, and also help them
develop display material, including
models of our major telescopes, etc.

Science Centres

Many of our observatories are located at places
which attract a great number of tourists. Examples

are Nainital, Udaipur, Ooty, Kodaikanal etc. Not
surprisingly, the observatories at these places are
standard stops for the countless number of tourists.
For example, several hundred people visit the

observatory in Kodaikanal everyday during the
season. This gives a tremendous opportunity to
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supplement the role played by the planetaria and
science museums in popularizing astronomy.

• The committee recommends that every
observatory should set up an attractive
Science Centre. This should be modern,
and professional help should be sought
in setting up such centres. In addition to
models of telescopes and panels, such a
centre should have the technical
infrastructure to show slides and videos
in an automated fashion. In addition to
the achievements of that particular
observatory, a comprehensive profile of
Indian Astronomy should be projected.
The ASI could take the responsibility of
producing a well documented video
giving a historical account, describing the
various facilities in India, the significant
achievements etc. This could then be
made available to the various Observatory
Science Centres.

In addition, the contemporary excitement
at the frontiers of  astronomy on the
world scene could be brought out using
the publicly available images and videos
produced by NASA,  ESA, ESO, etc.

In most Western countries, the funding agencies
make it mandatory for the observatories to have
such Science Centres. The committee is of the
view that our own funding agencies should also
make a similar demand of our observatories.
During the last fifty years or so, the government
of India has been fairly generous in funding
various national facilities, and the committee
hopes that this trend will continue. But the time
has come to demand that research institutions
contribute in a more significant manner to
conveying the discoveries and excitement of
science to the public.
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List of addresses

Radio Observatories
Gauribidanur Radio Observatory
(Indian Institute of Astrophysics
& Raman Research Institute),
Gauribidanur 561 210, Kolar District, Karnataka.
http://www.rri.res.in/htmls/aa/gbd_overview.html
http://www.iiap.res.in/gauri/gauri.html

Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope
National Centre for Radio Astrophysics,
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,
Post Box 6, Narayangaon 410 504,
Taluka - Junnar,  Pune.
http://www.ncra.tifr.res.in/ncra_hpage/gmrt/
gmrt.html

Mauritius Radio Telescope
(Raman Research Institute, Indian Institute of
Astrophysics & University of Mauritius)
Faculty of Science, University of Mauritius,
Reduit, Mauritius.
http://www.rri.res.in/htmls/aa/mrt.html
http://www.uom.ac.mu/Research&Consultancy/mrt/
default.htm
http://www.iiap.res.in/gauri/mrt.html

Radio Astronomy Centre
National Centre for Radio Astrophysics,
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,
Post Bag 8, Ooty 643 001, Tamil Nadu.
http://www.ncra.tifr.res.in/ncra_hpage/ort/ort.html

Optical Observatories
Aryabhatta Research Institute of
Observational Sciences (ARIES)
Manora Peak, Nainital 263 129,

Uttaranchal.

http://upso.ernet.in/

Giravli observatory  of IUCAA
Contact IUCAA
http://www.iucaa.ernet.in/

Gurushikhar Infrared Observatory
(Physical Research Laboratory)
Mt. Abu, Rajasthan.
http://www.prl.ernet.in/astronomy/irtel.shtml

Indian Astronomical Observatory at Hanle
Indian Institute of Astrophysics,
Post Box No. 100, Skarma, Skara,
Leh-Ladakh  194 101.
http://www.iiap.res.in/iao/iao.html

The Himalayan Chandra Telescope at Hanle is
remotely operated from:
Centre for Research and Education in
Science & Technology, Indian Institute of
Astrophysics,
Shidlaghatta Road, Hosakote 562 114.
http://crest.ernet.in/iia/crest/crest.html

Japal-Rangapur Observatory,
Osmania University, Hyderabad 500 007.
http://www.osmania.ac.in/RTJRO.htm

Kodaikanal Solar Observatory
Indian Institute of Astrophysics,
Kodaikanal 624 103.
http://www.iiap.res.in/kodai/kodai.html

Udaipur Solar Observatory
(Physical Research Laboratory)
P. O. Box No: 198 , Bari Road, Dewali,
Udaipur 313 001.
http://www.prl.ernet.in/~sushant/uso/
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Vainu Bappu Observatory
Indian Institute of Astrophysics,
Kavalur, Alangayam 635 701.
http://www.iiap.res.in/vbo/vbo.html

Other observing
facilities
GRAPES,
Cosmic Ray Laboratory of TIFR, Rajbhavan,

Udhagamandalam (Ooty), Tamil Nadu 643 001.

http://www.tifr.res.in/scripts/

show_rprog.php?param=61&filename=rprogram_

r.txt&terminalnodeid=505752&schoolid=1&deptid=2

High Energy Gamma Ray Observatory
(Tata Institute of Fundamental Research),

Amrak Bungalow,  Pachmarhi 461 881,

Madhya Pradesh.

http://www.tifr.res.in/~pnbhat/hegro.html

TACTIC Array,
GRACE Project,

(Bhabha Atomic Research Centre),

Guru Shikhar, Mt. Abu, Rajasthan.

http://www.barc.ernet.in/pg/nrl-harl/tactic.html

TIFR Balloon Facility
Post Bag No. 5,  ECIL Post Office,

Hyderabad 500 062.

http://www.tifr.res.in/~bf/

Research Institutes
Aryabhatta Research Institute of
Observational Sciences (ARIES)
Manora Peak, Nainital 263 129, Uttaranchal, India.

http://upso.ernet.in/

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Trombay, Mumbai  400 085.

http://www.barc.ernet.in/

Harish-Chandra Research Institute
Chhatnag Road, Jhusi, Allahabad 211 019.

http://www.mri.ernet.in/

Indian Institute of Astrophysics
II Block, Koramangala, Bangalore 560 034.

http://www.iiap.res.in/

Department of Physics
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012.

http://www.iisc.ernet.in/

Inter-University Centre for Astronomy &
Astrophysics
Post Bag 4, Ganeshkhind, Pune 411 007.

http://www.iucaa.ernet.in/

ISRO Satellite Centre
Vimanapura, Bangalore 560 017.

http://www.isro.org/centers/cen_isac.htm

National Centre for Radio Astrophysics
Post Bag 3, Ganeshkhind, Pune 411 007.

http://www.ncra.tifr.res.in/

Physical Research Laboratory
Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380 009.

http://www.prl.ernet.in/

Raman Research Institute
C V Raman Avenue, Sadashivanagar,

Bangalore 560 080.

http://www.rri.res.in

Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics
1/AF, Bidhannagar, Kolkata 700 064.

http://www.saha.ernet.in/
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S.N. Bose National Centre
for Basic Sciences
JD Block, Sector III, Salt Lake City,
Kolkata 700 098.
http://boson.bose.res.in/

Space Applications Centre
ISRO, Ambawadi Vistar P.O.,
Ahmedabad 380 015.
http://www.isro.org/centers/cen_sac.htm

Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
Homi Bhabha Road, Colaba,  Mumbai 400 005.
http://www.tifr.res.in/

Some of  the University Departments
where Astronomy and Astrophysics
research is done:
Department of Astronomy,
Osmania University,
Hyderabad 500 007, Andhra Pradesh.
http://www.osmania.ac.in/

School of Studies in Physics,
Pandit Ravishankar Shukla University,
Raipur 492 010, Chattisgarh.
http://www.rsuniversity.com/

Department of Physics and Astrophysics,
University of Delhi, Delhi 110 007.
http://www.du.ac.in/
show_department.html?department_id=Physics

Department of  Physics,
University of Kerala,
Thiruvananthapuram  695 034, Kerala.
http://www.keralauniversity.edu/

School of Pure and Applied Physics,
Mahatma Gandhi University,
Priyadarshni Hills P.O.,
Athirampuzha, Kottayam 686 560, Kerala.
http://www.mguniversity.edu/dept.htm#d05

Department of Physics,
Cochin University of Science and Technology,
Cochin 682  022, Kerala.
http://physics.cusat.ac.in/

Department of Physics,
University of Pune, Ganesh Khind P.O.,
Pune 411 007, Maharashtra.
http://physics.unipune.ernet.in/

Department of Physics,
Utkal University, Vanivihar,
Bhubaneswar 751 004, Orissa.
http://www.utkaluniversity.org

Department of Physics,
Aligarh Muslim University,
Aligarh 202 002, Uttar Pradesh.
http://www.amu.ac.in/index.htm

Department of Applied Physics,
Institute of Technology, Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi 221 005, Uttar Pradesh .
http://www.itbhu.ac.in/departments/ap/index.htm

Astrophysics Research Group,
Meerut College, Meerut 250 001, Uttar Pradesh.

Department of Physics,
University of Gorakhpur, Gorakhpur 273 009,
Uttar Pradesh.

Department of Physics,
Jadavpur University, Jadavpur, Kolkata 700 032,
West Bengal.
http://www.physics.jdvu.ac.in/
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
ALMA: The Atacama Large Millimetre Array
ASCA: The Japanese Advanced Satellite for

Cosmology and Astrophysics Mission
ASTROSAT: The Indian Astronomical Satellite
BATSE: Burst and Transient Spectrometer

Equipment aboard CGRO
CGRO: The Compton Gamma Ray Observatory
CMBR: Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation
CME: Coronal Mass Ejections
COBE: Cosmic Background Explorer
CONSTELLATION: A suite of four powerful X-ray

Telescopes
CREST: Centre for Research and Education in

Science and Technology
CXB: Cosmic X-ray Background
CXO: The Chandra X-ray Observatory
CZT: Cd Zn Te Imager on ASTROSAT
FIRST: The European Far Infrared Space Telescope
GLAST: The Gamma Ray Large Area Space

Telescope
GMRT: The Giant Meterwave Radio Telescope
GONG: Global Oscillation Network Group
GRACE: Gamma Ray Astrophysics through

Coordinated Experiments
GRAPES: Gamma Ray Astronomy at PeV Energies
GRB: Gamma Ray Burst
GSMT: A 30 m-class Giant Segmented Mirror

 Telescope
HCT: The Himalayan Chandra Telescope
HESSI: The High Energy Solar Spectroscopic

 Imager
HST: The Hubble Space Telescope
IRAS: The Infrared Astronomical Satellite
ISO: Infrared Space Observatory
IXAE: Indian X-ray Astronomy Experiment
JCMT: James Clerk Maxwell Telescope
LAXPC: Large Area Xenon Proportional Counters
LIGO: The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave

Observatory

LISA: The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
LOFAR: Low Frequency Array
MAP: The Microwave Anisotropy Probe Mission
NGST: The Next Generation Space Telescope

(8 m-class infrared telescope)
ORT: Ooty Radio Telescope
PACT: Pachmarhi Array of Cherenkov Telescopes
PLANCK: An ESA-led space mission to image

the anisotropies in the CMBR
PSLV : Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
ROSAT: The Roentgen Satellite
RXTE: The Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer
SIM: The Space Interferometry Mission
SIRTF: The Space Infrared Telescope Facility
SKAI: The Square Kilometre Array Interferometer
SOFIA : The Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared

Astronomy
SOXS: Solar X-ray Spectrometer
SSM: The Scanning Sky Monitor on ASTROSAT
SXT: The Soft X-ray Telescope on ASTROSAT
TACTIC: TeV Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope
TPF:  Terrestrial Planet Finder, an infrared

interferometer
UHECR: Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays
UHEGR: Ultra High Energy Gamma Rays
USO: Udaipur Solar Observatory
UVIT: The Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope on

ASTROSAT
VBO: The Vainu Bappu Observatory
VBT: The Vainu Bappu Telescope
VERITAS: The Very Energetic Radiation Imaging

Telescope Array System
VLBI: Very Long Baseline Interferometry
VLT: The Very Large Telescope at the European

Southern Observatory
WIMPS: Weakly Interacting  Massive Particles
XMM-Newton: The European X-ray Space Mission

launched in 1999
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